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The Title of the Study
Migration froa farsia in Boone County, Mosouri, to town*
and cities*
rihc .urooao
To a certain the extent or aigration, sonsthing of the
status of persons d{gating and sotae of the social, economic
Jiaci pkysiogra hie conditions and circumstances iiurrounding the
. iigraat hoth before and after migration.
Tho Joooo
The study includes 500 Hn faailloi t&ioh nigrate from
farus in Joonc bounty* Jiissouri. to towns or cities within the
state during the interim between Janunry 1, 1019, and iJeoenber
51 t 1<J23.
The toanahlpa of Cedar, Missouri, -orehe, Hocky rork, and
..jour t>on ooupriae the area studied* The townships of Columbia
and Centralis sere oaitteu as not being typical beeause of the
possibility of faraers residing taerein being helU to fnna rec-
ideuce, through fam inoo « being supplemented by ihoots from
labor in the cities of Columbia and Centrrlia, after they aiJit
otherwise 'nave nigrated.
liistorioal data relative to population ooaj>ooition and iove-
onts in the state art* prewonted as background aaterinls to in-
dicate the sources a^id distribution of population and al^o to
-how the extent to which the population dements lacking up Bocae
County are fairly typical of the state. iaore comprehensive
study of this county is included as a basis for the comparison
of nlgration with certain social and physiographic factors
shleh are thought to he significant end concerning which date
osrc available.
Ko record MM cud© of the economic status of migrants
since this would eve involved an economic farm survey and the
determination of labor incomes. This \$ti. begun out iAd to he
abandoned because of the faulty .-aemory of the rdgra.itc ao to
incone and expenditures as sell an amounts of capital ttock and
equipment.
rooodurc
The Hanea of Migrants were secured from rural school
clerks, the annual school census, the annual voting register,
church records, lodge record. , the file^ of tso daily and throe
vroekly neaspaTjero, from township repcreoeutatIves in the County
/arm i3urernx, find from local crop-reportixig collaborators of
the United otatea Department of Agriculture.
From those oouroca the names of 701 families were secured
,
which number is thoucjbt to be rather coniplete for the period.
Of this nuLiber 509 families ware located within the state,
liine refused to give the desired information, leaving total
of 500 families whioli co ipri ee the basis Df the study. Use
families were distributed among totals and cities of ;O.SLOuri
as followat Columbia £49, Centralis, 170, . turgeon 31, ftocho-
port 28, 0>berly 26, Jeffer on City £1, Mexico 17, iJoonville
lfi, Ashland 19, Kansas City ©, Kirksvilie 0, t, Louie 3, and
-3-
opringfield 2.
The iata were secured by use of the interview method.
Every family was visited by the writer who secured the inform-
ation from either the husband or wife. In a number of oases a
second or third visit was necessary in order that a complete
record might be secured. Before seeking the interviews a letter
Has sent to each family, stating that the College of Agriculture
v?as much interested in the reasons why farmers are leaving farms,
and that a representative of the Agricultural Experiment s tation
Trauld like to talk with the family soon, asking that if this was
not desirable to please reply to that effect* ..one two days be-
fore the family was to be seen a second letter was sent, stating
that a representative b£ the Agricultural Experiment station
would call on the family within the next few days and that co-
operation in our study of the movement of farmers from country
to city was much appreciated, also that in any report that was
made no mention would be made of individual names.
Upon visiting the families it was found that a rather fa-
vorable impression had been made and a eooperntive attitude es-
tabllaheu. During the interview the data were recorded by means
of a small punch machine. The cards, which bed been previously
indexed, were punched in duplicate in the presence of the per-
son interviewed, one card was left with the family since they
had been told in advance that they would be given a copy of all
data secured.
It is believed that the novelty of the machine together
with the fact that nothing was written in longhand and that no
-4-
naaes appeared on the punched eard, contributed materially to
the readiness with which the necessary Information wac given.
The data on the pouched carda were tabulated by aean* of
e sorting and tabulating machine followed by their arrange-
ment Into tables for presentation and as a basis for discuss,
ion,
&any of the data as secured from the interviews were
checked with the record originally obtained concerning the
family at the time the name of the family was first secured.
The instances of error were found to be few.
In the analysis of the data, the historical together with
a limited use of the statistical method was used in the first
part pertaining to the movements of pooulation into and within
Missouri. The case method, together with a somewhat extended
use of the statistical tnethod was used in presenting the mater-
ials concerning Boone County. In the presentation concerning
the incidence of migration, a limited *tt of the statistical
method, and interpretation by discussion, was used, it was
found that the casec were too few to warrnnt the use of com-
plete statistical analysis, including correlations.
out
The sample of 500/ of a total of 701 fdailies is thought
to be a fetr sample both numerically and in relation to
tenure and residence relative to soil type*. The 201 fam-
ilies which could not be located or from which data could
not be secured consisted of 119 or 59 percent owners and
32 or 41 percent tenants, iifty-two, or 26 percent had
migrated from the southern half of the county and the more
fertile soil and 149 or 74 peroent from the northern
half where soil la leas fertile. Comparing these figures
witft similar ones for the remaining 500 families indicates
that the ratio between oner and tenant residence in the
various townships relative to the 201 families is approxi-
mately the same as for the 500.
In order to test the interview Method aaaewhat, as used
here, a check was made with the xaailed questionnaire method,
as used by G. J. Galpin of the United status Department of
Agriculture, In an unpublished study. The results obtained
were vor* similar, certain of the categories in the tw stud-
ies being identical, inference to the stud} by Galpin is
made in the proper connection.
CHAPTER I
LABLY POPULATION BOfaUUgg IOTO MISSOURI
Although the ,'dLssissippi river wae discovered in 1541 by
Desoto and was subsequently explored by the Jesuit missionar-
ies there were no settlements made for many years in the vast
and rich valley through union it ran. Trappers and hunters
from Canada occasionally traversed this region, but only the
most adventuresome of these made any lengthy trips so far from
their frontier outposts.
The region that is now Missouri offered an attraction to
Europeans and to the early inaerieans because of the lead mines
in the southeastern part of the state. The French learned of
those mines probably as early as 1720; and they came to the
section just west of Ste. Genevieve in search of lead. They
came fro the older settlements across the Mississippi, and
when their wants were supoiled returned home. Because of this
it tmo soise tine before a settlement grew on the west bank of
2
the river, but by 1735 Ste. Genevieve was founded.
Farther north was St. Louis, a post founded in February or
3
i larch 1764 by Pierre Laolede Liguest and a small band of follow-
ers who wished to trade with the Indians. At the end of the
first year the population of the ;>ost wa^ near forty, and two
years later It iiad grown to several hundred. By 1780 the
1. Yiles, Population Before 1604. p. 201
2. Ibid- P . §00
3. P- 205; Houck, history of Missouri Vol. 2, pp. 1-78
4. Viles, population Before l804T
~
p. 20%
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preseut city of at. Charles was started by e Canadian trapper
and hi8 wife, and between 178? and 1792 It became a separate
5
district, settled by French Canadians. Between the posts of
at* Louis and ate. Genevieve there was a thin line of settle*
siant. Nearest at. Louis there were a few Americans who had lo-
cated on the banks of the l&raaeo river, and farther south, in
the present Jefferson and Perry counties, were settlements of
6
Africans and French. To the south of ste. Cenevieve was a
settlement near the present site of New hiadrid which had proba-
bly been the headquarters of hunters and trappers soon after 1780.
Gradually this became more permanent, and in 1789 a commandant
7
and a aaall ^paaiah force were sent there from Hew Orleans.
i>uring the eighteen months following the arrival of this force
8
settlers began to locate there. Under Spanish rule Louisiana
was open only to Catholic immigration, but the law was laxly en-
9forced because the officials wanted to encourage immigration.
w »hen the great struggle for the control of the Mississippi
Valley ended in the defeat of Franee and her surrender of the
valley, the eastern part to Great Britain and the western to
apain, and when an English garrison in 1766 took possession of
Fort Chartrea, hundreds of the French in the thriving villages
10
around Kaskaakia moved to ate. Genevieve and St* Louis." This
was really the first wave of immigration to enter the area that
l>. iMd. P. £09 —
6. Ibid , p. . 01
7. Ibid , p. 191
8. p. 191 (and footnote, La?orge f s report, Annals of St.
Louie, pp. 263-273) ~s=s=
9. Stevens, Missouri the Center State, p. 669
10. >7111lams» History or^IfoHawest Missouri . Vol. 1, p. 7
is now Missouri
.
In the ste. Genevieve district there was a settlement on
saline Creek sometime before 1787, and by 17MB the Cape Girar-
11
deau area was gradually filling up, Ohiofly with .mericans.
Two miles west of ste. Genevieve was New Bourbon, a settlement
12
which grec rapidly to 100, mostly French. Although many of
the inhabitants of the southeastern section of Missouri were
French those along the western frontier were largely German
13
and German-Swiss some of whom had come from North Carolina.
In 1772 this district had a slave population of about 40 per-
cent, but after 1796 the white population increased more rapid-
14
ly. It Is estimated that population in this area grew from
near 300 in 1745 to 1156 in 1796, and then by 1804 had reached
15
2870. Virginia Creoles made up a part of this number.
In the St. Charles district there were possibly 79 in*
16
habitants by 1787, and by 1804 there were 1550. In the St*
Louis area adjoining settlements sprang up, Florissant and Car-
ondelet being the oldest of these, and other outposts were a-
long the Missouri river, as far west as the present 'Washington
county.
Daniel Boone had made a trip to the salt licks which bear
his name, in the present Howard county, as early as 1798, but
17
had made his horns in St. Charles county. The Spanish govern-
11. Vlles. population Before 1804. p. 197
12. Ibid , p. S62
—
13. TJJJ. p. 199
14. ibid. p. 204
15. Ibid , p. 202, and footnotes
16. IHcT
. p. 211
17. Stevens , Missouri the Center otnto. p. 669
-9-
aent had given him a grant of 1,000 arpeoa of land there, and
offered him 10,000 sore If ha oould bring 100 families from
18
Virginia and Kentuoiy. .ithin six years after hie settle-
ment in St* Charles county immigrants began to flock in. The
movement of settlers from Kentucky and Virginia into Missouri
in 1796 praotieally constitutes the eeeond save of immigration
19
to this state.
The earliest settlers, the French, had oo::ie to Missouri
in soaroh of mines, peltries, and wealth, but the Americans
v/ho came here were seeking richland. They usually penetrated
farther Inland than the iroach. Lase of transportation was
also a determining factor in settlement. Practically all of
these earlier settlements sere made along the rivers and creeks,
for there were as yet no roads, and few convenient Indian
trails. The few Germans, too, had gone farther inland than
the French, as indicated by the settlements seat of bte. Gen-
evieve.
Between 1796 and 1500 the population of St. Louis in-
creased steadily at -he rate of about 200 per year, and the
majority of the new comers were Americans. There were possi-
20
hly 3,000 inhabitants there in 1804. It is estimated by
toddard, the ^-jaerioan army officer who took possession of
Louisiana for the United States after its purchase in 1803, that
the population of the area increased by fifty percent between
18. Ibid, p. 672
19. «ii llama, History of Northwest Missouri, Vol. 1, p. 8
20. Viles, ;>opulatlon 3efore 1304 , p. 207
-00-
1800 and 1804, and that by the time the United otates purohaaed
the territory there were between 9,000 and 10,000 people in
Upper Louisiana.
It ie generally agreed that after the acquisition of Louis-
iana by the United States there was a general increase of ***
gration into Missouri, first into the areas surrounding the old
French posts, but gradually extending into the more inland
areas. The ne« coders were still chiefly African, and came
from the states east of the
.aississippi.
The United states government, in order to encourage and
facilitate Wgration into the Louisiana Territory made a
treaty on Hov mber 10, 1008 with the Osage Indians whereby the
lands between the Missouri and Arkansas rivers, a total of 33,
173,383 ac es of which were in Missouri^were gradually to be
evacuated in advance of white settlement.
By 1810 there were 20,645 people in Missouri, of which
3,011 were slaves and 607 were free colored.
24
The frontier
settlements by thisjlrae extended possibly sixty miles west
of the Mississippi^ since the Missouri furnished a means of
i*
1!08^* *8WW higher than some others but as
22 ff!!£3y*fl« 2 * p* 205 » aad ^rake»e Life of Harrison n 74
IS.
-
lilll t: g|b°°Ve^^ Settlement. Vol.—p^P^52^ P * ™*
24
' ^fhS£i2Sr'JablC *• ix- ****** estimates (o. 545)
tteIr
PT^S0Q "S3^300 * ^otlne Parby?s gnl^irs^ ^
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transportatlon and oonammloaUon there were scattered settle-
xoents alonj its batiks for possibly 100 miles.
In 1811 occurred a disaster which changed the tide of
immigration *G*° Missouri for many years* The New Madrid
earthquake in the far southeastern counties of the state re-
sulted in great loss of life and property in that area. The
effect of this was to divert 1; (migrants to the northern sec-
tions of the state , for many acres of valuable fara land were
loft under water and also the large swamp area was unhealthful.
A more direct diversion of settlers was the movement of Hew
Madrid land owners to other sections of the state. This was
made possible by the generous granting of land by the govern-
ment in any other unoccupied section of the state to those made
homeless by the earthquake.
The war of 1812 slowed up immigration for a time, espe-
cially as the Indians conducted several raids on frontier
settlements. Following the War, however, iaaigrants again be-
gan to come to Missouri, The formation of Missouri Territory
in 1812, with the consequent creation of local governing author-
ities, was another incentive to increased immigration, opula-
tion grew more rapidly, the larger portion of the immigrants
coming from the frontier states. These were Anglo-Americans,
26
and the American language began to predominate. The -ro eh,
however, were in the majority in St. Louis and £te, Genevieve,
liven after 1820 the Missouri Gazette, which had been published
26. Honette. Discovery aaT^ettlemeht. Vol, 2. p. 548
-12-
in St. Louis since 1006, printed advert!ssments and legal no-
tices in ireneh. By 1815 the itraerlea&s predominated in these
older settlements as well as farther inland, and in the follow-
ing year emigrants from Kentucky, Tennessee, and also from the
north of the Ohio river began to arrive in large numbers so
that the lands opened by the treaty tsrith the Osage Indians in
27
1008 were rapidly filled. This would make the general lie©
of settlement soate eighty to ninety miles inland, with the
probability of some detached settlements in advance of these.
The Missouri river had by this tiae settlers along its bonks
as fer as 200 railes from Sfc» Louis. By 1817 there were
twenty large counties having a total population of roughly
20
60,000, Including raany slaves* An indication of the line
or settlement may be gained by a glance at Map 1 which shows
30
the present day boundaries of the counties existing in 1321.
These counties sake an almost continuous line along the Miss-
issippi end the Missouri rivers. It will be noted that at
this tiiae ti±e southwest, and the northeastern sections were
without county organization, and that in general settlement
did not extend far from either river.
;3t. Louis county, of course, had the greatest population,
3,190, but this nujiiber was only slightly larger than that of
Oape Girardeau county which had 7,852. Third in rank was
Howard county, with a total of 7,321, and the neighboring
u* iui»
2Q
- |H?» p. 548
29. IEpf. p. 548
30. -etmore, Gazetteer of Missouri , p. 267.
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oounties of Boone and Cooper BttilM) fourth and fifth respect-
ively. -The population of Missouri practically doubles be-
tween 1020 and 1830. There were 140,455 inhabitants in the
31
state in 1830, more than £5,000 of which were slaves.
The German iLvai^ration, always outstanding, received an
early start due to the efforts of Gottfried Duden, a young
physician who passed through dt, Louis in 1824 during a visit
to the United States* In warren county particularly he found
fertile land and adequate transportation facilities by water.
arid when the account of his Journey waa published in 1029 his
description of this rich country attracted a large number of
32
Germans fro - southeast Germany and the upper Haine. In 1834
there were five hundred ambers of the Giessen society who
came to ^t. Louis directly from Germany. Their aim had been
to settle a new area and to make it wholly Uerman, but after
ooalng to Missouri they abandoned the idea of a united colony,
and the Society disbanded. Soiae of the settlers went to St.
Charles county, others to warren county, and «oiie rexsained in
33
St. Louis. A^ain, in 1838, the effectiveness of organized
scttleiient was noticed in Gasconade county. The German
Settlement society of Philadelphia selected iiermann as the
34
site for a colony, and many immigrants were sent there.
The Irish were also beeomiag fairly nuaeroue in St. Louis
3l. Census of 1050, Table C jg g '
22. tevcrisT^^sso-uri the Center ^tats
, p. 674
33. Ibid. p>. 574-675
34. TBI?, p. 778
MAP 1
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] Extent of Settlement and Counties txistmq in 1821,
With Their Present Boundaries
-15-
by this time* More and more foreigners were settling in Miss-
ouri, out there is no reoord jf their number. After the Po-
lish revolution in 1831 many of the Poles who were not cap-
tured fled to France, and in 1632 were deported to America.
35
Many of these came to Missouri.
"isaigratioa from Hew England supplied Missouri with hun-
dreds of enterprising men by way of the lakes and the Illinois
river, anxious to embark in trade end manufactures in the west,
immigrants from Kentucky were also continually advancing to
Missouri in search of cheap lands, and a profitable employment
for their slaves. Before the dose of the year 1833 the state
iiad also received Hi accession of nearly thirty thousand fru-
gal and industrious Germans, distributed in the towns and
36
upon productive farms. Such were the sources of Increases of
population ^Jhen the census of 1833 indicated the aggregate
number at 176,286 persons in the state including over 32,000
37
slaves. w
The mineral lands were being developed rapidly, not only
in the southern nart of the state, but also north of the Misa-
31
ourl river. Coal was often found in the hills near the river.
3y 1836 there were 244,208 inhabitants in the state, and fifty-
39
eight counties had been organized. During the thirties many
35. Ibid, p. 675
36. These were undoubtedly "the followers of itaden", but the
statement is quoted here because of their number, estimated
at "nearly thirty thousand.
*
37. Monette, Discovery and settlement. Vol. 2, p. 554.
38. Monette, discovery ana* Settlement. Vol. 2, p. 554
39. uesmore, Gazetteer of Missouri. p» 267
-16-
toll roads were built by private capital, and inland eoramuni-
40
cation was becoming easier* The census of 1840 gives the
total population of Missouri as 383,702 including 58,840
41
slaves* There were sixty-two counties by this time.
Although the southeastern section of the state had been
settled first, by the time of the influx of -American settlers
the northeastern section began to develop. The counties north
of the Missouri and as far west as Howard comprise an area which
42
ranks next to southeast Missouri in age. Another distinction
is that taiis is also the region in which the first permanent
settlements were sjade by English speaking people. North of
St. Louis along the banks of the liissisUppi there were some
early settlements, and by 1795 there are records of trips to
the salt springs in the present Ralls, Pike, ftarren, and Marion
43
counties.
In 1611 and 1812 there were large numbers of immigrants
to Boon's Liok country, many of whom took up their New Madrid
44
claias there. In 1815 the Boones surveyed the now famous
Boone's Lick Road from St. Charles to Franklin. The following
year Howard county was organized. The town of i'ranklin was
laid out in 1816 and in April, 1819 the first newspaper west
of St. Louis, the Missouri Intelligencer, was started here*
One month later the first steamboat to ascend the Missouri
40. Williams. BJs^ry"oT1ferrtheast Missouri. Vol. 1, pp. 77-87
41. Census of 1850 , TabTe i, ». ix.
mrrr *n
—
43. ^bid. See chapters on these counties.
44. Switsler, History of Missouri
.
p. 186
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m
river arrived ia Franklin, them a town of 350 inaaeitent*.
The M^MtWWi of AI3ril as » eontnine ea article on
Ija&gratlon to title county, ehieh, it says, »alaoet exseeds
belief." i^ople froa £eatee£y end lenuessee arrived daily,
ouriag the ©oath or oetober 3,000 people passed near *t.
onerles bound for the west; iaeay of these eaae to the Boon't
hlefc country. The v>t> -Quia nuulrer reported that about
twenty br^ous per week acre bound for liovird county, cad that
%my brought total of possibly 12,000 people.
It is reported that "of the sixty-six tboueaad settlers
ia Missouri ia 1020 nearly one-half ears to bo found ia the
ooon'o lies seetioa, or along the upper J-^seouri above £t«
47
Louis; all but a fee hundred of these had eoue siaee 1815."
iJLthough it ie aotieeabl© t at the ireaoh stade the firet ex-
plorations aad trading, exeuraioas luto this section of the
state they eeiaom ai&de parasaettt eettloocnts. The people from
..eatueky, ienaossee, Iksrth Jaroliaa, Virgiaia, aad Ohio she
3 ,4, to northeast Missouri wore chiefly ia seareh of farms*
"la the 3©oa«a alcii oouatry any of the settlers sere men of
»aaa nho broucut elth theu their slaves aad furniture, so
that typieal pioneer conditions soon disappeared.
ia siarioa eounty the influx of icsaigraats up until lOoe
vras jsainly froa the southern states, but after thot Uzae
syXvaaia, Ohio, and other northern states contributed to ite
WW
46. ibid, p. 5
47. Xuju. p. 151
48. Qini, JU&m °f ^rtheoet Missouri,. Vol. 1, pp. 151-1S*
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population. Early immigration Into Pike county was heaviest
in 1808-09-10, and from 1817 to 18: 0. in general insaigration
to northeast Mlesourl was heaviest from 1807 on.
The rich land of northwest Missouri attracted settlers to
that section from a date almost as early as had the northeast-
ern section* 3oon after the early settlement of the Boon's
Liok country pioneers pushed farther westward, and Clay county
became a more advanced center of population. In fact, as early
50
as 1800 there had beea trading expeditions to tills area. By
1619 ifisaigraats from Kentucky, Tennessee, iiorth Carolina, Vir-
ginia, and Maryland, and a few from Hew York had begun to make
51
permanent settlements here. The chief town was Liberty, and
even until 1837 It retained the iistinotion of being farther
52
west than any other town in the United States.
By 1857 Missouri's northwestern boundary had been ex-
tended by the purchase of the Platte country, an area which
now Includes six counties. The present site of St. Joseph in
aiohanan county was the location of Joseph Hobidoux s trading
post in 1826, but the surrounding land was not occupied by
white settlers until after the latte purchase. This, how-
ever, brought an almost immediate influx of immigrants which
53
continued steadily until 1840. «ith the opening of the
-latte Purchase the town of westoa, now in latte county, a-
54
ttnined great importance and became a rival of westport, now
Ibid, p. 450 '
—
—
—
50. "Williams, History of lior i,hwest llssourl . Vol. 1, p. 425
51* Stevens, Missouri The OenterTtate. p. 771; Monette, Dis-
covery and Setflament , P. 555
52. wetmore ."Gazetteer of ;ls3onri . p. 267
53. Millions, history oFliorthwesT Missouri. Vol. 1, p. 335
54. Ibid, p. 156
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Kansas City, The population of Jackson county in 1830 had
55
reached 2,8£3. The Santa Fe trail had beeoBie the chief route
to the west, and by the late 20»s the road between Franklin
and Independence became on important highway.
The progress of settlement in the counties along the
south side of the Missouri river was very similar to that of
the north. The first tier of counties retained most of the
immigrants south of the Missouri, except those who went up
the Osage. The location of Missouri*s Capitol in Jefferson
City, and the early importance of steambofclng up the Osage
served to attract immigrants. Cooper and Lafayette counties
developed soaewhot ahead of the others. Pettis county, far-
ther south, wan fairly well settled by the 30*s.
As a section the southwestern part of Missouri was the
slowest to develop due to its general inaccessibility. In
1318 Henry ft. : chooloraft started from Potosi and traveled
south and west into the heart of the Osarks, and in his
account of this trip he describes the country as being unin-
5
habited, except by a few hunters and traders widely separated.
Immigrants into the Qsoark region and into southwest Miss-
ouri could ooaxe by one of five possible routes; down the uhio
to the Mississippi, on down to the Arkansas river, up this to
hite river, thence up the ithite river into Missouri; the
same route dom the Mississippi, up the Arkansas to the Neosho
bo. tfetmore. Gazetteer of aiseourl . p. eM
56. Arnold, The Missouri Ozark
s
. i>. 10 (^chooloraft *s Journal
o£ a Tour Into theTnterlor of Missouri and Arkansas
.
)
rlrer, up the Seoaho into Missouri by way of the Grand and
KUc rivers ; down the Ohio to the Mississippi, thence up to
the Missouri, up this to Doonville and thenoverland to the
southwest; up the Missouri to the Osage river, then follow-
ing the Osage to »arsaw, then across country; and overland
aouthweet from M| Louis by the route later followed by the
57
southwest branch of the Pacific railroad,
"The men and women who were the pioneers of this region
ease largely from the mountains and more thinly settled parts
of the states of Tennessee, Kentucky, Virginia, and North Car-
58
ollna."
By 18 2-23 Springfield was established at the crossing
59
of the St, Louis-IioXia and Warsaw trails % This, however,
was exceptional for there were few towns in this early period,
whelps County, farther east, had been first settled in 1818,
60
but not until 1825 and 1826 were there many settlers there.
Treaties slth the Indians led to their removal from the Ozarka
61
to the Indian Territory in 1830, In spite of this, however,
settlement ms not rapid, and counties were- organized slowly.
Washington county, organised in 1813, is tho oldest of the 0-
aark region. Three others—Madison, Pulaski, and *ayne—
*
date back to 1818; ft** irancois was organized in 1821, and
w7. Adaptation of data given in wuulreo, lstorical and ^oejaj
Development of an izark i*ural school, pp, 59-41
58. Arnold, The HTssourT^arks a a Field for Regionalism, p. 10
Haswell.""The Ogarfc Region, p. if
"
Morrow , Some Social Factors of Moaett. Missouri
,
p. 75
59. Arnold, IhTliHaouri Oaarks as a *ield for ae^ionalisa. p. 13
60. Anonymous . Hemlnisoent History, p. 27
61. Arnold, The Missouri OzarksaF a fflel for Regionalism , p. 10
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Grawford was the last prior to I&33* These oountles are
really in the eastern hair of south Missouri, but they serve
as an indication that the Oaarks were slow to develop. Ten
c^atles sere formed in the thirties* twelve in the for-
62
ties, and ten in the fifties*
The settlers in the southwestern part of the state were
som .that different in type from those in other seetione*
Thore isrere, in general, more from Tennessee than any other
state, and naturally aany were from older counties in Missouri*
Thore -sere no outstanding waves of foreign immigration, for
riore of the iiasaigrants were mountaineers from Tennessee and
Kentucky who found land very similar to that which they had
loft in their native states* Today there are eoiae sections
63
that have a large oeroentage of Germans* Italians, and Poles,
tut in the beginning the foreigners searched for richer farm-
ing land more to the north*
62. Arnold. Dhe Missouri Uaarka as a ii'leld for liegloualisau P. P
63* ibid* p."S3*
CHAPTER II
U&IIGBATIQN TO MISSOURI FOR THE PERIOD OF 1850 TO 1920
Following this period of early exploration and settlement
it is possible to determine more accurately the movements of
copulation into Missouri as well as from Missouri. Beginning
in 1850 the Census reports show the nativity of population,
thus iradcing the study of population movements ranch more au-
thentic. For comparative purposes the following figures are
Given:
Table 1
The Nativity -of Population
Year Born in
Missouri
1
1850 277,604
1800 475,246
1870 874,006
1080 1,268,641
1890 1,662,556
1900 2,035,251
1910 2,222,925
1920 2,382,282
1. These figures,
Born in
other
states
245,222
431,294
025,022
088,101
781,759
855,035
840,631
834,938
Total
Native
520,826
906,540
1,499,028
1,956,802
2,444,315
2,890,286
3,063,556
3,217,220
Total
Foreign
72,474
160,541
222,267
211,578
234,869
216,379
229,779
186,835
682,044
1,1^2,012
1,721,295
2,168,380
2,679,185
3,106,665
3,293,335
3,404,055
round in Table 3, p. M. Preceding the former is jnote
eAainW that tuey have not been fully authenticated, the
aggregate given is one accepted as correct.
2. ThiTaggrel te includes 114,931 slaves. Census of I860.
Table 2, p. 287
From this table it will be seen that the native migration
into Missouri was greatest, relatively, between 1850 and 1870,
the period of greatest growth in the middle west* Daring the
Civil War progress was halted but after the war steps were
talien to resuae normal development* Many southern counties had
3
been depopulated severely during the war, and from 1860 to 1864
Missouri had lost many inhabitants who were southern sympathiz-
ers, northerners, however, who had previously avoided Missouri
4
because of slavery, now began to come in larger numbers*
A legislative sot creating a state board of iiaaigration
vms passed February 16, 1865, and everything possible was done
to encourage immigration to Missouri* Immigrant fare from New
York to St* Louis was only ^15.50 in 1865-66, according to
the report of this State Board, and railroads did everything
possible to bring settlers to the west*
wAfter 1872 Missouri entered a new phase in her economic
development* The good government land was all taken up and
immigrants from the East went farther west in their search
for cheap land* As far as an agricultural population was con-
5
oemed the state had reached the limit of rapid growth*" From
this time on growth became more of on urban development, and
Industrialization of the cities began in earnest*
3. iHrat Keoort. Board of immigration , 1866-66, Appendix, p. lax
4* Ibid. p. 31 „ , ,
5. w'ilTiams, History of Hortheact Uissouri . Vol* 1, p. loa
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Hative Migration to Missouri
The nine geographic divisions of the forty-eight states
used in. this study are those designated by the bureau of the
Census , For purposes of comparison and for a determination
of the nature of iram!grants these divisions will he found use-
ful. They are as follows:
The lies England division, composed of the states of
Maine, Hew Hampshire, Vermont, iassaehusetts, Hhode Island1
,
and Connecticut.
The Middle Atlantic division, composed of the states of
BiM York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania.
The iuaat Worth Control division, composed of the states
of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and uisoonsin.
The lost Horth Central Division, composed of the states
of Minnesota, Iowa, Horth Dakota, oouth Dakota, Hebraska, Kan-
sas, and Missouri. Missouri, of course, has been left out of
the discussion as the native population is analyzed elsewhere.
The ..outh Atlantic division comprises the states of Dela-
ware, Maryland, the District of Columbia, Virginia, west Vir-
ginia, Horth Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida.
The fiftft - outh Central states are Kentucky, Tennessee,
Alabama, and Mississippi*
The -seat ^outh Central states are Arkansas, Louisiana,
Oklahoma , and Texas.
The Mountain states are those of Montana, Idaho, Wyoming,
Colorado, Hew Mexico, Arlsona, Utah, and <evade*
The pacific states are Washington, Oregon, and California.
Table S
Native Immigration
* 1
1850 *:1870| i^o j I->..u': 1900
1
f
l910l 1920*
•
Uew England : 5 : 8 : IS : 13 ;. 13 ! 12 i 10 ! 11 i
:;lddle Atlantic : 14 I 34
: :
: 70 j 73 : 72 ! 68 ! 59 ! 48 I
aqt ,*orth i
Central s 37 | 99 •211 i:256 j.307 : 351 |.337 |.307
*:
west Uorth 1
Central :: 1 ; 11
: :
t 29 ;
t 3
; !
, 47 :
J
i :
: 73 j 127 ;143
|
!l65 :
^iouth Atlantic ; '. 67 ; . OA 1• w ' 78 66 51 40
I^aat South j
Central 111? •180 •182
•
185
:!l67 . 156 153 ••151 ':
west South :
Central : 3 : 6 t IB
!
j
t 23 t 28 l 44 ! 55
: :
1
81 :
liountain ! I 5 • 4 : 1 ! 2 ! 5 s 7 • 12 :
Pacific ; • *: 1 i 1| : 2 1 3 5 ^ • 6 :
3y referring to the table of ilative Lunigraticn in thous-
ands it will he noticed that the East south Central states were
the largest group contributors to ilissouri*s population in 1850
and 1860, when the totals were 117,000 and 180,000, respectively,
olight increases to 182,000 and 185,000 in the two following
decades brought the number from these states to its peak in
1300. Zn the four facades following there Is a steady decline
to 151,000 in 1920. Throughout the entire period Kentuekiaas
rare consistently in the majority among ixnmigrants in thic
3. Each unit here represents one thousand
1
native persons w»©
migrated to Missouri
•
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divislon* I'rom a total of over 69,000 in 1850 they increased to
103,000 in 1870, retaining practically the sane numuer in 1880,
but declining about 11,000 each decade thereafter* Tennessee
ma the next largest contributor in this group, with a figure
aozne 20,000 lower than Kentucky on the average* The decline
in the number of Tennesseeana since 1880, however, has been
leas rapid proportionally, than in the number of Kentuokians*
Alabama and Mississippi vrcre small contributors usually, the
only difference being that they have shown a steady gain from
tne first* Between 1910 and 1920, for example, the number of
dsaissippians increased from 8,000 to nearly 22,000*
For the period as a ?&ole, 1850-1920, the sast north Cen-
tral states were the largest contributors to Missouri's growth*
The peak was reached in 1900, thus there was a longer period
of steady growth from this section* The rate of increase dur-
these five decades was at first about 100 percent per decade,
and then slowed down to about 16 percent ' rrt few
decades* Then, after 1900 tiio rate declines roughly 10 per-
oeat or 12 percent deGenially. Lven in 1920, however, this
division was the largest group contributor to Missouri's pop-
ulation growth, there being a total of 307,000 at this time.
I'rom the East North Central division the states of Illi-
nois, Ohio end Indiana were the largest single contributors*
For the first three decades they each sent approximately
11 »000, then 30,000, and next an average of about 60,000*
Indiana, however, was definitely in third place by this time,
aad the following decade Illinois was far ahead with a total
of 103,000, surpassing Ohio's 79,000 and Indiana's 60,000.
Illinois increased until 1910 when a total of 136,000 was
reached* Ohio and Indiana reached their peaka in 1890 with
considerably leas than 100,000, and declined thereafter.
Tito two other states in this division, lAiehigan and Wiscon-
sin were negligible factors in Missouri^ growth for the
rirst few decades, but during the last three decades, 1900,
1310, and 1920, contributed an average of 10,000 each per
decade. In connection with the growth from these states it
will be borne in mind that Ohio, Indiana and Illinois were
older states, and from them the direction of emigration was
westward, thus to Missouri.
The Jouth Atlantic states were second largest contribu-
tors to Missouri* s population in 1850 when there were 67,000
immigrants to this state from them. Increase from this di-
vision, however, was not rapid nor was it consistent. In
1860 there were 88,000, but in 1870 there were 2,000 less.
By 1830 there were 83 ,000 again, and following this there
vyas a decline of 10,000 and over in each succeeding decade
so that by 1920 there were only 40,000. This division was
then in sixth highest place.
Virginia consistently ranked hi host among these states,
having 40,000 immigrants here in 1850 and 54,000 in 1860. In
the succeeding decades there were 50,000, 54,000, 45,000,
35,000, 24,000 and finally, in 1920, 17,000. This gradual
decline is noticeable also in the ranking of North Carolina,
the second largest contributor from this district. The latter
state was usually represented by about one-third as many immi-
f>pants as Virginia, reaching a peak in 1870 when there were
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slightly less than 19,000. i'Tom this figure the decline was
to 5,000 in 1920. Maryland * s contributions were between
: ,000 and 7,000 decennially, and from a peak of 4,000 in
1860 oouth Carolina declined to 1,500. Georgia increased to
5,000 during the period. The west Virginians numbered 5,000
and 6,000 in the latter part of the period. Delaware and the
District of Columbia were of negligible importance, having in
raost decides less than 2,000 together.
The Middle Atlantic states also contributed in fair degree
to Missouri's increase, starting the period with 14,000 in
1850 they increased to 73,000 in I860, the perk year. There-
after the ivision declined to 48,000 in 1920. Its rank was
fourth in 1850 and fifth in 1920. Of the states in this group
ennsylvania ranked first in number of immigrants to Missouri
,
New York was second and Hew Jersey was third. The ratio was
0-5-1 in 1C50; 17-14-2 in 1860; 35-31-3 in 1870 and 37-3.' -3
in 1830. In 1890 it MM practically the same, being 37-30-3}
then in 1900 the decline became more apparent, the ratio being
34-30-3* lii i:i0 it was 30-26-3 and tha last decade it was
23-21-3. Although not sending as many people to Missouri as
did Kentucky and Virginia, Pennsylvania awl Hew York were of
iiiaterial aid in the growth of Missouri.
The seat North Central division, excluding Missouri, of
course, is the first division yet diaoussed to bhov a consis-
tent and steady increase over the period as a whole. From
a beginning of 1,000 in 1850 (incidentally these were all from
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Iova) this division sent 11,000 in 1360; 29,000 in 1870;
47,000 in 1880; 73,000 in 1890; 127,000 in 1900; 143,000 in
1910 and 175,000 in 1920. The division ranked seventh in
1850 and second in 1920.
The states in this croup are generally newer than Miss-
ouri. Iowa»s contribution increased from 1,000 in 1850 to
37,000 in 1890, giving her first rank. Although she sent
52,000 in 1900 first place was taken by Kansas who had gained
from 1,000 to 56,000. The latter state was first in 1910,
with 66,000 and in 1920 with 8^,000, and Iowa placed seoond.
luiraigration to Missouri fron linnesota, North Dakota, ^outh
Dakota, and ilebraska was absent during the decades of 1850-
1860. Thereafter Ilebraska ranked third among states of the
division, and increased to 16,000 in 1920. Minnesota ranked
fourth, gaining a maximum of 5,000. Of the Dakotas the near-
er one, South Dakota, usually sends more people to Missouri,
the ratio being 3 to 1 in 1920. 9fi the whole, then, the
three states in this group which immediately border on Miss-
ouri were the largest contributors, they being Iowa, Kansas
and ilebraska.
Hew England eaa never an especially heavy contributor to
Missouri's growth, although in proportion to her numbers she
did well, ranking fifth in 1850 with 3,000, and eighth in
1920 with 11,000. Massachusetts was consistently the biggest
loser in the group, although she was tied in 1920 by Vermont.
The peak for Massachusetts was reached v/ith well over 5,000 in
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1870, the decline thereafter, even to 1920, never being loner
than 4,000. Vermont deserves second place with from two-
thirda to one-fourth the number seat by Massachusetts. Conn-
ecticut and Maine are Just about tied for next rank, with a
peak of approximately 2,000 each in 1880. Hew Hampshire and
iihode Island rate next, respectively, with negligible contri-
butions.
The west iiouth Central division is the second to Bhow
consistent increases over the whole period. Arkansas, being
nearest, ranked first among states every time, with from 2,000
in 1350 to 38,000 in 1920. Louisiana was next highest for the
first two decades then resigned second place to Texas. The
latter held this rank until 1910 by increasing from 4,000 to
12,000, then lost to Oklahoma by a margin of 1,000 when the
latter Jumped to 18,000. Indian Territory and Oklahoma are
here considered Jointly, although for a time separate totals
are furnished. Until 1900 emigration from this area was
negligible, but thereafter it increased from 3,000 to 4,000,
then to 16,000 in 19^0. The division tied for fifth place
among divisions in 1850, but ranked fourth in 1920.
The states in the Mountain division have never been of
great importance in increasing Missouri's population, as
they
are all younger and less densely populated than Ml**!* I la
1870 there were about 500 natives of Mountain states in Miss-
ouri. This number doubled in 1880, and again in 1890. By
1900 it had increased to 5,000, and in 1910 had climbed
to
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7,000. iitill furth r growth to 12,000 was noted In 1920, civ-
ing the iivision a ranting of eighth.
Colorado consistently outranked the other states in the
Mountain division, by increasing from 162 in 1870 to nearly
7,000 in 1920. Utah, Montana and Hew Mexico are fairly large
contributors also, although it is not until 1920 that two of
t ese, iiew ..oxico and llont no, send as raany as 1,000 immigrants
to Missouri.
Up to 1890 the 'acifio states set as cany natives to
Issouri as did the Mountain states, each division having ap-
proxi ntely 2,000 in 1890. Growth fro k the aoific division
thereafter was steadily upward, but slower than from the Moun-
tain region. By 1900 there were 3,000 natives of the pacific
states here; by 1910, 4,000; and by 1920, 6,000. In each de-
cade California sent more people to Missouri than did Oregon
and Washington. From 4 in 1050 California's quota increased
to 3,700 in 1220. Washington rose to second olaoe in 1910 by
sending n»re than 1,000, and maintained this lead in 1920 by
sending an additional 800. Oregon in 1920 was represented
by slightly over 1,000 immigrants in Missouri.
It will be noted in the discussion thus far that the
trend of inmigration has been westward, i rora the older and
oaro thickly settlod regions |MfgW nt.: go to areas of less
dense population. Cheap lend, of course, has been the attrac-
tion to all interested in agriculture. In the cities of the
west there is the prospect of rapid growth and a consequent
•9*
Taels}-*
Ths State of Origin of Satire Population Living in Missouri
Born in
Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Diet* Col*
Florida
Osorgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Indian Ter
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Mains
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Mebraska
Nevada
law Hampshire
lew Jersey
Hew Mexico
Hew York
North Carolina
Jorth Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Ieland
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
U. 3. Posses*
Total
4%r
• • •
2.120
4
• • •
742
518
238
67
1,254
• • •
10,917
12,752
• • •
1,366
• • •
69,694
746
311
4,253
1,103
295
• • •
633
277,604
• • •
• • •
• • •
304
8 35
• • •
5,040
17,009
• • •
12,737
• • •
• • •
3,291
124
2,919
• • •
44,970
248
• • •
630
40,777
• •
• • •
123
• • •
620, fit*
-m-
• • •
4,395
213
• • •
1,422
747
426
57
2,563
• • •
30,138
30,463
• • •
9,982
1,069
99,814
1,389
955
6,015
2,702
1,270
• • •
3,324
475,246
• • •
794
2,038
14,585
20,259
35,339
• • •
68
17,929
305
3,913
• • •
73,694
641
• •
1,835
53,957
• »
•
1,863
9
1870
51243
2*
10,964
707
162*
2,070
1,132
399
176
3,845
49*
72,623
51,301
97*
22,456
4,940
102,861
* 4,045
2,316
7,619
5,731
4,570
1,127
3,434
374,006
64*
1,225
33
1,334
3,200
70*
31,805
18,755^
33
76,062
• • •
35,384
644
2.851
70,212
3.387*
151
2,961,.
51,306"
4*
• • •
10*
992
1, 499, 028
10
57§§a7
u*
13,762
1,222
521
2,234
936
717
239
4,030
48*
103,290
60,094*
404*
30,564
13,305
102,799
4,69
2,103
7,421
4,765
5,351
1,347
4,507
1,268,641
94*
2,203
95
1,269
3,497,,
81
32,126
15,925
96*
73,938
• • •
174
37,220
505
2,637
• • •
72,454
4,997*
192
2,575
54,068
35*
2,637
6,730
42*
i,956,8oI
12
—m-
51
17,4(75
1,813
1,265
2,043
743
788
300
3,995
82
135,585
70,563
899
37,312
32,074
99,945
4,462
2,043
6,844
4,780
7,805
2,291
5,101
1,662,556
300
4,705
173
1,184
3,414
207
30,639
12,670
233
84,907
20
299
37,522
542
2,095
216
67,591
6,269
206
2,431
45,329
154
5,134
8,787
101
—
145
26,025
2,282
3,136
1,801
641
781
459
4,967
272
179,342
70,519
2,302
52,575
56,837
83,241
4,726
1,986
5,869
4,638
9,496
3,692
7,128
2,035,251
471
13,004
151
944
3,542
432
30,268
10,105
422
30,966
1,193
633
34,338
432
1,702
1,210
64,972
9,108
449
2,209
33,376
534
6,153
11,012
274
10.779
—rf-
296
23,^22
2,785
4,304
1,661
457
777
624
4,93C
557
186,691
64,237
• •
56,893
66,751
77,325
5,388
1,403
4,520
4,529
10,124
4,207
8,66f
2,222,925
659
13,733
191
759
3,107
629
26,173
7,258
570
64,616
9,656
785
30,249
484
1,540
1,449
60,713
11,864
559
1,474
24,629
1,026
6,330
11,370
422
17.893
3,04S!5*$
15
rrmr
404
33,631
3,769
6,810
1,461
363
320
852
6,319
800
184,795
53,687
56,302
83,712
63,332
6,969
1,127
3,519
4,054
9,446
6,347
21,810
2,332,282
1,043
16,412
180
582
2,857
1,173
21,704
5,476
1,109
43,629
13,329
1,097
23,715
496
1,535
2,066
57,250
17,693
799
4,054
17,245
1,595
6,121
11,316
677
* listed ae te
I'
Census of
8* Census of
9. Censue oj
10* Census "o
11. VirginU
rrltorlss
,,
Table XV, pp. xxxvl-xxxvii. See note 78, p* 20.
, Missouri section, Table 5, p* 301*
Compendium . Table XI, pp. 373-332*
.
Compendium
, ^t. I, Table XXVII, pp. 464-469
est Virginia listed as one
12. Cfttt9l'B
13. Census
15. CT
rojulation . P%* I, Table 24, pp. 560-3
^onuiaUon . Vol. I, Table 25, p~ • 686-9
TO. -opalatlon . Vol. I, Tabls 35, pp. 731-4
-ovulation . Vol. 2, Table 17, pp. 627-30
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increase in value jf property. The avaliability of government
lands has always served to draw immigrants.
For the sake of facilitating comparison this statistical
analysis has dealt only with round numbers, but the exaot num-
bers by decades and by states will be found in the table of
'Hative opulation divine in Missouri Born in Other States,"
on page 52. The classification "In U. S« O8sessionsn has been
omitted, as it is of little importance.
Foreign Ifitmigration into Missouri
The total number of foreign born immigrants living in
Missouri at each of the successive census periods shows greater
variation than do the totals of native immigrants (as is shown
in Table 4). Foreign Immigration, it seems, has been very un-
steady. In 1880, for example, there was a decrease of 11,000,
while in each of the preoedinc decades there had been in-
creases, first of 86,000 and then of 6£,u00. In 1890 there
was an increase of £3,000, but in 1900 there was a decrease
of 1,000 for the period. Then between 1900 and 1910 there
v;.-'., another increasv;, this time of 13,000, but this was coun-
terbalanced by a very large decrease of 4i>,000 between 1910
and 1920. This would indicate that after the first three de-
cades showing increases there had been waves of foreign immi-
gration noticeable every twenty years. These decreases were
for the 20-yoar periods ending in 1880, 1900, and 1920. The
countries showing smaller n mbere in Missouri in 1880 tnan in
the preceding decade are Belgium, Bohemia, France, Germany,
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Table 4
Foreign Bom Tabulation Living in sUsauugl
16 17 13 19 20 22 26
3orn in 1850 1860 1S70 1330 18?2 1900 1910
Africs i S • • • H 29
,3^23 • • •
Asia 3 13 ... 17 58 339 • • •
Atlantic lis i . • 6 • • • 9 14 10 ...
Australia mm* 54 • • • 108 106 144 • • •
Austria 71 • •> • 1,493
•» aw *» m1,655 2,660 4,453 16,222
Belgian 58
see* •311 ^ aft a9536 505 766 jm A364 1,000
ISjmWSlS. • • • ... 3,517 3,342 3,255 3,453 • • •
British America 1,503 2,814 8,448 3,683 8,525 3,615 3,069
Central America • • • 1 • • • 11 mt fIS 99 ...
Chios • •
SB3 m4 m j\gA106 ASS42621 442 452Cuss • • • • » • • • • 53 • • • 47 did
Czechoslovakia « • • • • • • • • • • • ... • « *> ...
Denmark. 55 A A. A464 665 970 1,333 1,510 1,729
England 5,379 i /\ A/in10,009 • • • • • • 18,648 10,606 13,760
s urope • • • • • • 23
• • •
•••28
Finland • • • ... » • • • • • ss 1SBJ
i.-'ranee «s, 139 OfGOO A\ QAl 4,G4d 4,170 o,«BS «,7»e
Germany A A tKO Bo,4o7 115,618 1 f\£ AAA106,800 l<cD,461
sr. Sr. & Ireland • • • si m a114 74,141 70,147 • • • • • •
Gresce • • • 9 • 13 16 ft gm 2,790
Holland 189 769 1,167 1 ,122 740 812 - J~lQ SB988
Hungary
India
• • • « • • 599 354 582 902 11,552
• • • ... 936 41 85 33 • • •
Ireland 14,734 43,464 • • • • • • 40,966 31,832 23,297
Italy 124 554 • • • 1,074 2,416 4,345 12,834
Japan • »
•
• • • • • * 65 6 11 100
;.uxual>ur^ • • • • • • 207 55 12 • • •
Malta • • • • • • ... ? ... • • • • • •
Kexico 94 75 90 84 130 162 1,413
Sorsay 155 146 297 373 526 53024
25
660
Pacific lis • • 2 • • • 19 23 • • •
Poland • • • 339 619 801 1,651 3,680 • * •
"ortugal 11 28 21 16 38 16 44
Prussia 697 • • • » . • • • • • • • ... • • •
Roumania • • • • • • • • • • • • •••28
2,414
115
21,402*a*Russia 29 72 140 340 6,672
Sandsich lis 1 2 • • • 17 10 • • • • • •
Sardinia 1 49 • • • • • • ... • • • ...
ocotland 1,049 2,021 • • • • • • 4,601 3,878 5,651
South America 20 21 • • • 36 90 123 * • •
Spain 46 52 55 135 78 61 266
Sweden 37 239 2,302 3,174 5,602 5,692 5,654
Switzerland 934 4,535 6,597 6,064 6,765 6,319 6,141
Aalee 176 305 • • • • • • 1,862
101**
1,219
West Indies 50 137 135 109 148 • • •
At ssa • • • • • • • • • 151 265 330 • • •
All others 954 1.3133
Total 72,474 160,541 2S2,5i7 211,578 234,861 216,379
29
1
16, Censue of
17. Canaan o? 1860 . ttissourl
18. Census of 1870 . Coupendli
19. Census of 1830. j
73k page 20.L3§g. Table XV, pp. xxxri-xxxvii. See note
section. Table 5, p. 301.
USB, Table XIV, pp. 392-393.
>• g«a8U» M . Compendium . Pt. I, Table XXX, pp. 482-487.
20. Census of 1890. Statistics of Topulation . Pt. I, Table 32, pp. 606-809
21. Statistics on Cuba and West Indies combined.
22. Census of 1900 . Abstract , pp. 58-63.
23. Except China, Japan, and India.
Sote: The figures given here are unlike those for 1900 in Censue of 1910 .
31
8
140
3,676
1,113
310
•••30
7,293
1,688
10,407
76
93
3,831
55,776
...
3,022
906
8,030
38
15,022
14,609
109
140
...
3,411
610
23
7,636
12
...
1,647
18,769
. . .
2,969
...
435
4,741
4,934
903
247
130
31
1557a#
24. Except Philippine Islands.
25. Except Cuba and Porto Rico.
26. Census of 1910 . Abstract . Table 14, pp. 204-205.
27. Cobs slid""West Indies combined.
. 28. Statistics for Finland and Russia combined in 1890.
29. Census of 1920 . Population . Vol. 2, Tablr 6, pp. 697-99.
30. f this number 2,327 were Jugo-Slars.
11. Statistics for Central and South Americs combined.
Abstract . Table 14, pp. 204-205.
Great Britain and Ireland, Hungary, ortugal, Switzerland and
the ae8t Indies, la 1900 ^ngland, France, Germany, aales, and
India are the countries which show decreasing numbers. Again
in 1920 the countries which decrease are Austria, British Amer-
ica, Benmark, Angland, Germany, Hungary, Ireland, liorway,
Russia, Scotland, oweden, -«itzerland, Turkey, and «ales.
The time at which there was the greatest number of for-
eign born residents in Missouri was in 1890, just ten years
before the peak of native born immigration arrived. Propor-
tionately the gain in foreign bora population was less than
one-half that of the native born population between 1850 and
1360. .between 1860 and 1870 it was about one-third the in-
crease of native bom.
The countries of Northern and Central Aurope have con-
sistently been in the majority of nativities represented.
Germany, France, Prussia, Belgium, Denmark, liorway, Sweden,
and the British Isles have always been represented by larger
numbers than any other racial or geographical group. Central,
urope, including Bohemia, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Austria,
oland and Switzerland rank next. Hungary especially, showed
a remarkable advance between U00 and 1910, increasing from
900 to 11,000, and declining only to 8,000 by 1920. Poland's
largest number, well over 7,000, was in 1920.
Southern Europe and the Balkans, as represented by
Italy,
opoin, Portugal, Greece, Boumahia , and Turkey, have, as
a
group, shown a marked increase. Italy, for example,
had only
2,000 natives in Missouri in 1890, but in 1910 and 1920
had
13,000 end 14,000 respectively. la the latter year aoe gained
fourth rani; among all nations, The total of 66 Greeks in 1900
had increased to 2,000 in 1910, but declined to 127 in 1920.
Thjs, at least, would indicate that this element aes largely
transient, opain and Portugal have never been represented by
an appreciable number.
The Americas have never had many natives in Missouri.
Oanada, listed under British America, is the only one to send
raany to the state. Since 1900 her 8,000 had declined to 6,600
K,outh America, Central tiMiUft* ^st Indies, and Cuba are al-
most entirely unrepresented, comparatively speaking.
Asiatics are few in Missouri, and have always been so.
Only 452 Chinese were in Missouri in 1910, and this number was
smaller in 1920. Japan's total did not reach 140 until 19? 0.
India, Australia, and Africa are represented, but in a very
smell degree. There is no indication of any "wave" of i
mi-
gration into Missouri from any of these latter groups of
countries.
It would be difficult to single out any international
-disputes and occurrences far distant from Missouri
which have
affected her population, of course, it is noticeable
that
after the Franco-German *ar of 1870 both French
and German
iteration fell off. There was a similar decrease for
Great
Britain end Ireland in the MM period. Industrial! atlon of
European countries and encouragement by foreign
governments
of Immigration to their colonies may have tended
to deflect
the tide of immigration from Missouri. The world War, of
course, had far-reaching effects on population movements, and
for this decade there was e very great decrease of foreign
bora population in Missouri* As an example, the number of
Gentians alone wis 33,000 less than it had been in 1910, and
practically every nation also showed proportionately great de-
creases for the same period,
T ere are no longer well established and thoroughly or-
ganized immigrant aid societies as there once were in Missouri,
The "Missouri Hibernian Relief Society" and "German Immigrant
Aid . ooiety" were uome of the earliest of these, end from a-
oout 1830 to 1880 they not only assisted immigrants who were
in Missouri, but maintained active correspondents in foreigi
countries.
Number 5, presents somewhat graphically the rank of the
fifteen countries having the largest number of natives in
this state at the time of each census report. It shows that
Germany has consistently led all others. Regardless of the
fact that her total has decreased by more thrm sixty percent
in the past four decades there are still more natives of Ger-
many here than there are of any other country. The fact that
statistics for Great Britain and Ireland were combined in cer-
tain years makes it more ifficult to give either of these
countries their accurate position. Table 4 indicates, how-
ever, that f the two Ireland has sent the larger number of
natives to Missouri.
France, althout;fc in fourth plaee in 1860 and I860, is
iccpt in fifth place during 1870 and 1880, then drops to eighth,
then thirteenth plaee, finally being surpassed by all of the
fifteen other countries.
Sweden is first placed in I860 as fourteenth, rises to
seventh in 1870 and to si*th plaee in 1890. irom that date
her decline in place lias been rather gradual until 1920 finds
her the eleventh.
Scotland placed sixth in 1850 and seventh in 1860, dropped
out of the classification in 1870 and 1880 to reappear in the
seventh place in 1890. From that time her decline in rank has
been similar to that of Sweden, until in 1920 she is placed
fourteenth.
Switzerland's decline in place has been ran.oh the same as
that of oweien and Scotland.
It i3 of interest to note that while the Ilorth western
and Central European nations, except Germany and Ireland, have
declined in rank that those of southern Europe and that of
Hussi i have risen. ilus.J.a appearing in twelfth place in 1890
rises to second in 19K0. Italy rises from twelfth in 1850 to
fourth in 19-0; Austria from fourteenth in 1850 to fifth in
1920; Hungary from thirteenth in 1870 to sixth in 1920 and
Poland from eleventh in 1860 to seventh in 1920 while Bohemia
rises from twelfth in 1900 to ninth in 1920 and Greece, Gzeeho-
aiov kia and Roumania are plaeed in 1920 for the first
time.
-3ft-
This ohange la type of inaigrant iuTOlving the greater
dace of the Hussian and Southern European culture in the
affairs of the state appears to be rather significant.
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Table 5
The Fifteen Ranking Nation* as Represented in the Foreign Bom Population of Hieeouri by Decades
32
1900
-Hungary
Poland
Saecho-Sioyakia
3o&ej|U
itzerland
1 Angary
Scotland
Rouaania
GHAHTCR HI
EMIGRATION JTRGM MISSOURI
The exodus of uative born Misaourians to other areas pro-
vides an interesting study. The table on this page showing the
nuufoer of native emigrants in thousands reveals on a ouraory
examination that the general trend of migration has been west-
ward, and that there arc relatively few emigrants vdio go to
the eastern areas. Thus, although Missouri has received a
large percentage of her population from the east there is
little reciprocity between Missouri and the eastern groups*
Table 6
Hative Emigration
lit
1850l1660:1670; lSaOilfflfci 1900 \1910 ;1920
B*« lingland
•
•
*
•
1
: : & «
m 1
1
9
: 3 I 6 9 I 11
Mjiffcl Atlantic •*
s
:
:
i
| i
«
1 ; 2 : 4 i 5 !
i
10 1 18 : 26
Last ilorth
Central 1C 1 ! 16 | ! 38 ! 52
•
*
: i
x 56 :
t
I
94 ;115 Il65
uost North
Central
:
|
I :! 14 ; 1 38 : 77
|
•124
»
146 [202 1254
couth Atlantic
t
xA *• ft
'
'
ift; 2 : S
t 1
6 t 8 • 17
Ml South
Central
:
:
*
•
i
S
! I
4 ' ! 10 12
: 1
t 12 !
•
I
, 16 \ IB : 20
west, south
Central
s
: 11 : 22 • 38 i 75
• *
: 94
|
t J
i 41 i
« 1
IN r281 |312
iiountain ft : 4 \ 6 : 21 62 [ill ll4l
Paoifio X 8 1 £0 1 24 : 54 : 56 : 69 ;132 •173
1» ttaits here refer to one thousand native persons who left
Missouri.
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rhe district vihioh benefitted most by emigration from
Missouri was the west wouth Central. From a total of 11,000
emigrants to this region in 1650, Missouri sent rapidly in-
creasing numbers, so that by 1920 there were 512,000 there,
joth in 1350 and 1920 the numbers to this region take first
rank.
Arkansas and Texas, in this division, received a ;out
equal numbers during 1850, but by 1860 Texas was gaining
rapidly and kept the lead until 1900 when the opening of Ok-
lahoma and the Indian Territory nlaoed these area well in
the lead* Then in 1910 and 1920 Oklahoma alone had more
than Texas and i.rkansas combined. Louisiana, and other
states in this division, did not prove attractive to as many
as 7,000 Missourians even in 1920. The attractions to the
chief states in this district are obviously free land and
cheap land.
In the exodus of Missourians the Pacific states have
also ranked high in attractiveness, From a total of 8,000
emigrants in 1850 the number grew to 173,000 in 1920. Of
this number California received the greater share, and un-
til 1910 Oregon took second place, usually getting about
ualf as many as California. Washington ranked a low third
for several decades, then in 1910 and 1920 rose to second
place with roughly two-thirds as many as California, and
about one and ti?o-thirds as many as Oregon.
The MM itorth Central division received from 10,000
Mlssourians in 1850 to 165,000 in 1920, representing a eteady
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inc^ ease over the ontire period. In 1850 the rank, among
divisions, was second, ana in 19*0 it was fourth. Illinois
, as consistently dravai the largest number if emigrants in
this division, receiving 110,000 in 1920. Often Illinois
received five, six, or seven tln»s as many emigrants as
Indiana, the nearest competitor in the division. Ohio was
next with frjra 10 per cent to I per cent less than Indiana,
i/iiehigan and biseonsin were never extremely attractive, but
in 1920 there ware x>raotically as many Misaaurians who went
to Liohic n as to Ohio, the number being 16,000.
The Mountain division, which ranked fifth in 1920, with
a total of 141,000 emigrants from Liissouri had increased from
• ixth place in 1850 when there were some 500 emigrants. Col-
orado usually received three times as many emigrants as did
any other state in this division, there being a total of
62,000 in 1920, an increase from ,000 in 1860. .Montana
r .liked second with New i Mexico and Idaho talcing the next two
places, ^ri^ona, Utah, oyoming, and Nevada received about
one-tenth as many as Colorado until 1920 when the proportion
w ino teased to one-sixth. Nevada at all times ranked low-
est, reaching a total of lesa than 2,000 in 1920.
ihe «est North Central division also proved attractive
to emigrants from Missouri, there being :.n increase from
750 in 1850 to 234,000 in 1920. ihe ranking of this region
juiiped from fifth in the former year to second in the latter.
Kansas, being nearest, lias always received the most emigrants,
the number being usually four to six times as many as the
nearest competitor, Nebraska. In 1930, for example, Kansas
had 156,000 natives of Missouri and Nebraska had 159,000,
Iowa has come in for third place, reaching a maximum of 16,000
in 1920. Minnesota and ^outh Dakota rank next, respectively,
with about one-half as many, and North Dakota takes last
place, in 1920 reaching only 4,000. This division, being
sest end north of Missouri has been in the natural line of
novement westward, and lias profited thereby.
The ^ast ^outh Oentral division has enjoyed little re-
ciprocity from Missouri emigrants. ±>ven though the region
contributed heavily to this state»s growth it received a
scant return. In 1850 there were less than 3,000 Missourlans
who moved to these states, and most of them went to Kentucky.
So it continued with Kentucky receiving the most people u, til
1920 v&en Tennessee took the lead by a slight margin, having
a total of 7,600. Alabama and Mississippi ranked low, with
a maximum of 2,000 or 3,000 each. Normal increases in emi-
cration to these states resulted in a growth to only 20,000
In 19 0, being the seventh rank.
The Kiddle Atlantic division was the destination of more
and more Missouri emigrants during the period from 1850 to
1920. At first there were only 500 who went to these states,
but decennial increases of approximately 75 per ont to 100
percent brought the number to 18,000 in 1910 and finally to
25,000 in 1920. In the latter yecr this division ranked fifth
among the nine sections. Pennsylv nla attracted a majority by
a small percentage during 1650 and 1860, but in 1870 Sew York
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took the load, gradually increasing to a majority of 1,000
in 1910, and to 3,000 in 1920. In the latter year Hew York's
total was 12,000, -nd thr.t of Pennsylvania wpp 9,000. New
Jersey usually received c^bout one-fourth as many emigrants
as did the lending state, and in 1920, for example, had a
total of 3,000, as compared with Hew fork's 12,000, and tne
divisions total of 25,000,
The Douth Atlantic states maintained M| everege rank
for the entire period of eighth, although during eaoh of
the first two decades only about 500 emigrants went to them.
Then Increases of 100 percent in 1900, and of slightly more
than this in 1920 brought the totel number to 17,000 in 1S20.
Virginia maintained a safe lead during the first two decades,
out 71orida, 3est Virginia, dryland and the District of Co-
luabia gradually drew in the load, iloride was in second
Place in 1900, and first thereafter, followed by the
District
of Columbia, In 102C, for example, their number of
liicsouri-
«ns was respectively 4,000 and 3,000. Georgia
was the only
other state to attract any appreciable number, and
even in
1220 had less than 2,000 Misaourians. worth and
.outh Caro-
lina, and Delaware made slight gains* but in hundreds
in-
stead of thousands.
Hew fngland definitely ranks ninth among divisions
dur-
ing the entire period. For the first two dcoade,
only 100
and 2C0 Missouri ans, respectively, went to this
region. Tho
greatest relative growth tM between 1380 and 1890 when the
number jumped from 750 to 3,600. Thereafter the gains
to 6»000» 9,000, and 11,000 in the three ouceeediae decades,
assachusetts tu the state to attract the isajority of L-iiss-
ourlans up to 1800, but xu r,hU> year ..tiiw * sNr «*iead,
with practically 2,oOG. :.iaiue consistently ^tntained this
leau; lluasaoauaetts tool: second place, my, Connecticut ranked
',hird. 1-lhode Itlmi, ?evaunt, end Sew . shire received oaly
a few emigrants Iron ilissouri, even in 1910 receiving less
tlian 600 among them.
In general, then, it may be said t'.ai unlive :].;;• irians
go west when they emigrate. The West South Central mid the
|K|| worth Central states receive the largest numbers. There
in approximate similarity in attractiveness between tae Pacif-
ic aad the iSast Uorth Central divisions, and these are folio-w-
ed by the Mountain states. The Middle Atlantic, the iiast ^outh
Central, the 36»tfc Atlaatie and the Sew England divisions are
preferred in the order named. In practically no case is tsere
an equitable balance of immigration from any certain state or
area and the emigration to that state or area.
The industrial and aanufaoturlng region attract a lair
share of Missourians, but all (fee are interested in
agriculture
or mining are more likely to tp west, -ra of speculation are
noticeable in the migration to the west. ,he development
of
mining regions nas attracted many iiasourians, but
many of
them return, xhis was true especially during the
gold rush !
of 1849, and other periods of mining fever. » development
of ranching, and of oil lands in the southwest
had a marked
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effsot on emigration from Missouri g IN opening of »M areas
of overnnent land, and the development of irrigation projects
is a iaotivtu-ing foroa i.io. kc> iu tko bogiiuiln£, then, eheap
Land nas been the lure to many.
rfho weal, it &ecu, f is more
a land of opportunity than the east, and no* on_y do eastern-
ers generally go farther west, bat iiiasourians also gp the
same direction. The dense population of the east, it aeeiaa,
is a repelling force to migrants, and as centers of
popula-
tion move westward the land of greatest opportunity lies
still farther westward.
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)
, Table XV, p, xatxvi. 6. Census of 1330 . "ovulation i rt. 1, Table 24, p. 561.
3. Census of 1360 . p. 617. 7. Cehstta tf 19JX Population . Vol. 1, Table 25, {> 687.
4. Census oT 1870 . Coa^eadiua . Table XI, p. 380. ; 8. Census oT 1910 . Population . Vol. 1, Table 35, p. 732.
5. Census of 1333. Cot'.pe.idiua
. ^t. 1, Table XXVII, p. 466. 9. Census of 1^20* . "ooulstion . Vol. 2, Table 17, p. 628.
CHAFTllR IV
warn i^moDs of GBora ih ti& population qi mis^oubi
Although the population of Missouri had steadily increased
there hare been marked differences in the increase by decades,
as shot?n by the table on -page 51 and Graph Number 1 which
follow*. The single decade showing the greatest increase is
that of 1860-1870, during which well over one-half million peo-
ple were added to the aggregate population of the state. Until
1070 there was a steadily increasing number of new inhabitants
during each decade, but this year seems to have marked the peak,
for at no time 3inoe then has there been such a large growth,
iis a group, however, the decades from 1860 to 1900 are those
l
shov?ing the greatest increases. This rapid growth swelled
nissouri's aggregate population from slightly over 1,000,000
to over 3,000,000. The growth between 1900 and 1910 was only
about one -third the growth during the previous decade. Be-
tween 1910 and 1920 the increase was only 110,000 about two-
thirds the increase during th preceding decade, and about
one
-fifth as great as that of the 1860-1670 decade.
The numerical increases during the early decades were
-iueh smaller than in recent decades, but they represent a much
greater relative growth. Between 1810 and 1820, for example,
the percent of increase was 219.4, and the following decade
tlie Increase was 110.9 percent. The so ewhat more rapid in-
crease of 1830-1840 reached 173.2 percent. The increase of
-50-
298,000 during 1840-1850 was a growth of only 77,8 percent,
between 1850 and 1860 the percent of In reese was 75,3, and
the following: decade it was 45.6 percent. The two decades
following were represented by 26 percent euid 23.6 percent,
respectively. The report of 1900 iadicatod ?.a increase of
16 percent, and in the two succeeding decades the percentages
were 6 a .id 3.4, respectively*
Thus it will be seen that Missouri's population grow
fastest, relatively, up to 1040, and that the relative growth
since that time has gradually declined. The numerical in-
crease of 110,000 betweeu. 1910 and 1920 represents only a
sxaall fraction of the state's aggregate population, and is
far below the early rates of increase in percentage.
A further indication of this is brought out in the dis-
cussion of population movements within the state which follows.
By this date, roughly, people were no longer settling on farms
in large numbers, but were turning toward the cities, .hen
Growth is normal it is said to be responsive to such outside
factors e3 the filling up of farms, the reaching of convenient
cuoacity, and the uso of marginal labor in industry. Ti us
Knelt Missouri began to show signs of having reached these
limits the growth of population became less rapid, and, as
the study of emigration shows, people migrated to the «»est»
or to less crowded areas.
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Tablc 8
1
The Increase of opulation in Missouri by Decade*
2 3 6
Year Aggregate
4
Increase in decade Percent of increase Dens!
1010 20,845 • • • • • # 0.3
1830 66,586 45,741 219.4 1.0
1330 140,455 73,869 110.9 2.1
1840 383,702 243,247 173.2 5.6
1850 682,044 298,342 77.8 9.9
1860 1,182,012 499,968 7; .3 17.2
1 721 2QS 45.6 25.0
1880 2,168,580 447,085 26.0 51.6
1390 2,679,185 510,804 2 .6 39.0
1900
5
5,106,665 427,480 16.0 45.2
IjIG
5
3,293,535 186,670 6.0 47.9
1920 3,404,055 110,720 3.4 49.5
1. All data not otherwise noted woa tr.ken from Abstract of
"
Twelfth Census . 1900, Table 35, pp. 32-3. .
2. Ibid . Table 36. pp. 34-35.
3. Tola, pp. 55-36.
4. In the fourteenth Census ( copulation . Vol. 1, p. 7) this num-
ber is given as 19,783, but all previous reports use the figure
given in this table.
.uurteenth Census, 1920, Vol. 1, ?ogulation. p. 7.
6. 1810 data from Con >endima of i'cnth Census . Table IV, p. 7.
1820-1920 data from i'ourteeiith Census, 1920, Vol. 1, I opulation ,
Table 18, p. 31. BOTKl The table of denaity given in this
latter reference is different froia the siruilar table in the
Corapendlma of the 1880 Censu~, Part I, Table IV, p. 7. No ex-
planation of this difference is given. It i. here assumed
that the 19"0 figures are accurate, so they are ,:sed.
-lOTTu: The land are© from 1820 to 1830 was 65,618 square miles;
from 1840 to 1920 was 68,727 square miles. The increase was
duo to the xJlatte urchase in 1837. (£ee Fourteenth Census,
Vol. 1, \ opula tlon. Inble 14, p. 26.
GRAPH 1
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SOflE POPULATION TREilDS Itt 11I550UR1
I I Increase During Decide
Tot-al Population
J 5 I a Y° « S ^ " 3» 5 3* S 2i Sa il 3* 5t 3f *>
Hundreds of Thousands
Population ilovemoats nithla the State
iVithln the state there have been noticeable ohangea in
population figures between 1850 and 1920, The movements of
people from one county to another, or to another state re-
flect themselves on the state as a whole. The sum of these
aovements ha;; already been considered, but the atudy of the
increase or decrease within individual counties will reveal
to one faxailiar with these counties the underlying causes for
the change, except for the last decade these /aovements have
been considered by periods of twenty years each. The colored
maps following indioate^the increase or decrease of population
by counties since 1850,
Map 2 shows that there was i general increase of popula-
tion between 1850 and 1870 in all counties except one—iladi-
son. From the data already studied it will be recalled that
tliis was t e period of greatest relative growth in the popu-
lation of the state as a whole, both in netive immigration
and in foreign immigration. It would seem, then, that until
I ;vo there was a general attraction of settlers to all coun-
ties, of course, not all counties grew with equal rapidity
but it Is not the scope of this study to enter into the rela-
tive growth of counties.
From 1870 to 1890 there was alight change as far aa gen-
eral increase or decrease are concerned, according to 'lap 3.
Cthe dais for this discussion and for -Japs 2, 3, 4, and 5
was talcea from tlie Censvu. of 13SQ. >--tata Jo^eudlum o£
Missouri. Table x, py. 11-12.
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Fran'rlln and Platte counties were tlie only ones to lose In
-opulatlon during this period. A glance at graph number 1
r/111 show thai although 1070 and 1800 v?ere the two decades
of the greatest total Increases there was a slightly larger
increase in the former. This indicates that there was still
general growth in most counties, but that the rate of increase
was not so rapid.
Between 1890 and 1910 there are rather marked changes.
Only 3ixty~slx counties shot* a gain during this period. A
total of forty-ninn decreased in population. T'ap 4 shows the
location of these counties. It will be observed that the
northern part of the state, which in the beginning grew most
rapidly, had reached I limit of growth, at lear.t temporarily.
The counties which itad at first been slow to develop now show
gals* because there was still more room for settlement in them.
ith the development of better tra jbporta tion facilities,
better farming methods, etc., these counties were ensbled to
continue their growth in population. In the few counties of
the north which continued to show increase;? there is some indi-
cation that their increases are due to the growth of cities
a id fKnttHijMdHt industrial development.
From 1910 to 1920 still greater changes are noted. Only
twenty-six counties, counting St. Louis City as one, increased
In population, and eighty-nine lost. This would indicate that
most of the counties which In the last analysis still had vom
for further increase by land settlement had by this time readied
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their relative limit also. Praetioally all of the counties in
the northern half and Greene oounty in the southwestern part
of the state are counties whioh are outstanding in urban de-
velopment. Their ities are the largest in the state and are
the best developed industrially. This adds further proof to
the analysis which in the preceding period was still, somewhat
uncertain, ^ven then one county which has a raajor city, Hann-
ibal, in Marion county, lost in population. This, however, was
the only such county to show decrease.
Three counties in the southwest, Barton, McDonald, and
tone continue to show increases, but all others which in-
I eased between 1S10 and 1920 are in the southeastern part of
the state. The counties in the extreme southeastern part are
largely those which are in the drainage district, and as lands
re reclaimed valuable farms may be developed here, somewhat
farther west of this tier of counties is another tier which
shows increase also. These counties combine agricultural with
mineral resources, and together they are likely to provide
slight further expansion.
li'ew counties in Missouri have shown a consistent gain in
population from 1850 to 19S0. Counting Bt, Louis City as a
separate unit, since it was declared independent of the coun-
ty in 1876, there are twenty-two counties whioh have
gained
consistently. These are: Johanna, hitler. Cape Girardeau,
Carter, Clay, Cole, Dunklin, Greene, Howell, Jackson,
Hew
iladrid, emisoot, Pettis, Randolph, Reynolds, St.
Louis City,
H, Louis County, »«**» shannon, Stoddard,
otone, and .ashing-
ton.
—56-»
It will be noted th:?t uhe periods of greatest increases
in the counties of the state correspond with uhe periods of
growth already studied. Graph 1 helps to bring this out more
clearly. As shown on thir graph the decade of greatest in-
crease was that of 1800-1870. There was a noticeably siaaller
increase between 1870 and 1880, but in the following decade
the increase was larger again. From 1890 to 1920, however,
there has been a consistent deoline.
MAP 2
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POPULATION GAIN OR LOSS
FOR THE PERIOD 1650-1870
Counties Whose Population Increased Between 1850-1870
Counties Vhose Population Decreased Between 1&50-1870
MAT 5
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POPULATION &A.IN OR LOSS
FOR THE PERIOD I87O-I89O
Counties Whose Population Increased Between I8TO-I890
Counties Whose Population Decreased Between 1570-1890
Counties Who6e Population Increased Between 1890-1^10
Countiea Whose population Pecreased Between 1890-1910
hap 5
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P0PULATI0H GAIfi OR LOSS
"FOR THE PERIOD I9IO-I920
CHAPTER V
THE DLTiiLJPMLi^T OF i3GOI2^ COUNTY
oinoe Joone County was selected as the area to be stud-
ied relative to migration from farras it was thought desirable
that a somewhat extended analysis be made of it in order that
deration might be viewed with a rather full knowledge of the
country and in relation to various factor;,, ao .o of whiah may
have been determinants in the event., of migration. This chap-
ter deals with population origins and changes, and with some-
thing of the physical, educational and industrial development
of the county.
The early settlement of Booue County was coincidental
with the settlement of the Booosliok Country, an extensive
area of fertile land enbr-aoing the present counties of How-
ard, i3oone, Callaway, Cooper and Ohariton. Inaaigrants be-
^aa to take up land here less than a decade after the ac-
quisition of Louisiana by the United states in 1803. This
land "was the first plains area of considerable size that
one caiae to in traveling up the Missouri and was espec-
ially attractive to the Kentucky, Virginia, and Tennessee
immigrants who came up the river or over the Boonsliok
Irail. It grew in population, wealth and institutions far
ahead of the lands nearer the ilisaissippi, in spite of its
somewhat remote position. The growth of Boone county is an
Important phase of this development.
TT^Min. Distribution of isolation in Jooue oount*, p
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The earliest pioneers known to be In this region were
probably the sons of Daniel Boone, who manufactured salt at
the springs twelve miles north of the present site of Boon-
2
ville in 1806, The importance of salt to the pioneer brought
recognition to this area at once, a;id gave it its name, /bout
1308 Colonel Benjamin Cooper snd his brothers, Braxton and
Marshall, iioved here, but because of hostile Indians were com-
pelled to return to juouti'e island where governmental protection
was assured. "In the spring of 1810 they returned, .....with a
company of 150 persons, and effected the first permanent white
settlement of the oonalick Country, or two years they en-
joyed almost uninterrupted peace.., ,and experienced but little
trouble from the Indians; on the contrary living on friendly
3
tenis with them." In 1812 trouble began, due to the British
inciting the Indians against settlers, and for protection six
Torts were eruotea. ^*e of these, Head*s fort, was located
near where the old Boonsliek Trail crossed the :oniteau into
Howard county. "From this fort came many of the first settlers
4
of Boone county," probably some of them venturing to the fer-
5
tile prairie later known as Thrall's Prairie, in 1812-13.
They relied upon Head's fort for ^roteotion during the follow-
6
lag three years while the war lasted. T e cessation of hos-
tilities permitted the pioneers to establish homesteads and
Atlas of Boonc~1Jounty » 1875, p. 7
3. i, tins oF Boone County , 1875, p. 7
iHoT pT 7
5. owitzler, History of Boone County , p. 130
6. Ibid , p. 979
MAP G
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THE 5 TATE Of ttlSSOURI SHOWING THE LOCATION OF
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in 1815-16 development was rapid, and many new aettiers came,
7
In. They came chiefly by the Boonsliok Trail, for this was
before steamboating on the river.
These early settlers took up the most advantageous lo-
cations-, as determined by their viewpoint. Their Kentucky,
' Tennessee, and Virginia homes had been in timbered regions,
so' they sought similar lands here. "The majority of settlers
located on the Missouri flood plain, on Thrall's rairle, on
Two-Mile Prairie and in the valleys of small streams, along
the "creeks" or on the Uoonaliok Trail. The Grand Prairfe
and the maturely dissected parts were avoided for many years.
During the first half of the nineteenth century the settlers'
estimation of environmental value was somewhat different from
that of today. The factors determining the choice of loca-
tion were (1) accessibility to the Missouri river or the
Boonsliok Trail (£) fertility of colls (3) suitability of
soils for cultivating with the implements of that day, and
(4) presence of resources such as timber, water and pastures."
The accompanying sketch shows the features of the county
v/hloh determined the pioneer *s choice, and gives e key to the
9
subsequent settlements. From Thrall's Prairie as a starting
point the line of advande followed- (1) the river bottom
V. ftlas . 1875. p. 7. and History of apone bounty , p. 151.
8. iranklin, Distribution of opulatjon
. pp. 15-14. fleferenoe
is made here to advertisements in the Franklin Intelligencer
of May 28, 1819, and ^pril 1, 1820, offering farms with suoh
advantages for sale.
9. oee Map No. 7, p. 64.
n^p 7
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S0I1C GEOGRAPHIC FACTOR5 OF BOONE COUNTY
RAMDOV.THCO. AUPRfllK CO.
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(Terrapin Neok) (2) the courses of oreeks, end (3) toe Boons-
lioi: Trail* i^aeh suooessive wave of immigration pushed far-
ther to the southeast east, and northeast, although avoiding
the Grand Prairie until the railroad ere dating from about
1857 on.
Thrall's Prairie was one and one-half miles by three
10
miles in extent and because it met all these requirements
was settled rapidly during 1816 to 1819. Lexington was its
first trade oenter« It had a postoffloe and stores in 1819.
In 1817 the Influx of settlers spread to the Perohe Bottom,
later sailed "Terrapin Neck," and to seme extent in the
valleys of other creeks. "Terrapin Neok. ... .was settled more
IE
densely than any other part of the flood pl^in," due to the
facts that the flood pi in was wider here, it was near Frank-
lin, Thrall's Prairie settlers came through here to reach the
river, and it was close to the "Mouth of the Moniteau," long
13
recognized as a desirable landing. The bottoms along the
river were covered with rushes which could be used in place
14
of hay for winter forage.
"Tjje Boonsliok Trail was surveyed by Nathan Boone in
1815," and "as^early as 1815 scattered settlements were
made along it." These settlements were made by people who
"lb. Ibid . Footnote, p. 58 'JJM
"LJUJL XJLl
\ ;
JI,J 111 11111
11. 3witzler, History of Boone County, p. 132
12. Franklin, BlstrtWETon of 'opulailon . p. 17
13
• SUA* PP« 17-18
14. Thwaites, ^arly ..cstei-n Travels . Vol. 5, pp. 42 and 50
15. Franklin, Distribution of^ opulatloa . p. 31
16. Columbia otateaman
.
MayT4. 1869
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kept taverns, raised oorn and hay, and provided supplies for
17
the numerous immigrants coming into the new region.
"in orossing Two-Mile Prairie in 1819 .Peek notes that
cabins were scattered along its border. Thus the settlers
oould take advantage of the pastures afforded by the prairie,
18
$he fertile soil and the timber resources of the woodlands."
-long the Little Bonne Femme, in the valley of Cedar Creek,
on the iiinkson at a mill site, on Flat Branch, in the valley
of the Perohe, on Prairie Fork, on Silver Fork, in the vicin-
ity of the springs, and on Callahan's Creek near t e aalt
19
licks other settlers made thir homes.
In 1816 a horso mill was built somewhat farther eastward,
in what became Columbia township, indicating the advance of
settlement in this direction. Near the Thrall »s Prairie
region settlement was dense enough to support a church, and
Old Bethel, the first church in the county was organized June
20
28, 1817. In November, 1818, a Government Land Offioe was
established at Franklin, and publio land sales were held,
any settlers presented their "itew Madrid Claims* entitling
them to land in recompense for homesteads lost in the earth-
quakes in southeast Missouri during 1811-18, and took up land
19. The Ven Morn Tavern was established on the Perche where it
was crossed by the Trail. Taverns formed the essential
parts of the towns of omithton, Perohe, and Columbia during
their early years, for taverns were the centers of life.
Hlnkson was located on iiinkson Creek where the Trail orossed
it, and furnished provisions to immigrants. (Switzler,
History of Boone County , p. 735)
18. jranklinTlHstribution of Population , pp. 32-33
19. Switzler, ^Lsiory ofnr onc"13ountjr, pp. 618, 621, 622, 736,
1069, and 1067, respectively
20
• XPi<* » P» 734
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21 22
east of the Moniteau, By 1819 two more mills were built,
thus becoming looel centers of settlement*
one early writer describes the soil here as prolific
ana inexhaustible t ana soys* "The labor of one slave is here
veoKoned sufficient for the culture of twenty aores of Indian
oom, and produces ordinarily about sixty bushels per acre,
*ti a single crop* In the most fertile arte of Kentucky, fif-
teen acres of com are thought to require the labor of one
elave, and the crop being less abundant, we may reckon the
n^duots ot agriculture there, at about one third ^art less
S3
than in the best lands of the Missouri."
From the first, tobacco was the chief commercial product,
"The densely forested bottoms were cleared only with consider-
able labor. But as three or four aores of tobacco were all
one raan could take care of, enough land oould be cleared the
first season. The high prices received made such a small
acreage worth while. The excellent quality of the tobacco
gained for it a reputation in England which for a time was
the chief market. The first lot was shipped to Hew Orleans
in 1822, In 1026 the number of hogsheads shipped was 136 j24
the following year 950 hogsheads".
The arrival of the first steamboats in iranklin in the
uumaer of 1819, heralded in the newspaper which had been es-
2T. Hgg p, 131 ~
S2
« 2D3» ?• 983
23, Xhwaites, Early western -travels, Vol, 14, p, 149
24, Jranklin, ^istrl DuTTrJu^oF^o^uTaUon. p. 15
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85
tablished only a few months before, proved that tee Miss-
ouri was navigable by steam boats and opened the way for ex-
tensive river oommeroe. By this year settlers were soattered
pretty generally throughout the west central, central and
southwestern parts of the present Boone county. The town of
28
nlthton was surveyed, and proposed for the oounty seat of
a new county. Below the present site of Providence the town
of Nashville was established, and in 1819 already had a to-
bacco warehouse, a post office and sever;! other buildings,
promising to be one of the largest shipping points on the
In 1620 Missouri adopted a constitution, and on November
16, 1820, Boone oounty was formed from e part of Howard county,
28
and its boundaries defined* These have remained practically
unchanged to the uresent. There were said to be 3,692 in-
29
habitant | here at this tioe, all of whom had settled In this
area during the preceding eight years, an average of 461 per
This same year a second community erected a ohuroh on
30
the Bonne Femme Creek, near the .southern Two-&ile JTalrie.
ab» Missouri Intelligencer , founded April. 1819, at xrenklin
v*a3 the first newspaper west of 3t« Louis*
86. The present Columbia Cemetery was the site.
'-7. ^witzler, Ht story of ooone County , p. 147
27
river.
The Organization of the County
year,
HAP 6
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THE TOWNSHIPS AMD CHIEF TOVMS OF BOOHE COUOTY
RAtTO OUPH C 0. AUDRAin CO.
STURGEOH o
BOURBOfi
o HALLSVJlxe
ROCKY. FORK
COLUflBIA
COUJflBIA
CEDAR
'3
5
71
Table 9
The Population of Boone County By Dsoades
Townships .1820.
31 32
1330 1340.
33
1050.
34 35
1360 187Q
36
1880.
37 33 39 40
1000 1 01
2.AM 2.014 p fin?
713 703 www
5.704
373 401
41
341
O 1 oofi, ice <S|OfO 9 fit
1 ,<s7S 1 ,7«« o lie2,110
7,293 9,143 13,251
4(000 5,651 *% AAA9,662
3,023
631
3,171
593
2,619
42
434
2,446 2,444 2,152
,133 146
2,594 2,467 2,134
92 157 1S95
26,043 28,642 30,533
7,819 9,232 13,823
1920
43
651
Bouroon ••••• ..... •••••
Sturgeon ( town) ••••• ••••• .*•••
Cedar ..... ••••• 3,313
Ashland (village) . .... •••••
Centralia . .... ••••• . ....
Centralia (town) •••••
Columbia ..... •»••• 3,365
Columbia (town) ..... ••••• •••••
Missouri ••••• ••••• 2,964
Rooheport (town) ••••• •••••
Perohe ..... 2,222
Barriaburg (town) . .... ••••• •••••
Rocky Fork . .... 1,697
Belleville (town) .....
Aggregate 3,692 8,359 13,561
Urban Population ••••• ••••••
Farm Population ••••• ......
Hotel The figures for townehipe are iaclueive of the towns within then.
31. Wetfflore* Sasottecr . p. 267 gives this as the 1321 total.
32. Stat let ioe of Population. 9th Census, Table 2, p. 43
33. Sixth Coneue. 1840, p. 399 (in this "Perohe" Is called "3
1,892
1,922
14,979
4,621
1,414
2,935
735
2,811
2,083
19,486
2,149
17,337
opulatlon . 9th Ceneus, Tabls III, p. 187
34. CensuBqf
,
1850 . Table I, p. i
35. Stat 1st lea of
36. Ibid.
37. Census of 1890 . Population . Pt. 1, Table 5, p. 212.
38. 10 id .
39. 12th Ceneus . Vol. 1 . Population , rt. 1, Table 5, p. 236
40. 13th Census, Vol. 2. rovulation . Table I, p. 1071
41. Hartsburg, in Cedar twp, has population of 175
42. Hudtedals, in Missouri twp, hae population of 91.
14th Census. 1920. Vol. I. Population
. Table 53, p. 490.
* IbW. Table 81, pp. 244-48
44. Hurts ourg, in Cedar twp. has population of 211.
45. Huntsdale, in Miesourl twp. not given separately in 1920.
Persia".)
2,334
5,020
5,560
2,236
2,812
323
3,119
1,870
2,332
656
5,945
371
1,334
703
6,917
3,326
3,443
723
2,321
33
2,430
60
2,329
7gg*
5,086
44
342*
2,572
2,071*
13,319
10,392*
2,540
45
458*
1,914
*
163
1,942
225*
3,059 5,932
17,706 19,490 13,824 19,410 16,710 14,077
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The town of Persia was planned and surveyed In 1821, at a
point where the doonslick Trail crossed the Perohe. The
town was built on both sides of the oreek, and had a saw
mill, grist mill and several shops. It ma large enough
to vie with smithton for the county seat. The population
of the latter was probably never over 20, and because of a
scarcity of water was abandoned for a site about half a mile
east where the town of Columbia was founded in 1821, The
county seat was fixed there, and during ite first year be-
47
tween fifteen and twenty houses were erected.
During this year the county court established a road to
run from Columbia to intersect the Boonsllek Trail at or near
48
Thrall »£» Prairie, thus topping the main artery of incoming
settlers as an inducement to their settling in the central
and eastern half of the county. Another advantage offered was
the erection of a mill eight miles southeast of Columbia to
serve the growing community there, A mill was built at Hoek-
49
bridge in 182E, In the §*a* year the more tensely populated
area around Thrall*s Prairie secured the creation of a sep-
50
arate township, naming it Missouri. The first settlers ven-
tured to the southwestern part of the present Centralis town-
ship, on the borders of the Creat Prairie, Hed Top Church
was established near the present site of Hallsville, and served
a considerable area to the northeast of the older settlements,
47. Ibid, pp. 195 and 1098 ~
47, Ibid , pp. 158 and 163
48, TgSrar. p, 984
49
• lold , p. 616
50. Tffff. p. 987
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In 1822 there was quite an influx of Immigrants. »a
writer of that period asserts that »the settlers of those
twelve months were more numerous and posseted of more wealth
52
than those of all upper klssouri besides. »» one evidence of
wealth in these day.j was the ownership of slaves, and as many
of these settlers oarae from slave stater; they brought their
servants with them to Boone oounty. The old plantation man-
sions with the slave houses about them are now the remaining
evidenoes of early settlements made by migrants from Kentucky,
Tennessee, and Virginia, who at onoe established the culture
of thoir mother st- tes in a landed aristocracy. The descen-
dants of these early settlers hold pilar leadership plaoe in
Boone oounty today.
The proximity of Boone oounty to irrnklln, the starting
point of the ^anta Fe trail for more than a decade after 1820,
offered opportunities for capital both in producing articles
of trade and in the actual overland commerce. All branches
of industry were stimulated by the prospect of trade with
Mexico, as well as by this wave of settlement in 1822. As
a result, a number of factories and mills were built, and
"by February 4, 1823, there were in the oounty three manu-
faoturirj? water mills, ten horse mills and three water saw
53
mills."
-rame houses began to replace log houses, and in
54
1823 Columbians population had increased to 130. ^oimuism
51. .-witzler, History of Boom, bounty , p. 171
52. Ibid. p. 170, from otatesm^n . October 8. 1869
53. rag. p. 171
54
» IDld « a»d Ujssourl Intelligencer. Xebruary 4, 1823
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between 1820 and 1825 the first school was built in Thrall's
55
Prairie. Then, in 1889, Bonne *emme Academy was opened
56
six miles south of Columbia*
By 1825 a new faetor entered into the growth of the coun-
ty , It was becoming commercial and industrial. The increas-
ing number of mills were grinding more and more flour, the
tobacco yield was more than enough for loool consumption,
salt, hemp, and other produots were being produeed in plenti-
ful quantities. Ay already mentioned, flatboats loaded with
tobacco had been floated down the river as early as 1822.
..oh boats could be constructed by the farmer himself, and
launched at almost any point along the river. But now steam-
boats often made their way as far as franklin and Glasgow,
and of course stopped along the Boone county shore. This
led to the growth of river towns. They were useful not only
as landing places, but as trade and toanufaoturing oenters.
"The Mouth of the Moniteau" offered the best landing
olaoe, for there was a deep, protected harbor here. It was
accessible to the interior by way of a ridge road" that was
57
passable in tl;a©t; of high water. A ferry and a warehouse
had been o oerated there since 1820, oo oeople came here to
58
oross the river and boats stopped here to take on oargo.
In addition, it was in the Immediate vicinity of a ooniider-
59
able extent of wide flood plain. Thus it was that in
55. Ibid , d. 985
1
56. TdTo". pp. 217-219
57 • Hssourl Intelligeneer . September 2, 1825
50. awltzler. History of ,3oo:ie Oounty . p. 998
59. Franklin, Distribution of opulatlon . p. 22
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60
1325 the town of Hooheport was laid out* Not only was such
a plaoc necessary for existing conditions, but It was inevit-
able that it should dev lop, in view of the ino easing river
trade of the next forty-five years.
Within eighteen years after the first settlere located
in Boone county settlement had spread from Thrall »s Prairie
to the southeast, east and northeast, and was fairly dense
over the western half of the county. Mills had been located
advantageously, tobacco factories and other industrial plants
had begun operation and trade centers had been formed at
Hocheport, Lexington, Persia, Columbia and Hashvllle, Chur-
ches, although not numerous, were to be found in the more
densely populated areas. *.>ohools, inoludlng an academy, were
in operation. The culture of older states had been transplant
ed to Boone oounty. Throughout the whole of the Boonsliclc
region "specie and coin (so rarely circulating in a pioneer
region) brought into the country by returning traders gave
61
added stability
Of all the counties in the state, Boone ranked third
62
in population in 1828, with a total of 7,890 inhabi tents,
63
including 1,533 slaves. The table of population in doone
6*6, owltzler. ili'story"o f' .-bone County , p,' 177, and Missouri
intelligencer , Bei>teabor' ':'-, I'j25
61, Franklin. Distribution of Population , p. 9, says, "the
Ixitelll/'.eiioer of x'obruary 12, 1830, reported the arrival
of §200,000 in speoie, by a caravan just from Banta Fe,"
62, Missouri Intellir.ancor . December 5, 1828
S3, Benate Journal , 5th General Assembly of Missouri, follow-
ing p, 214
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oounty shows that by 1830 the total was 8,859, a number con-
siderably over twice as large as that of 18:20. This is an
average increase of 516 per year during each of the ten years
following 1820, as compared with an average of 461 between
64
181S and 1820, over the eighteen year period the average
rate of Increase per year was 492,
An Interest in Higher Education
The decode from 1830 to 1840 was one in which education-
al interests arose. During the first few years there were
several private schools, similar to early aoademies and semi-
naries of other counties. Interest in these finally waned
when it seemed likely that the state university might be se-
cured. Once this was assured -tJoone 1 ^ future path seemed
clearly marked. Hereafter it was to become an educational
center, rather than industrial or oociioroial.
Bonne Jerome Aoademy was followed in 1830 by a school
for Young Ladies, in Columbia, and an iJaglish and Classical
academy in 1832, althouf;h WW latter was not successful. In
1834 Bear Creek Academy was opened one mile north of Columbia,
enthusiasm created at a meeting in the oourt house on August
8, 1831 culminated in the chartering of Columbia College in
65
1833, and its being opened to students in 1834. It ran
with a small measure of success, but depended entirely upon
its patronage for maintenance. There was already soiae talk
S'¥» i :.ee' Table 9, p. 71
65, Switsler, History of -^oone County . p. 223
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of a state university being built, and patronage was not
liberal enoUjji to sustain it long. Columbia i'emale Aoad-
eray was opened in 1833, was chartered in 1637, and shortly
thereafter was supplanted by Baptist College, now Stephens
66
College.
The state university was the educational plum of the
decade, and the residents of Boone who fostered its earlier
educational institutions turned their attentions to it early.
Kven when the county seat was located there was a provision
for "ten acres conditional if the Btate University be esta-
67
blished therein. • The pioneer academies had paved the way
for the University, and although Howard and Booxie counties
68
had a spirited contest for the University as early as 1834,
Joone was successful in securing its establishment in Col-
umbia in 1839, and the first classes were held in April,
69
1841.
There was aorae talk of railroads, but this was during
the ascendancy of the steamboats, and possibly for this
reason the railroad projects never gained much headway.
The 1840 Census report accounts for the population of
iioone county by townships. Columbia township, in the central
section, had a slightly larger population than did any other.
66. Ibid. P» 287 ' '. I~
67. Switzler, ids tory of Boone County , pp. 161-42 1 and 237
68. Missouri Intelligencer . December 6, 1634
69. owlt&ler. History of lioone County , p. 267
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This majority was due principally to the size of Columbia,
however* Cedar, in the southeastern part of the oounty,
ranted seoond. Missouri township, in whioh Hooheport was
located, ranked third. Perohe, Just north of Missouri, had
nearly as many inhabitants, and Rooky Fork, whioh was east
70
of Perohe and northeast of Columbia, had fewer than any*
Ho town was of any considerable size, althou-^ti there were
several small trade centers.
It will be noted that Perche and Hooky Pork townships,
the former having rauoh broken, hilly land, and the latter
having the Grand Prairie within its borders, were least pop-
ular among settlers. The other areas, with their bottom land
and aooess to the river were more densely populated. The same
ideas aad preferences whioh motivated the first settlers still
obtained, and, quite largely, the sane kinds of crops were
{rown.
During 1840-50 the county's educational leadership de-
veloped as the university became more firmly established.
This leadership was reflected somewhat in other lines. It
might be classed as a decade of broadening leadership con-
sciousness. Hooheport, profiting by Columbia* s example, o-
71
poned an academy in 1841, and held an agricultural fair.
The tovan marshall took a oeneua of Columbia whioh Indicated
that there were 770 inhabitants, but the patriot was anthus-
72
iastio and claimed nearly 1,000, Public meetings were
Wt See Table 4>, p, 71
71. bwitzler, fastory of aoone County , p. 340
72. Ibid. p.
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freujuent, and the fourth of July celebration of 1842 In Co-
lumbia was the grandest yet. In 1843 there was a religious
revival oondueted by the Presbyterian ehuroh for two months,
and the following year political enthusiasm resulted in a
Whig convention in Hoeheport said to be the most elaborately
73
prepared convention in the state* Militia musters were held
four times during each summer and fall, and the entire male
74
population was brought together for drill and maneuvers.
The year 1844 was notable, for the Missouri river rose
very high, covering the lowlands in the southern part of the
ooimty end doing much damage, Hoeheport suffered oonsider-
75
able, and Hasnvllle wao completely swept away, rovidenee
was Immediately planned and built on higher ground near the
alte of the latter, it Intended to act as a receiving and
shipping point for Columbia and inland oocaaunltles . "Iiov
ever, rovidence was never a rival to Hoeheport, and could
not be a rival because of oertaln geographical disadvantages.
Tae Importance Hoeheport iiad attained was in consequence of
its being the market for the surrounding agricultural area.
A large portion of the southeastern portion of Boone county
is rough, end was settled but sparsely durln the period of
steamboat navigation. In such a region surplus o -ops could
not be produced in large enough quantities to make a reoeiv-
76
ing center commercially important."
?3. Ibid. v.SSS
74. xbTcT. p. 344
75. loja
. pp. 345-46
76. Tranklin, Distribution of . opulatlon . p« 30
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The year rollowlng the flood public interest centered
77
in colonisation and temperance Kooieties. The ifethodiat
and Christian churohaa icld their state conventions in Co-
lumbia, and created enthusiasm in reli ious matters again.
The Mexican it* brought forth many volunteers from Boone
78
county in 1846. The county tried to secure the state lu-
m tic asylum In 1847, but had hardly recovered from the
J117,QQ0 subscription to secure the University, so was beat-
79
en by Callaway, The first; democratic paper to be established
in the o aunty made its pearanoe in 1847. Hevival meetings
were held bg the Christian and ,/resbyterian churches in this
year also. Interest in establishing schools for girls dur-
ing the latter part of 1849 culminated in the report of two
widely divergent plans, and as a result both Christian and
81
Stephens Colleges go& their start.
When gold was discovered in California in 1849 many
Boone oountians left home to seek their fortunes, and in
1850 another contingent left. One writer 3ays, "at least
82
half a thousand crossed the plains
,
w but many of them re-
turned within a year or two. This emigration resulted in
no serious or permanent loss in the county's population.
Thus one might say that the county *s whole hearted par-
ticipation In all events, and its keen enthusiasm in political,
77. . swltaler. Hfator'y of TSooae County , pp. 347 and 549
73. Ibid. p. 351
79. Ibid , p. 35b
80. TBTcf. p. 35©
81. Swit^ler, ittstory of Boone County , p. 358
82
• i&j&a P. 361
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religloua, and educational Letters served to keep it in a
place of leadership.
Some Hew Llovements
The deoade of 1850-60 was one of visionary undertakings
as well as one of iiiatorial progress, both contributing to the
advancement of the county, in 1351 plank roads were planned
to facilitate oomtiiLuioatian between inland towns. One plan
was to have such a road from ^t, Louis to Glasgow via Colum-
83
bia, but this failed. In 1853 the people of Columbia de-
cided to build a plank road to Providence, and others were
surveyed. The former, however, was completed in 1855 at a
cost of £30,000, but it proved very impractical and lasted
only a short time.
It is unfortunate that the Census of 1850 failed to
again make a classification of the population by townships,
-aaong Elinor divisions only the retur tm for the town of Co-
lu.-bla were given; this accounts for only 651 white people
who were living in the town. For the county as $ whole
there was an Increase of slightly more than 1,000 over the
84
preceding oenstu, date. From this it may be inferred that
there was probably little change in the relative population
figures of the several townships, and that only a slow growth
to the east and nort. east was likely.
Wi Ibid. p. 366 "
04. &ee*abl« 9, p. 71
»82»
The accompanying data on improved and ur-impoved Lands
in the county indicate that for 1850 there was e total of
85
104,163 acres improved. Hearty one and four-fifths times
this amount was unimproved. This leaves approximately one-
third of the land area of the county unaccounted for^ and is
a further indication that settlement had not been extended
to ail parts of the county.
There was still a considerable pro auction of tobacco
and crops which required small acreage at the beginning of
the decade, but later a ohenge began. The early settlers
had found conditions with which they were unfamiliar in the
prairie districts, but now they ventured farther from the
river and its rich bottom land. The uplands were more
healthful, Ohills and ague were noticed In the bottom land
during high water.
Of course, during these thirty-five years of iioone
county* 8 existence there was a gradual development of industry,
v;ith resulting development of towns, draftsmen to supply the
needs of the pioneers were engaged In making wagons, leather
^ooda, guns and ammunition , and others were raining the coal
banks, operating mills, distilleries, and sawing lumber. As
tli© majority of people had oome here m search of land, how-
ever, it will re-idily be seen that the population was still
-redoainautly rura •
So, oee Table 10, p. 33
"
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Table 10
Improved and Unimproved Land of Boone County
Land Total
ffii 206,622
" 369,308
• 357,429
" 430,680
* 390,284
" 408,336
408,236
M 404,637
The discovery that oertain soils were better adapted to
particular erops was important. Tobacco grew rsnk and ooarse
on the river bottoms, and was of poorer grade. The thin soils
of the white oak lands of the e aunty produced a more desirable
grade of tobaoeo because of a better subsoil. In a iiort time
•oraotieally all of the tobacco crop was raised on these white
94
oak lands. Upland tobacco had a finer texture.
86. Census of 1850 . Table p. 67S
87 • Amoul^e~oT tfto U. tt . Census of 1860, p. 38
80, statistics of~><eaTth and Industry . Census of 1870, Table IV,
P. 138
89. Statistics of A/sri oulture , Census of 1880, Table VII, p. 123
90. J tati sties' of gyi culture. Census of 1890, Table VI, p. 216
91. j'2lh CensusT^900 , Vol. 5. ^/yi culture, t. I, Table 19,
T)V 28b
92 • Census of 1910 , Agriculture . Table I, p. 907, and Table II,
. 918
93. 14th Census, 1920, Vol. 6, Pt. I, Agriculture . Table I,
p. 578
94. Franklin, Distribution of . ovulation , p. 46
Year
86
1850
Improved Land Unimproved
104,163 acres 182,459 a
87
iOUw
'. | -
1870
89
1880
90
1390
91
1900
92
1910
202,467 t* 166,821
222,296 135.133
325,590 « 105,090
273,336 *» 116,948
301,732 n 106,604
321,514 w 86 » 722
93
1920 327,301 f» 77,336
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The beginning of railroad plans for the county tended
to n»ke the unsettled areas more inviting. In 1853 the North
Missouri Hailroad was projected from St. Louis to Macon, To
insure its running through Callaway, Boone, and Howard coun-
ties it was necessary for each of them to raise $100,000*
95
Boone was the only one whieh met this demand, and even got
raore than its share when Howard failed. This secured the
line running through the northern corner of the county, end
it was opened in 1857* Here, then, was a line of communica-
tion and transportation-—always an incentive to settlement.
As a resulj^ two new town^, Oentralia end sturgeon, came
into existence. Settlers became adjusted to new environment-
al conditions such as were found in the areas formerly evoided.
Population grew in the area tributary to the railroad, and the
northern parts of Missouri and Hooky Fork townshi ;:>s were organ-
97
ized In 1854 as Bourbon township. The eastern three-fourths
98
of the latter was entirely prairie land.
The last few years of this decade tobacco production de-
clined, and the production of com and heap increased. This
caused a decrease in t e density of rural population on the
i'lood plain, because the Individual farmer could take care of
99
ore acres of corn and hemp than of tobacco, MCorn became
7io. Switzler. History of Boone County , p. 370'
96. The latter sun,Wanted ^uena vista, which had been laid out
in 1849, and at one time had 150 inhabitants, (Columbia
iHeraia , June 9, 1899, p, £0, and lilstory of Boone County .
.... 561
S7, ^wltaler, illstory of Boone County , p. 543
98, Franklin, BistrlpuTibn of . ovulation . >, 49
99. Franklin, Distribution of 'opulatlon , p# 46
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the profitable crop of the bottoms." Uom crops wore un-
certain but the yield was heavy. The tendency was thus to-
ward a different major crop in the bottom lands, and a crop
which oould be handled by fewer people. Thia automatically
forced the rural population northward, and away from the
river.
The Census reports for 1800 re much more complete, and
indicate considerable change, it will be noticed that the
growth of population between 1850 and 1860 waa well over 4,000.
Population figures for the towns of Columbia and Booheport in-
dicate that 2,149 people were livin; in them, As the other
towns of 1860 were hardly large enough to be of importance as
urban ©enters it will be seen that over 17,000 people were liv-
XQ«L
ing on farms.
The total number of acres of improved land nearly doubled
during the decade of 1850-60, as there were 202,487 acres at
102
the latter date. Thus, the turn from a small acreage crop,
tobacco, to large acreage crops, such as corn and wheat, be-
comes evident. A larger proportion of this land, too, was in
the northern prairie region, and was developed, in the main,
after coming of the railroad in 1857.
The Civil war, during the first half of the »60»s, re-
pealed Boone county's "border" spirit, for there were public
Meetings in 1861 both supporting the southern cause, and de-
103
nounoing secession. Boone county contributed to the ranks
^rrj^TTr^ 1
101. jee Table 9, p. 71
102. tiee Table 10, p. 83
103.
-witzler, History of Booae Oouaty
. pp. 404 and 407
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of both the southern and the Union armies, but being occupied
during the earlier part of the war by Union troops, developed
104
considerable Union sentiment* Being north of the river it was
somewhat removed from the main Confederate lines of inarch and
their regular recruiting stations. Nevertheless there was
soiae fighting and plundering by guerillas, reaching i olimaa
in the Centralis Liassaore, September 27, 1864, when bush-
whackers wantonly slm several unarmed Federal men.
The celebration of the Fourth of July in 1865 was again
peaceful and happy* Soon the oounty turned its attention to
railroads once more. The Boone County and Jefferson City
105
riailroad Company had been incorporated January 30, 1857,
but no steps were taken to build the road until the war was
over. The road was projected to run from the North Missouri
to the Pacific Hailroad in or above Jefferson City, via Co-
lumbia, it was completed as far as Columbia October 29, 1867,
but met with financial difficulties and extended no farther,
106
It was later sold to the Wabash* . ven the completion of the
road to this point, however, had an important commercial effeot
on the county. Steamboat transportation declined after 1358,
and now that railroad facilities vrare extended to the center
of the county it was no longer necessary to rely on steamboats
and access to the river, steamboat traffic to and from Roche-
port now had to compete with railroad traffic to and from Cen-
tral!a, Sturgeon, and Columbia,
-87-
From 1860 to 1870 the Increase in population was rela-
tively alight, being only a little over 1,000, the increase
is particularly noticeable in the northern and southeastern
parts of the county, as both Bourbon and Gedar townships show
relatively higher gains. The town of Columbia grew by nearly
1,000, but Hocheyort increased by only one-tenth as many. As
t»M are still the only towns which were reported separately
the total population living in towns must be taken at 3,059
107
'
leaving a remainder of 17,700 rural population. This does
not take into account the small villages which were not re-
ported. Only a
ing this decade
o bout 22,000 additional acres were improved dur-108
Kocheport declines
By 1870 iiooheport was ^uite plainly falling behind in
109
the raaroh of progress. From its founding in 1825 it had
sho?7n rapid growth as long as the conditions which brought
it into existence still obtained. >ihen new conditions arose
it declined.
Hooheport«s history parallels that of steamboat traffio
on the Missouri. As a river shipping point it was the metro-
polis of Boone oounty. In 1837 «etmore reported, "as many as
b00 landings were made and as many as 50 boats were scheduled
- 110
r«ft regular stops during a season," and this was only
10V. iiee 'x'able 9. p. 7l
108. iiee i able 10, p. 83
109. oee 1able 9, p. 71
110. wetmore, ^aaettoer of Mlsoour
i
.
i. 44
twelve y. ars after the town was laid out. Industries de-
veloped there* Tanneries, tobaooo factories, warehouses,
brick : rards, blacksmith shops, mills and rope walks were a-
g&ftg its ohief interests, A pottery was established in 1844,
111
and for years produced large amounts of superior [lottery
•
Tobaooo was its wain export for many years, "it is said
that as many as 100 people, mostly colored, were employed at
112
one time to prepare tobaoco for shipment. " A list of the
exports in 1851 is extensive, and inoludes almost every major
113
agricultural product of the day. In 1855 there were two
large tobaooo stem-aeries there, ahinglea required for one
of the warehouses were said to be enou, h to roof a small
114
village, Hocheoort's population grew rapidly, and it seemed
that Columbia, even though it was the county seat, would re-
mill of secondary importance, Koeheport was the hub of iioone
county, as far as commerce and industry were concerned, Co-
lumbia had to atrug le to keep the pace, aad even spent *;50,Q00
to mahe a plank road and get aooess to the river, i>uriag the
era of steamboats opportunities seemed to cone to hooheport
without effort on her i)art.
But, "the year 1858 iaafc be taken as the year in which
wteaiiboating on the IJiasouri river reached its maximum.
There were not less than sixty regular packets on the river,
Hi. i'ranklin, Hlboheport, liissouri," in Uo. hist,. Rev. 19, />*. 9
112. Ibid. p. 8
113. 3wTFzl©r t ^ilstory of .ooone County , p. 367
114. Columbia : tat6BjaahT"*iarah 11, U70
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115besides thirty or forty transient boats." The Boonsliok
.
.
-
116
springs were worked constantly until 105i>-56, when alum
salt, oarriod by the ships aa ballast, was produced cheeper
and took its place. Thus, even the original product rff the
aoonsliok area dwindled in importance. o it was with all
others, as far as river trade was concerned. The railroads
offered stiff coupetitipn to steamboats, and were alwaya
triumphant
.
In January, 1037, the Rooheport Railroad Company was
117iuoorporated to build from Hooheport to Columbia, but the
project seemed unimportant then in comparison with steam*
hoating. Hooheport had never maintained its interest in
railroads, now it began to pay the penalty, when Jtocheport'e
ooiimeroe and her industries declined her population decreased.
The table ..f population of iioone county indicates that
there were 823 persons in Bocheport in 1870. shortly before
this date it is said to have been higher, iron 1870 to 1910
Hocasport lost nearly 100 inliabitants each decade. her
glory had faded,
§mm Recent -^evelopraents
i'ron 1070 on, the prairie and the maturely dissected
lands showed marked improvement. This was due to the appli-
cation of improved agricultural practices by farmers.
llo. nu ,ell t .la Wry of . iu ^ :ri *;iver, p. 55
116, Franklin, blstrjbuETon of epulatlon
. 7
117, owitzler, History of iiooae County ."""p. 491
118, Table 9, p . 11 '
*
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Improved plows were used, and they turned up the rioh sub-
soil and overcame the tenacious grass roots and stubble of
the prairies, it was observed that certain soils were better
adapted to oartioular orops. Wheat and corn were grown on
the prairies, and fruits in the disseoted areas.
A .sturgeon item in the Columbia statesman
. May 20, 1870
indieates the beginning of the experiments with wheat: *Jk
snail amount of wlieat was sown on several farms out in the
min urairle land iat>t fall.
. . .look*; very promising. There
will be wheat grown on our prairie yet, successfully." it
required study of prairie conditions, and adaptation to them.
It was found that they were usable because of (1) use of ponds,
cisterns and bored wells, (2) improved transportation, (o)
better implements and (4) Application of principles of sur-
119 *
face drainage. "Through the efforts of Professor owallow
of the University of Missouri farmers were Induced to try
subsoil plowing," resulting in increased productiveness.
2°
Once begun there was every incentive to cultivation of
such lands, and population increased in such areas. Over
100,000 acres of new lands were improved during the decade
121
of 1370-80, and much of this was due to such Improvements.
inuring tlie decade two more efforts were made to get
railroads in the county. In 1871 sentiment was aroused in
xavor of extending the Columbia braaoh to Jefferson City by
H9. Craniain, Distribution of PpuuleUon . p. ol
120
« p.
*
121. TabTelO, p. 83
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way of -shland, but this was never done, end in 1873 the
123
property held by the company was sold, The other attempt
met with only a little more success. The Chicago and Alton
Railroad surveyed a route to Centralia, thence west through
the county. Harrisburg was built on the proposed line of
this road. Then the road was abandoned, although considerable
grading and bridging had been done, and it was reconstructed
farther north, almost entirely outside the oounty, touching
only at Centralia*
The decade is significant for its contribution to better
farming, and the greater adaptation to conditions in the areaa
formerly avoided. This resulted in a period of growth in pop-
ulation extending over the next forty years.
Between 1C70 and 1300 the total population of the county
124
crew from 20,765 to 25,422, The northeastern oorner of
the county inc eased enough in population so. that a new town-
ship, Centralia, was formed, ^verytownship except Perohe
increased in number of inhabitants.
In 1680 the population of all towns and Villages is
iven for the first time, permitting a more careful compari-
son, Columbia was by far the most outstanding in population,
having inox'eased 1,110 during the ten year period, and swell-
ing her total to 3,326. Hooheport wa3 no longer a competitor
with Columbia or with Oeutrnlia, for river traffic v.-as >rao-
152, awitaler, History of Boone Cou ty
. p, 512
l^
• £bid. 99l 5i2-aS
w
124, TO 9, p. 71
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tioally suspended. Centralia, in the heart of the Grand
Prairie whioh had once been shunned, ranked second in size.
NStf shift in population rany be attributed almost entirely
to the change in the prevailing modes of transportation and
jf agriculture. Kvon third place was held by sturgeon, a-
Li: -j
nother prairie community. The agricultural products of
the prairie, wfleat and corn, had taken the plaoe of the o-
riginnl r^roducta of the bottom land, tobaooo and hemp.
Industries, howevor, had not taken many of the inhabi-
tants from the country by 1880 for there were a total of
only 5,832 living in towns and village^, and there were
126
19,490 on the farms. Three-fourths of the entire area
of the county was u der cultivation, or in an improved
127
state, leaving only 105,090 aoves unimproved.
The total population of the oounty inoreaaed to 20,043
by 1890. This represents a growth of less than 1,000 since
1880, and is a much slower rate of increase than that shown
128
oetween 1870 and 1880, being only about one-fifth as much.
ihe townships of Oolumbi
,
Centralia, and itooky Fork
wero the only ones to show gain between 1880 and 1890, and
the towns of Columbia, Centralis, and Hallsville profited by
their growth. ;opulation in the prairie land seems to have
continued to grow steadily, due to further advances in scien-
tific farming and to greater use jt the milroed facilities*
gc gas
126. Tola".
127. Table 10, p. 83
128. Table 9, d. 71
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The town of Columbia, for the first time, has a majority of
the inhabitants of its township, for there are 4,000 within
ffis limits. It was a thiriving educational oenter, oounty seat
ana shipping point, but really had no strong industrial inter-
ests as yet, Gentralia*s rapid increase from 703 in 1680 to
1,275 in 1800 is due to similar causes* It, too, was a trade
oenter and shipping point for the agricultural area surround-
129
tag*
The total urban population in 1890 was 5,932, and the
total rural population was 10,824. lor the first time' rural
population shows a decrease, aithougn it is still two and
130
,
one -half times Ml great (Hi the urban element. ^his de-
crease resulted in reduction of more than 50,000 in the
131
number of acres improved, dropping the total to 273,3 6.
An indication of progress in the southern half of the
oounty arises in 1092, with the building of the Missouri,
SIPS
:«nsas and Texas Railroad. It practically follows the
river from Hocheport to the Callnwc y line. Along the line
of this railroad severnl small stations grew, used mainly
as shipping points. Rocheport and Mciialae wero chief among
those, but neither developed any industries, iior were there
any large agricultural areas contributing toward their ship-
ping, for there were only small parts of aoone oounty in need
of such facilities then. Consequently, the coming of this
130, ibid .
131, Table 10, p. 83
132, 'Williams, History of itorthwest Missouri . Vol, 1, pp.
273-276
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rallroad was q* no groat help in reviving Rooheport, instead
it MRI merely to have saved it from moro complete extinction.
m decline in its population oontinued, although it io oheok-
l' T>3
od by about fifty peroeut until 1900.
it was nut until 1899 that a connecting line was built
134
from tiie Jl.K, &, T. to Columbia* i'his branch MM first known
as the Missouri Midland, and during the first year of its oper-
ation was independent of the M* &» & T» i'hc building of this
road to Columbia only added to tue advantages of the latter,
for it facilitated corciuaiontion with all the southern pert
of the county, These two railroad projects seen to be the
in steps in advance during the , 90 , s.
ftW a time it seemed that the disastrous University fire
in 1892 would result in the change in its location, or at
least in failure to rebuild it. This brought jpjHjiUll ac-
tion on the part of Columbia and Boone county citizens and
friends of the University, and as a result the General Assem-
bly voted funds fo- the rebuilding. This was f final de-
cision as to the location of the institution, and froin this
tirae onward new buildings and facilities were added from year
to year, assuring the development of the University *nd the
\>v?th of Columbia.
Tne growth of population to 2U,642 by 1900 represented
a rather general increase in all parts of the county. A|&
townships except Rooky Tork grew in population. Columbia
T35V Table 9, o. fL
134. iVllliams, listory of 1 or the: st .iissourl, Vol. 1, pp.
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township received most of the new inhabitante, as its
growth was nearly 2,000; the majority of these were in the
town, as 1,000 more people Uvea here m 1900 than in 1690.
133
The Growth of the city's educational institutions and its be-
coming xaore accessible, due to better railroad facilities,
are probably responsible for this increase.
The tjwn of Centralia grew by 500 during the decade
1890-1900
.
Its two railroad lines made it of importance
as a shipping point in the heart of a rich agricultural re-
gion.
The total urban population in 1900 was 9,232, an in-
crease of 2,000 in ten year,.; and farm population waa 19,410,
an increase of 600 in ten years, but still less than the fi-
JL<5 1
mm of 1800. in fact, the latter date represents the
peak of farm population figures in Boone county.
Between 1900 and 1910 the total population of the coun-
ty increased by about 2,000; most of this, however, being in
Columbia township. In fact, it seems to have gained at the
expense of all others except Centrolia township. The inorease
138
was about 4,000 for the decade, praetiofilly all of this go-
t»e to the oity of Columbia.
At this time, 1910, t ere Is first noticed I greater e-
siUality between the rural and urban groups. The total rural
population is now only 3,000 larger than the total urban pop-
33BE3 'ifawe 9V"l'e VI
—
—
*-36, Ibid.
137. TbTd.
136. TT
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13
1
ulatiion. The totals are: 16,710 rural, and 13,823 urban,
ior the decade the acreage of Improved land increased by
20,000. Thus, more than three-fourths of the totnl area of
the county, 321,514 a
J4
®s
»
improved, and only 86,722
aoros are unixaproved. This indicates two changing faotors
population is increasing in towns and deoreatiu in the ooun
try, and, in 3pite of the decrease in the country the area
under cultivation is greater.
In 1920 the total number of inhabitants in the county
showed a deorease >f about 900 since 1910, the total being
29,672. Columbia township was the only one to increase, but
its gain was less than 100. The city of Columbia inoroased
by about 700. The towns of iiallsville, Larrisburg, Roohe-
)ort, Ashland, and sturgeon all 8itawed slight increases,
but not large enou h to offset the doc-eases in their res-
141
cotive townships.
This is the first time that the oounty's urban popula-
tion is larger than rural copulation. The i'orraer is 14,595
142
and the latter is 14,077. Of course there was some in-
dustrial development in the cities, but it was concerned
chiefly with local consumption.
It would seem tLet the farm population, in spite of
its reduced numbers, was becoming still more efficient in
By. Table K p. 71 '
140. Table 10, p. ci3
141. Table 9, p. 71
142. ibid .
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fcftH than it had been previously. One indication of this is
that f«m population wae 8,700 less than in 1910, yet there
were over 6,000 aores more in improved ooadition. in all
tnere were 327,301 acres improved, and 77,336 unimproved.
Hever before had the total acreage of improved land been so
high. This i8 probably the result of the use, since 1900,
of improved practices including farm implements.
The Hace and Nativity of the Population of Boone County
It has already been noted that settlers on e to Boone
County from the older counties of the state, and from Ken-
tucky and the other states in the Appalachian ares. They,
of course, were ohiefly white, but often brought 8laves with
them, or soared them after establishing their homes here.
Table 11, p. 98 indicates the ohau.ing relation between white
and negro population. For convenience in tabulation the for-
eign population has been listed in tUl table also, although
it is inoluded in the total white group.
This table indicates that from 1830 to I860, inclusive,
!e total number of negroes pas approximately one-fourth the
total population of the county. Between 1860 end 1O70 there
was a decrease of about 1,000 in negro population, making
their relative number one-fifth the total for the oounty.
An increase of 1,000 in the following decade fniled to raise
their relative rank in the total population. By 1890 there
kaa been a decrease of 300 in the numbur of negroes, and
^STlL'a blc 10, :.>. OS
1
.98*
Table 11
Haoe and Nativity of Population
97V t li. onni.* 1 J fv
2ftS
xft f
326 20,765
149
349 25,422
151
303 26,043
152
276 26,642
153
264 30,533
155
238 29,672
156Yoar ..hi te i-iegro
144
1830 6,935 1,924
144
1840 10,529 3,032
144
1850
, 11,300 3,679
144
I860 14,399 5,087
144
1870 16,727 4,038
148
1380 20,338 5,082
150
1890 21,364 4,677
150
1900 24,078 4,o64
150
1910 26,344 4,185
154
1920 25,960 :>,471
144. 1630-18^0 dataT from Ltatlatios of"Wal^Ton. Ml^m ,
Table II, po. 44-45 ^
145. Oensus of 1850. Table I, p. 654 and p. acov
146. vj tat1 £t1 oo of . opuln ti on . 9th OensuB, Table IV, p. 269
147. Ibid . Tabfe~xV. E 515 and Table VII, p. o62
140. Census of 1SQ0
.
Table V, p, 398
149 • Census oF WET , opulatlon Vol. I, xable VIII, p. 437
Qeomis. of I5Ig
.
•'opulatlon Vol. I, Table 1, o. 1102
151. Genauu of 18W
.
'QpulatioTT
.
1, j-able 1^2, p. 505
152. OeaGUs of TSoo"
.
Vol. I. copulation
.
,'t, 1, inblc 18,
p. 510
ia3 « goasua of IvlO . opulatlon Vol. I, Table I, p, 1102
154. Census oF lTHo, Uissouri Compendium, j-able 9, p. 36
155. Cem-ue of ly20
.
copulation Vol. III. Table 9, p. 522
loo. In thlsTabi'e' i t will be oted that the total la not
alivays the sum of ^egro plus »<hite population. The
difference is wade 'up of Chinese, Japanese, and In»
dlane, whioh aro not aooounted for in this study.
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their number was about one-aixth the aggregate for the county
as a wtole. m 1900 this relative gaota ]»d shrunk to near
one-seventh, and in 1910 was slightly leas, m 1920 there
were only -about one-ninth as many negroes at people in
the county*
This table further shows that In 1860 there were 97
people of foreign birth here, and in the ten years follow-
ing the number was increased to 269, The largest number was
attained in 1880 which also marked the height of foreign
immigration, when there were 349 in the oounty. After this
date the foreign element decreased fairly steadily to 239
in 1920* German* Irish, and English settlers hare predomi-
nated among the foreigners in the county.
It will be noted that the periods of growth of Boone
County are somewhat comparable to the periods of growth for167
t.ia state as a wool** Between 1820 and 1830 the population
of the county waa more than doubled, and than between 1830
and I860 it was again more than doubled* sinoo the middle of
the nineteenth century the rate of increase has been somewhat
slower, for the total population of 1850 was not doubled un-
til 1910, a sixty year period, whereas in the beginning it
had increased relatively at this rate In a ten year period.
Graph Ho, 2 which is based on Table §* page 71, merely
portrays the numerical population trend in another manner.
2h© blue bars lndloate increase during eaoh decade until
IW, Compare Graph 2, p. 100 with Graph 1, p. 'S2
GRAPH Z
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50HE POPULATION. TREHD3 Iti BOOIIE COUtiTY
1820
1830
1840
1650
1860
1870
leao
1690
1900
1910
1920
1 | Increase Durmq Pecade
1 | Decrease During Decade
I Total Population
~5 ? 2 J To Te. /y /<i if io iz if it it 3o 52
Thousands
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1910-1920. The red bars indicate increase and the black the
decrease in thousands for each decade. The graph shows a
gradual increase in the total population of the county for
each decade until 1910-1920 when there was a slight decrease.
Summary
With the factors discussed thus far forming its back-
ground, the population and industrial character of the modern
Boone Comity seems fairly definitely fixed. During the pioneer
stag2 it, in common with the ^ther counties of the Boonslick
Gouutry, offered more thi-n average attraction to settlers be-
cause of its agricultural possibilities. As a result, settle-
rent was rapid until 1840, and its advantages gave it some
restigo when later development gave rise to comriercial and
industrial activities.
During the decade 1840-1850 the Boonslick Country was
. uperseded somewhat as a western outpost by cities farther
up the Missouri river, and the growth of population was less
rapid. Then, the agricultural and educational interests of
the county again brought increases up to 1860. In fact,
these dual interests are the most outstanding characteris-
tics of the county, and have overshadowed most of the others.
She bottom lands and prairies which pioneers found so fertile
nave proved to be a continuous source of wealth and now modern
farming methods give promise of their continued productivity.
The location of the State University in Boone County, followed
by both Christian and Stephens colleges, served to make the
county an educational center.
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irom 1860 to 1870 there was a period of slower growth
in population. Tiic following ten years show a rapid in-
crease, with somewhat of a slowing down during the decade
1830-90. Prom the latter date until 1910 the increase was
3teadily about £,000 per decade. The peak was reached in
1910, however, for 1920 showed the first domward trend,
represented hy a loss of about 900.
iiarly settlement was ohiefly in the Thrall's Prairie,
*ne river bottom, and the Two-Mile Prairie regions where
land was most fertile. Next the valleys of the larger
oreeks were settled. Finally the building of the railroads
made most all parts of the county accessible, and the fer-
tility of UN Grand Prairie region was discovered. The use
of jaodern agricultural methods have ;aade all areas more or
less usable, so that now 60 percent of the land in the
county is improved.
The decades of greatest relative improvement of land
were those of 1850-60, 1870-30 and 1890-1900. The dates of
the greatest acreage under development were 1880, with over
325,000 acres, and 1920, with over .27,000 acres.
Stat largest urban population has consistently been in
Joluttbie, with Oentralia ranking second, vith the exception
of a shoe factory in the former and a steel and iron products
factory in the latter all industries have been of local im-
portance only. These two industries developed because of
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cheap labor and ^ood. transportation facilities. The county
as a whole is not an industrial center, but is concerned chief-
ly with agricultural and educational ourshits.
GHJfffgR VI
190 B6CLX FACTORS IN KLLATlQN TO
CEHXAIN PHYSIOGRAPHIC FACTORS
cinee this is a study in the movements of a farm popula-
tion of a restricted area it appears of importance to ascertain
the status of certain physiographic and social factors by
lUliWiH in order that population movements may later be seen
in relation to soil fertility, status of highways, ^ain or
loss in rural population, status of schools and churches,
ooor relief, problem school children and children in school
having phy ieal defects.
The soils of Boone County comprise Marshall, ..abash
Jlay, Crawford Baxter, Putnam and ilndley, as shown in • ap
9. Marshall consists of a rolling prairie and is the most
fertile. Wabash is made up of river bottom and is ranked
second in productivity due to frequent over lows. Crawford
Baxter is B lime stone soil and is ranked third. The portion
af this type which is in Columbia township is affected by
hard pan residue and is hardly worthy of the fertility rank
assigned to the type as a whole. Putnam is level, is under-
laid by hard pan and is of only medium fertility. It is
ranked fourth. Lindley being hilly and infertile with
coal
near the surface is ranked fifth. Upon the basis of
this
classification of soils by rank, the townships of the county
appear as ahovaa in the following table.
g Data secured from unpublished records g the Dcpartmeni of
coils of the University of Missouri.
MAP 9
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THE SOIL PRODUCTIVITY TYPE5 OF BOOilE COaiiTT
#
A Classi f icat ion
Of Soils Of Boone
County On The Basis
Of Comparative
Productivi ty.#
3.
Rollmq Proine--
flar shall
.
River Bottom
—
Wabash Clay.
Limes tone--
Crawford Baxter.
Level Prairie--
* Putnam.
5. Vhite Oak Hill Land-
Lmdley.
From unpublished records of the
Department of Soils of the University
of Missouri.
numbers refer to fertility rank of soil 5.
The lowest numbet indicates the most fertile"
soil.
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Table 12
The Distribution of Soil Ty ea by Bank Among
Selected lownships of the County
H
» r4
C
» xi
£S
o
a
1 a
A. SS
Peroant
of
Crawford
Baxter
u
o
m aa§§
^ »
Peroent
of
Llndley
>>
*
m ©
MO3H
*
-C O
mmH
O 4-.
y- o
4
eightlng 50 40 30 20 10
Cedar 16.5 6 59 ie.u 32.0
Missouri 20.0 52 25 3 30.9
Rooky Fork B6 12 la.e
Perohe 2 £ 41 55 15.3
Bourbon 27 73 12.7
2% Sine* this phase of ih'e 'study is resented as a basis for
later oosperiaon with the noveaent of faroers froK for»s
to oities or towns, the townships of Columbia and Centrelis
aro not thought to be ty >icel, end are here oraltted due to
the possibility of day Isbor in the nearby oities of Colus-
bic and Centralis supplementing fsrm income and thus hold-
ing to fan. residence sotvs faniliea which might otherwise
have nigra tod.
3. Peroent oelculetio ia are based on the soil lisp a of Loone
County.
4. Weightings for this table:
Peroent of Lindley 10
Peroent of Jutnem 20
Peroent of Crawford Baxter 30
Peroent of Wabash Clay 40
Peroent of Marshall 50
5. For a statement conooming the use of the weighted index
see bottom of psge 107.
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Table 12 shows a rather wide range of soil fertility
among the townshipa , with Cedar leading with a weighted in-
dex of 32, closely followed by Missouri with a rating of
30.9, In these townships Marshall, S.aba^h Clay, and Craw-
ord Baxter soils predominate. The townships of Rooky Fork,
Perche, and Bourbon are made up of utnam and Lindley soils
and iiave a rating of 10.6, 15.3, and 12.7 respectively.
This indicates that tha soils of the southern and eastern
,>arts >f the county arc much more fertile than those of the
northern part.
From the foregoing, it will be noted that there are two
classes of townships, one olass comprising the townships of
Coder and iilissouri being relatively more fertile than the
other, which Includes the townships of Bourbon, Perohe, and
Rooky Fork. In area these two groups are almost e ual, the
6. For uurposes of the" present discussion and for general
compari son the factor of soil fertility is considered a
constant. The townships of Cedar and Missouri, which com-
prise the more productive soil are hereinafter referred to
as "superior and tha township© of Bourbon, erens, and
Rooky Fork, comprising the less productive soil are de-
signated as "Inferior".
4. (from page lMIT~It is understood thafV arbitrary
assigning of values to factors as a means of seeuulng a
weighted index renders the results of v lue for compara-
tive aurposes only and within a given frame of reference
and only to the extent that the various weightings have
been properly assigned. The weighting formula as used
in this study is:
Tue sura of r:roup fre.uencies X their wej t :htlrw;g.
' The SB of the frequencies in the class
.
Sample solution of index formula, based on Table 12:
16.5 X 50 J 6 X 40 4- 59 X 50 y|i RMjLMJLM - „„ a
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rnore fertile (the southern and eastern townships) have 855
square miles, and the less fertile (the northern township)
having 261 square miles* Looking ahead somewhat, to Table
14, it might be well to point out that although the area of
the two see t ions is nearly similar there is a marked differ-
jnoe in total farm population* and in the gain or loss of
suoh population for the decade 1910 to 1920.
The classification of highways by selected townships,
in Table 13 emphasises the superiority of Cedar and Missouri
townships in this respect. The former ha a weighted index
of 23.5. and the latter has 21.9. Forty-six percent of the
Cedar to lads are all-weRther, another forty-three
peroont are improved dirt roads, and the remaining 11 percent
are unimproved. Missouri township has 39 percent all-weather,
41 percent improved dirt, and 20 percent unimproved dirt
roads.
The highway stetus of Hooky i'ork, Perche, and Bourbon
townships places them below the other two, their weighted
indexes being, respectively, 16.6, 15.7, and 14*5. Rocky
lark has 18 percent all-weather roads less than half as
d»ny as Missouri township, but has 30 percent improved dirt
roads and 52 percent unimproved dirt roads. Perche and
flourbon tormships each have 10 percent all-weather roads
t'.e former having 27 percent improved dirt and 63 percent
unimproved dirt, and the latter having 25 percent improved
dirt and 65 percent unimproved dirt roads. Thus, in the
natter of highway*, it is found that farms composed of the
better soil types are accessible by better highways.
-X09-
Table 13
A Classification of Highways by selected Town*hip
8
tH
<•§
m
i kt idex
Percent
of
Weather
Rot
"ercent
of
proved
Dir1
Roads
•*<
Vj p
o
XJ
a >
0) o «
g a o
P* w CS
Weighted
Ie
of
Highway
Status
weightings 30 20 10
Ceday 46 43 23.5
Missouri
,
n 20 21.9
Hooky Fork 10 30 32 16,6
Perche 10 27 63 15.7
Bourbqn, 25 65 14.5
7. Data secured from the 1928 records of the highway sur-
veyor of Itoone County, Missouri
8. weightings for this table:
PaCfleai f unimproved dirt roads 10
Peroent of Improved dirt roads 20
Percent of all-weather roads 30
-no.
Table 14
The Loss of Farm Population in ^elected Townships
Township
Total Farm
Pooula tion
in 1910
Total farm
in 1920
Loss in Farm
i Jyul - 11 Oil
1910-20
Pereeni
Loss
Cedar
1
4919
9
4744 175 3.54
Issouri 2185 2062 103 4.71
iiooky Fork 1939 1717 222 11.44
'erche 2006 1746 260 12*41
JJjurboa 1839 1601 238 12.94
The loss of farm population in these townships between
1910 and 1920 reflects the ability of the farus in more fer-
tile townships to retain residents as shown in Table 14. as
between the two groups of townships it will be noted that in
ISH there were 6626 residents in the two superior-soil town-
hips, compared with 5064 in the three inf;riox' ones. Thus
there is a difference of 1762, althou^i the total area of the
inicrior-soil townships is slightly larger. The saae holds
in increased ratio for los3 of farm population (lurliig the
ueoade 1910 to 1920, there being a loss of 278, or 4.07 per-
cent for the first croup and 720, or 14.2 percent for the
oooond.
Cedar, the township having the highest population in
1910, it being 4919, was reduced to 4744 in 19L0, a loss of
9. Total population of township minus the population of cities
or towns as appears in Table 9.
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175 or 3.55 percent. Missouri township had a rural population
of 2185 in 1910, and 2082 in 1920, having last 103 residents,
or 4.71 pox cent, during the deead©«
Hooky Fork tovaxship had u population of 1939 in 1910,
and of 1717 in 1S20, a differe:i*e of 222, representing a loss
of 11.44 persont. perch* showed a aoaewhat , reater change,
being reduced from 2006 in 1910 to 1746 in 1320; this was a
losa of £60 or 12.41 percent. $M township of Bourbon ranked
below all others during the decade, as it ras reduced from
1833 to 1601, a decrease of 238 or 12.94 percent.
In comparison it will be noted that Bourbon township,
vrith the pporest soil, lo^t 12.94 percent; Cedar township, at
the other extreaa in soil fertility and having the largest
total farm population, lost only 3.5S percent. On the basis
of* this evidence it Might be concluded that the rate of loss
of fara population for these five townships and this decade,
varies inversely v<ith soil fertility.
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Taole 15
A Classification of i coral ^ohools by Jeleated
10
Townafclps
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Godar 25 1 1 14 17.5
IsSisaouri 12 1 7 15.6
iooScy Fork 8 1 7 IS .5
poroii© 13 1 X 11 12.3
Jourbon M 1 U 10.8
The classification of rural school* In these elected
tsisashipe also indicate? the superior HmHH of Cedar and
Missouri. The fanner MM a total of 23 aueh schools, 8 of
vhieh are first rata , 1 of fihieh is second rata and 14 of which
are tiaalaaaiflad, si*lnc tho toTmshl> a *oi#ited index or 17,3
EC Data BWM MB• records of the County !SSS88BBmmm%W
of i»«hoola of aoone Oematy, Missouri, as of lyaa-as
11. iaiGhtiaso for this table:
Unoiesaifled schools 10
^©cond rate school* 20
Firat rat© s :hool» 30
Table 16
The Distribution of Problem School Children
12
on Farias* By Selected Townships
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Oodar 645 22 .034
Missouri 2S8 9 ,041
Hooky Fork 309 19 .062
Pcrohs 236 18 .076
. ourbon 314 .081
Missouri township has a total of 12 rural schools, includ-
ing 2 first rate, 3 second rate and 7 unclassified, rating
15.8 by the weighted index*
Hooky Fork township has 8 rural sohools, one of which
is first rate and 7 of which are unclassified; the weighted
index being 12,5. Perche has 13 schools with 1 first rate,
1 second rate and eleven unclassified, the weighted index
being 12,3 Bourbon township is again lowest, although it
haa a total of 12 sohools, One of these is second rate, and
the remaining 11 are unclassified. It has a weighted index
of 10.8,
IS, tfrom the 1923 records of the visiting teacher of aoone
County, Missouri
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Table 17
Physical Defects Among Rural School Children
13
By ^elected Townships
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Cedar 645 475 73.6
lissouri £88 216 75,1
Hocky Fork 309 278 90.5
Perohe 236 218 92.3
.ou.-bon 314 296 94.1
Table 16 presents the data showing the distribution of
problem school children on farms In each of the five selected
iiownships. It is here shown that of the 645 school children
in Cedar township 22 or .034 percent had proEtera children
while Missouri had 9 out of 228 or .041 percent.
Rocky i'ork township had 19 out of 309 who were thought
to be problem children, a percentage of .062. Perohe had
18 out of 236, a percentage of .076. ranking the lowest
was Bourbon township with 25 out of 314, or .081 percent of
its school children classed as problem children.
3.3. Data seou ed from the 1928 records of the County Health
unit of Boone County, Missouri
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These iffereneee are not great but they lndieate a
slightly higher percentage of problem children on poor soil
than upon fertile soil.
The existence of physical defects among rural school
children in these selected townships is shown in Table 17.
Here also there appears to be a difference between the su-
perior and inferior townships rated on the basis of soil fer-
tility. Cedar, out of 645 children in rural schools has 475
v;ith physical defects, a percentage of 75.6 and Missouri with
288 has 216 with defects, a percentage of 75.1
Rocky Fork township, with 309 school children has 278,
or 90.5 percent defective; and Perehe, with 236 children has
218 vzhich is 92.3 per ent who are defective. Bourbon's 314
children include 296, or 94.1 percent of their number who
are defective.
Thus it appears that on the poorer land there are more
children with physical defects. In the tr«> ranking township*
there is a rate of 74.3 percent of physical defectiveness and
in the regaining three, which represent the less fertile soil
there is a rate of 92.3 percent.
In relation to farm families receiving poor relief,
Vable 18 shows that in Cedar township there was an annual
average of two families reoeiving relief and an average ex-
penditure of $240 or #120 per family. The per capita expendi-
ture amounted to £.115. Missouri township had an annual aver-
age of 6 families costing *114 per family or a total of , 684
or v.139 per capita.
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Table 18
Ths Township or Hesidenoe of Farm families
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Cedar S £240.00 s 120.00
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Jiourbon 10 960.00 96.00 .600
Hooky Fork had on an average four ramilies at a oost of
*300. or £75, per family and £-175 per capita. Perehe Town-
ship's annual average of 8 families received a total annual
average of g£70. for relief, or an average of £71.25 with a
per oapita cost of ^.326, while bourbon spent £96a upon 10
families, this being an average of v96. per family and $.60
por capita.
II715SriSri5Sa?3S of the Clerk of the County "Court oT^
Boone County, Missouri
15. The average for the years 1925-1928 inclusive
16. The average of the amount expended for poor relief by the
oounty in tae various townships for the years 1925-19^,8
17. 3ased
S
on
6
the total farm population by town^ipe for 1820,
a iniiloated in Table 14, p. 110
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Table 19
18
A Classification or Rural Churches by elected Townships
I • 43
43 43 43 43 -3 3
- tj . "Jg t OHO- . C A mo
O, 9,t3 o « O > cd 43 0042 xJ r-
2 HH ®« 0> ~« » Q>« 42 3 3
O o 3 9 43 EJ i 43 * O § 43 § *<D <m +>
if 19
|
t^tf jag OM jzq OCfljBj fi 8jg p O M
Cedar 18 11 3 5 23.3
Missouri 16 8 4 4 22.5
Rooky Fork 16 3 5 8 18.0
PerChe 14 2 5 6 15,7
jpy'fcoft ^ 1 _g io 13.5oial W 25 IT S3
When asked to explain this difference a oounty official
said, "The faota are that families on the better land demand
store than those on the poorer land", i'hls may mean that a
higher standard oil living is maintained even by marginal fam-
ilies, on good land, than on poor. From the foregoing it
appears that the number of families receiving relief is re-
latively less; that the average total amount expended is less
and that the amount expended per capita of farm population is
less than on the more fertile soil.
le. Data secured from thT~oTfiolai reports" of the various de-
nominations represented as of 1928
19. Weightings for this table:
Churches losing in membership 10
Churohes stationary in membership 20
Ohurohes gaining in membership 30
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Table 19 shows the status of rural churches in these
five townships based upon certain objective measurements
which have validity only to the extent of showing growth or
decline in numbers of numbers. Ho effort is laade to evalu-
ate whether the church is performing the task for which it
might have been organized*
Cedar township *s 18 churches include 11 which are gain-
ing in membership* two which are stationary, and five which
are losing; giving a weighted index of 23.3. In Missouri
township half of the 16 churches are gaining in membership,
four are stationary, and an e .ual number are losing. Missouri
tomship's weighted index is therefor* 2- .5.
Hooky Fork township has 15 churches, of which three are
gaining in membership, five are stationary, and 8 are losing;
a weighted index of 18.0. In Perche township the 14 churches
are made up of tw which are gaining, five which are station-
ary, and 6 vhioh are losing; a weighted index of 15.7; In
Bourbon, the lowest rating township, there arc 14 churches,
but onV one is gaining in membership, three are stationary,
and 10 are losing. Bourbon's weighted index is 13.5.
Of the total of 77 rural churches, the two superior
townships have 34, and the three inferior townships have 43.
In the former group 19 are gaining in membership, c are sta-
tionary, and 9 are losing. In comparison, the three other
townships have 5 churches gaining in membership, 14 which are
stationary, and 23 which are losing, while there are 9 more
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Table 20
Migration ?rom Boone County By Selected Townships
•
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Total
Total
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500 100.0
Oedar 67 15.4 1.4
Missouri 78 15,6 3.2
Hooky Fork 106 21.£ 6.1
Perohe 118 88*6 6,7
Bourbon 131 26.2 3,1
ohurohes in the three Inferior townships there are almost four
times as ;;mny gaining in membership in the superior townships,
of a total of 31 ohurohes which are reported to be losing in
membership, 23 are in the inferior townships and only 9 in
the superior ones. Based on these data the conclusion moy
be drawn that the ohurohes whioh are thriving are those which
are on the more fertile soil.
iiO. These data were secured from individual migrants and are
*
bought forward from the following chapter for the purpose
of affording completeness and to enable the following
composite Table 31 to ae presented in this connection.
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Table 20 leads to the consideration of migration from
these selected townships in Boone County. Of the 500 migrants,
67 or 13,4 percent ere froa Cedar township, in relation to the
total population these migrants const tute only 1.4 percent.
Missouri township lost 70 residents, or 15.6 percent of her
total number; constituting 3.2 percent of the migrants in re-
lation to the total farm population in 1920.
One hundred and six migrants were froa Hooky Fork town-
ship, they being 21.2 percent of the total number, or 6.1 per-
cent of the total farm population. Perohe township loat 110
residents, or 23,6 percent of the total. These represented
6.7 .jeroent in relation to the total farm population, -ourbon
lost 131 residents, or 26.2 percent of the entire number, in
relation to the total farm population these constituted 6.1
percent of the number.
Thus it will be seen that the number of migrants varies
inverse?:- Hi.th soil fertility, and that more then twice as
iany families left those townships having the less fertile
30il.
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Table 21
Certain ^tyslographio and social Factors
3hawn in Relation to Migration i-rom
the Selected Townshioc
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Composite Table 21 which brings together the summary
data from the nine preceding tables, indicates that migra-
tion from farm to oity or town from the area studied and
for the period of time included in the study, was the
21. A composite table comprising auraiiiary data from the
nine preceding tables.
greatest from those townships in whioh conditions and circum-
stances are «oB«Bly thought to be the least favorable, i.e.
mm haying the lowest weighted index of soil fertility, of
highway status, of rural sehool status, and of rural church
status, and the highest pereent of loss of farm population,
of problem children in rural sohools, and of physically de-
fective children in rural schools *nd also the highest per
capita expenditure for ;>oor relief. It is shown to he the
least from those townships whioh appear more favorably Judged
by the standard of ^easuromont used in enoh of thane items.
no effort is here made to conclude as to whioh of these fee-
tors may bear the relation of a determinant in connection with
Migration from the various townships*
The correlation coefficients secured in Table ?,1-a show
that there was a high association between the various social
and physiographic factors and migration from the selactod
townships or rsoone County, except between percent of children
in rural schools classed as problem children and migration
from the township. This factor has a correlation coefficient
of only /. 315 with a probable error of .87173m, and it is
therefore net significant. The othor coefficients ore well
outside the renge of <*our times their probable error and are
significant, insofar as any correlation coefficient based on only
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Tsble 21-
,
Coeffloients of Carrolation Between Percent of Total
Busber of Migrants and Certain Social and
Physiographic Factors
Physiographic and Social Factora "" ' r pg
~
Weighted Index of soil Fertility
Weighted Index of Highway statue ^\
Percent Lobs of Fam Population ***a
l'J10-1920
?fSighted Index of Rural School statua
Percent of Children in Rural school a
Claaaed as Problem Children
—•¥90 •00600
-.909
.00661
/.9?5 .01490
-.989
.00661
/.315 .27173
»*.974 .01647
/.861 .07804
-.996
.00241
Percent of Children in Rural Schools
Who ere hysioally Infective mtrK;
Per Capita expenditure for Poor, Si lief
eighted Index of Rural Church Status^
—
.
^
—
five oeses is significant.
The percent of total Blgrents who left particular
townshi s is negatively associate; with the indexes of
soil fertility f highway status, school status and ohurch
HH. It should be understood that correlation coefficients','
regardless of their probable errors, ere accurate dea-
oriptions of the data in the sample. It is only when the
correlations found In the sesple ere used to draw conclu-
sions regarding the underlying population that the validity
of tho oorreletion oen be questioned. Furthermore, the
validity of the conclusions drawn frost a statistical in-
vestigation ia strengthened if the conclusion is a logical
one. That is, ins -afar as the relationships found In tfse
present case studies ere logical, the validity of believ-
ing the reletlonshl a exist in other sinllrr oonaunitiee
is strengthened. If the conclusions drawn free* the ete-
tlatloal inveatlgation are unreasonable one should at
once euapeot the adequacy of the sample.
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status. That is, the higher these indexes for any particular
township the lower was the migration from that township. The
other factors were positively associated with migration, that
is, the higher the index the higher the percent of migration.
GiiAPTER VII
UXGRATXON FBO:.i TASKS Bi BOOm COU?iT
TO TOWSii md ovsisa
With the background of Missouri's growth in population
as presented in the preceding chapters, and its relation to
Boone county in particular, it is now possible to consider
the 500 families who left farms in iioone county between
1919 and 1928, which comprises the primary purpose of this
study.
It is recognized that farm owners mid farm tenants face
different problems so in the analysis in this and the follow-
ing two chapters these two groups have been chosen as the
rind pal divisions. Table 82 presents this proportionate
division. The data presented in the succeeding tables, and
the accompanying analyses, therefore make this distinction
between owners and tena its.
The presentation of the data involved comprises Ciiapters
VII, VIII, and IX* The seventh presents certain phases of
the status of the family before migration; the eighth has to
do ith the children of migrants at the time of migration and
-ubseiiUently to the time the data were secured; and the ninth
deals for the most part with the affairs of the family after
uigration*
For the sake of comparison or contrast with facts pre-
sented by other writers, reference is frei|uently made to
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substantiating evidence based on studios of other coranunities.
Table 22
Tbe Distribution of 500 Farmers by Tenure at the Time
of Leaving the Ferae; and by usnership of Farms
1
How
i .umber Percent
Total number of farm operators 500 100.0
Owners (at tlrae of leaving farm) 300 100.0
Own farm now S10 70.0
Do not own farm now 90 50.0
Tenants (at time of leaving farm) 200 100.0
Do not own ferm now 160 0.0
Own farm now 20 10.0
Number owning farm now 230 46.0
Number not owning farm now 270 54.0
The tenure of migrants as shown in Table 22 indicates
that of a total of 500 farm operators who moved from their
respective farms 500 owned the land on which they lived.
Of this number 210, or 70 percent, retained ownership of
their land, and the b: lance disposed of it when they moved.
X". In tbe discussion which follows this and the succeeding
tables, it should be borne in mind, as previously stated,
that this study was pursued 'Through the use of the inter-
view method. As the interviews were made by one person
it is believed that the probability of error due to in-
dividual variation is negligible and that the data se-
cured are, in and of themselves, complete and uniform*
,:ince the findings of many of the items were later checked
with other sources of information and found to be correct
it is further believed that the aat- a_e relatively accur-
ate. There is, however, the possibility of error in those
data for which exact measurements were not available or
for which corroborating evidonee could not be secured*
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Two hundred of the farm operators were tenants, and
lived on land owned by another. Twenty of them now own
farms, and the balance, 90 percent do not now own farms.
It is of interest to note that of the original number
of operators under consideration there are now £30, or 46
percent, who own farms, an, contrasted with the balance of
54 percent who do not now own farms.
The conclusion might be drawn that a majority of three-
fifths of farm operators are owners also, v/hen these more
from their farms only 30 percent sell their land, a fair
raiuority of tenants who move from farms subsequently become
farm owners.
One writer found that in 1920 farm tenancy included
38.1 percent of all farm operators, and in 1925 it included
38.6 percent of all the farms being operated in the United
2 3
states. Dr. L. a» Stewart says, "the tide of tenancy is
shown by the latest census (1920) to have continued its up-
ward flow with little or no abateiuent."
In central Illinois it was found that three-fourths of
UN people leaving the farm were owners, and one-fourth were
tenants; an average of one operator in sixty-six left each
4
year. «illiam M. Jardine, writing in Hural America in 1927
quotes data frora the United states department of agriculture
to the effect that 84 percent of farmers moving to town during
2. Taylor. Garl C, Rural sociology » pp« 1&6-57
""*
3. quoted in Taylor
."
"liural oooiology . pp. 156-57
4. .aihloan, ^. " > oUidy of reaaacy in Central Illinois" in
Inst , for xieserach JL£ -^and Loonomies f Vol. 5, pp. 294-297.
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1317-1926 owned their farms at the time, although ::*oy may
5
nave been mortgaged.
Galpln found that "more than half the migrants still hold
6
title to farms" -—this is borne out by the present study whioh
reveals that 70 percent still retained ownership after moving*
An analysis of the data relative to the years In whioh
the 500 migrating farraers moved from the farm shows that 80
percent of these moved during the ffiW* year period 1924-28,
Table 23 shows the peak year was 1927, when 181, or 56.2 percent
of the total number left the farm. 1'he year before this, 1926,
there were 125, or 25 percent who moved. In 1925 there were
80 who left the farm, representing 16 percent of the total.
It is noticeable that the migration whioh increased rapidly
from 19 4 to 1927 slowed down to 35, or 7 percent, In 1928,
Preceding 1924 the migration was negligible, being only 1.8
percent in 1919, .8 percent in 1920, 2 peroent in 1921, 2.4
percent in 1922, and 3.6 peroent in 1923.
The 300 owners who iaoved during 1919-1928 coiTesponded
rather closely to the totals already considered, ihere were
111 who moved in 1927, representing in this case 37 peroent
of the total, 74 in 1926, representing 24.7 peroent, and 48
in 1925, representing 16 percent. 1924 and 1928 were similar
for nineteen owners moved each year, being 6.3 peroent of the
S. Jardlne, Wra. Am., 'Horn Aspeots or the agricultural *>itua-
tion" in Rural America. October, 1927, p. 9
G. Galpln, 0. J. , wAnalysis of Population iiovements to end
Prom Parma" quoted in Hayes, *ural Poc1q1j,';.v. pp. 95-96
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Table 23
The Year of Leaving the iarm - Owners and Tenants
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total number of owners, ^gain the migration during 1919-1923
was of little importance. The numbers moving were: in 1919, 6
or 2 percent; In 1920, 2, or .7 peroent; in 1921, 7, or 2.3 per-
cent; in 1922, 5, or 1.7 peroent; and in 1923, 9, or 3 percent.
in a number of the tables it may be noted that slight dis-
orepanolea appear in the percentage columns ao well as in the
discussion. This is due to the faot that it is not always
possible to express percentages accurately with the use of on-
ly one decimal figure. However, in every case the total per-
centages expressed in a single oolumn will be 100 peroent, and
the lndividu 1 ratings have beun presented as nearly as possible.
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owners who retained ownership of their farms, evon
though they moved, were most numerous during 19£6-1926-1927,
Being respectively, 17,6 percent, 23.8 percent, and 36.2 per-
cent of the total. The years 1924 and 1928 were equal, with
13 each, or 6.2 percent, earlier years were less important
as far as chance is concerned. In 1919, 5 owners, or 2.4
percent moved; in 1920, 1, or .5 percent iioved; in 1921, 5,
or 2.4 percent moved; in 1922, 4, or 1.9 percent moved, and
in 1923, 6, or 2.8 percent moved.
The owners not now owning farms migrated in larger num-
bers in 1927, when 35, or 38.9 percent moved, The year 1926
wat. next highest, for then 24 owners, or 26.7 percent left
the farm. In 1925 there were 11, or 12.2 percent, who moved.
Joth the years 1924 and 1928 were alilce, for then six, or
6.7 percent moved. Three other owners, representing 5.3
percent, left in 1923, and two, or 2.r; percent left in 1921.
one moved in 1922, one in 1920, and another in 1919, repre-
senting in each oase 1.1 percent of the total owners not
ixow owning farms.
Of the 200 tenant farmers there were larger numbers,
70, 51, and 32, being; , respectively, 55 percent, 25.5 per-
cent, and 16 percent, who moved in 1927, 1926, and 1925.
next highest was 16, or 8 peroent who m^ved in 1928. Be-
fore 1925, the number moving was 3, or 1.5 percent in 1919;
£, or 1 percent, in 1920; 3, or 1.5 percent, in 1921; 7, or
3.5 percent in 1922 ; 9, or 4.5 percent, in 1923; and 7, or
3.5 percent, in 1924.
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Twenty of the 200 teiiants now own farras, oix, or 30
percent of these taoved in 1927; 3, or 15 percent, moved In
each of the years 1925, 1926, and 1928* One stored in each
of the years 1919, 1921, 1922, 1923, and 1924, representing
5 percent in each caso, and in 1920 no one of the twenty
: loved.
The balance of the tenants who moved is 180. **one of
these own farms now. The years in which greater numbers of
these moved are: 64 in 1927, being 35.6 percent; 48 in 1926,
being 26.7 percent; 29 in 1925, being 16.1 percent; 13 in
192Q, being 7.2 percent; 8 in 1923, being 4.5 percent; end
six each in 192B and 1924, representing 3.3 percent each.
There were two tens> ts who sieved in each of the years 1919,
1920, and 1921, representing in each case 1.1 percent of the
total number of tenants.
In regard to the years in which migration is stimulated
one writer says, "since 1900 the shifting of population has
jQea stimulated by different forces than those which dominated
up to that tine. Not only specific agriculture! causes, such
as the opening of Indian reservations... .or the promotion of
irrigation areas, make any great disturbance in settled pop-
ulation. The currents are now stimulated by industrial de-
velopment. Most of the 2,000 counties which increased in pop-
ulation between 1910 and 1920 included within their borders
boo© industrial development. On the other hand, most of the
1,000 counties which declined in population during this decade
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v;ere rural counties!*
Corresponding; more olosely to the . etr. used in the pres-
ent study is the report of C. J. Galpin, who aays...."ninety
(percent of the 2733 farmers who reported the year of their
going to the city, town or village migrated during the five
year period, 1922-26. The peak year was 1925 -with 31.1 per-
cent of the totel number leaving the farm; the year 1924
followed, with 24 percent leaving; the year 1923 oav; 15.5
percent leave, and in the year 1926 only 7,2 percent left.
rtWMi Is seen the efioct of the agricultural depresaion follow-
9
Ing l (J20. n Those faraers, too, he thin&s, were evidently
Tamers of long standing, on the whole. In 1922 when the
United States Department of Agriculture had data on the
ahift of population there was noted a movement of 3.6 per-
10
oent of the rural population to the city.
Although the number of migrants operating farms for
different periods (that is, periods from 5-9 up to 30-39
years) did not vary materially, it is true that the number
that operated far:os for 30-39 years exceeded the others,
lie next largest number as shown in iabl^ 24 operated forms
from 5 to 9 years; and 19 for a period of 10-14 years. 1 if-
ty-three, or 10.6 percent of the 500 had never owned farms.
Among the 300 owners the period of ownership is consist-
ently rather long, Fifty owners, or ld.7 percent, had held
a. Taylor, Carl C, *hjral ^ooJUolog^, pp. 41-42
0. Gnlpin, in Hayeu. aural Doelolo/Ty . pp. 95-06
10. U. o. Department jf ftrioulture. Official He cord . Feb. 27,
1924
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Table 24
The Number of Years a Farm r*as Operated by
the uigrant as Owner
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their land for a period of 30-39 years, iforty-four owners, or
H.7 percent, had held their land for 10-14 years. Then there
were forty-three, being 14,3 percent, who maintained ownership
fetHI five to nine years. Thirty-eight, representing 12,7 percent,
*ere owners from 20 to 24 years. Thirty-three, or 11 percent,
held their lend from 15 to 19 years, and 32, or 10.7 percent,
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hel theirs from 2b to 29 years. Twenty-five, or 8.0 per-
cent, owned land for 40-49 years, and another 25 for 0-4
ears. Ten, or 3,3 percent, had owned farms for fifty years
or iiore.
xhe number of owners who still own faras totals 210.
Of this number 39, or 18.6 percent had been owners from 30
to 39 years. Twenty-nine, or 13.8 percent, were owners dur-
ing the 20-24 year period. Twenty-eight, representing 13.3
percent, held property from five to nine year;., and similar
number for 10-14 years. Mirias the 15-19 year period 24, or
11.4 percent, were owners. Twenty-three , or 11 percent, owned
farras from 25 to 29 years, -ighteen, representing &*6 percent
owned far&s fron 40 to 49 years, f ourteen, or 6.7 percent,
of the total number owned farms from none to four year^, and
ceven, being 3.3 percent, had owned farms fifty yearc or more.
The number of former owners not now owning farms is 90.
sixteen of these, or 17.8 percent, were in the 10-14 year
ownership class, followed by 15, or 16.7 percent in the 5-9
year period. Mext were the 0-4 year owners and the 30-39
year owners, each group being 11, or 1^.2 percent of the to-
tal. It was found al^o that 9, representing 10 percent of
the total, were owners for 15-19 years, the saue for -24
years, and the sane for 25-29 years, ^even owners, or 7.8
percent, held far-s for 40-49 years, and three, or 3.3
percent,
owned faros for 50 years or isore. In this entire
group of
fan owners it will be noted that 46.7 percent owned farms
less than 15 years.
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This table further shows that of the total number of
tenants, 200, there were 53, or 26.5 pereent who had never
owned farms. This leaves 74.5 percent who at some tirae had
o.jerated farms as owners,
-twenty-four , or 18 percent, tried
ownership from 5 to 9 years; twenty-two, being 11 pereent,
Troia 30 to 39 years; twenty, being 10 pereent, froa 20 to
24 years; nineteen, representing 9.5 percent, from 10-14
years; eighteen, or 9 percent, from 15 to 19 years; fifteen,
or 7.5 percent, from 25 to 29 years; thirteen, or 6.5 percent,
from 0-4 years; and ten, or 5 percent, from 40 to 49 years.
The reiaaining six, or 3 percent, were owners for rifty years
or more.
The number of tenants now owning farus is rQ. Of these
there are six, or 30 percent, who have never operated farms
as owners. Another six were owners for the 10-14 year period.
Two, representing 10 percent, operated famis au owners for
25-29 years, and two more did so fox* the 5-9 year period, on-
ly one, or 5 peroent, was an owner for each of the 0-4, 15-19,
20-24, and 30-39 year periods. None of the men in this group
had ever owned a farm as many as forty years.
. The 180 tenants who do not now own frrms include 47, or
'-6.1 peroent who have never owned a farm; twenty-two, or 12.2
percent, who owned fan is for 5-9 years, and twenty-one, or
11.7 percent, who owned their land for 30-39 years. Nineteen,
being 10.6 percent, had been owners for 20-24 years, followed
by 17, or 9.4 peroent, had owned farms for 15-19 years. Thir-
teen, or 7.2 percent, had owned fan is for 10-14 years, and an
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e^ual number for 25-29 years. Twelve, or 6*7 percent, had
MBBd farsis only during t3ie 0-4 year period. Ten, or 5.6
percent, had operated their own farms for 40-49 years, but
only 6, or 3,3 peroeat, hod done so for fifty years or nore.
The number of years the migrating farriers had served
as tenants is presented in Table 25. One hundred and eighty
seven, or 37.4 peroent of the 500 had never been tenants, but
had always owned their farms. Eighty-five had been tenants
fro;a 5 to 9 years—these were 17 peroent of the total; ;nd
32 had been tenants for 0-4 years-—these were 16.4 peroent.
seventy-one were tena it-faruers from 10 to 14 years-—these
ore 14,2 percent of the 500. i'hirty-two, or 6*4 peroent,
.ere tenants for 15-19 years, and 20, or 4 percent, were
tenants for 20-24 years. Ten had held this status for 25-29
ears—their percentage being 2 peroent. ^even, or 1.4 per-
cent, were tenants for .30-34 years; four or .8 percent wore
for 35-39 years, and 2, or .4 percent, had been tenants 40
pears or more. It will be noticed that 70.8 percent of the
iiigrunto had been tenants at the roost not over 15 years be-
fore becoming owners-—including those «ho had always been
owners.
This same 137 who had never been tenants, but had al-
ways owned their feme, represent $2.2 peroent of the -oOO
owners. Thirty-eight of the 500, or 12.7 peroent wore ten-
ants, for not more than four years. Thirty, or 10 percent
of the migrant owners, had been tenants during the 5-9 year
oeriod. Twenty-five, representing 8.4 percent, wore tenants
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Table 25
The number of Years the Migrant Was a Tenant
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between 10 and 14 years* i.ight had been renters for 15-19 years,
they being 2.7 pereent of the total. Seven, or 2.3 percent were
tenants froa 20 to 24 years. Four, or 1.3 percent, were tenants
iron 20 to 24 years, i'our, or 1.3 percent, were tenants during
the 25-29 year period. Only one, or .4 percent, had been a ten-
ant from 30 to 34 years, and none of the 300 migrant owners had
been a tenant aa many as thirty-five years.
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The migrant owners now owning farms who have never been
tenants amount to 126, or 60 percent of their class. Twenty-
eight of these, or 13.4 percent, were tenants from 0-4 years.
Twenty-five, or 11.9 percent, were such for 5-9 years, and
seventeen, or 8 percent, were tenants for 10-14 years, tlx
of the 210, or 2.8 percent, had been tenants from 15 to 19
years before becoming owners, iilve, or 2.4 percent, had
been tenants as long as ; 0-24 years, and 3, or 1.5 percent,
had been for 25-29 years. However, no owner now owning a
farm had previously been a tenant for ns many as thirty
years.
The owners not now owning farms total 90. There are
61 of thesu, or 67.7 percent, who were never tenants; ten,
or 11.1 percent, who were tenants not more than four years;
eight, or 0.9 percent, who were such for 10-14 years; and
live, or 5.6 percent, who were for 5-9 years. Two were ten-
ants for 15-19 years and another tvx> were tenants for 20-24
years, representing in each case slightly more than 2.2 per-
cent. One, or 1.1 percent, was a tenant for 25-29 years,
and another was 30-34 years. None of this group had been
tenonts as many as thirty-five years.
The greatest number of tenant
s
# 55, nad held such po-
sitions from 5 to 9 years, these were 27.5 percent of their
roup. Forty-six had been tenants for 10-14 years, they be-
ing 22.3 percent of the total number, iorty-four, or 22,2
percent, had been tenants for not more than four years.
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Twenty-four, or 12 percent , were tenants from 15 to 19 years;
thirteen were tenants from 20 to 24 years, representing 6,6
percent of the total, iix were tenants from 25 to 29 years,
and another six were from 50 to 34 years; they were between
2,8 peroent and 3.2 percent per group. i;'our were tenants
for forty or more years, being 1.1 percent, it will be seen
that 84.4 peroent of the tena nts were suoh for less than
twenty years.
Tenanoy for 10-14 years resulted In ownership for 7,
or 35 percent of the tenants who now own farms. Four, or 20
percent, achieved this status after being tenants 0-4 years;
and 3, or 15 percent, took from 5 to 9 years to become owners.
Two, or 10 percent, were tenants from 20 to 24 years, and two
waited until they were tenants 35-39 years, Only 1, or 5 per-
cent, was a tenant from 25 to 29 years, and none had been ten-
ants for 30-34 years, or for 40 years or more. It is of in-
terest to note that 70 percent of the tenants who subsequently
bought farms did so before 15 years of tenancy had elapsed.
The tenants who still do not own farms are found to have
52 representatives, or 28.9 percent, serving the 5-9 year per-
iod of tenancy, followed by 40, or 22.2 peroent, in the 0-4
year period. Next are 39, or 21.7 percent, in the 10-14 year
period. Twenty-three, or 12.8 peroent, have been tenants from
15 to 19 years. leven, or 61 percent, have been tenants
from 20 to 24 years, and six, or 3.3 percent, have been from
30 to 34 years. Five, or 2.8 peroent, have rented from 25 to
29 years, and two each, of 1.1 peroent, are found in the 35-39
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and the 40 or more years groups. Since It was found in the
tenant-owner group Just above that the majority of tenants
bought farms before serving fifteen years, it is logical to
suggest that in this group of present-tenants 72.8 percent
or a slightly higher number are still in the potential-owner
class.
However, the tendenoy seems toward an increasing number
of tenants, for "prior to 1800 no data on tenancy was pre-
sented by the Oensus. Since that time it has increased from
11
25.6 percent to 38.6 percent in 1925."
One writer discussing tenancy says, «*It is frequently
asserted that tenancy is one of the causes of bad social con-
ditions in rural communities, if this is true, then if ten-
anoy became general it would prevent rural progress. That
social conditions and living standards are lower in communi-
ties where tenants predominate seems to be true in most areas
which .have been studied; uut.... .there is no clear-out evi-
dence that tenancy es an economic system is the cause f
these conditions. •• .The high mobility of tenants is commonly
held to be one of the reasons for the lack of Interest in the
social institutions of the community, but. •••mobility is not
a necessary concomitant of tenancy, as shown by the relative
12
ermanency of tenants in England and Europe •
"
The number jf years these 500 migrants worked as hired
ien present another Interesting study. It seens that 302,
11. sorokin and ..iamBimaa. Principles of -imal-Urban SooioioTy .
p. 68
12. Farm Inoome and Farm Life , pp. 215-216
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or 60*4 percent of the number, had never held ouch positions,
eighty-five, or 17 percent, had worked ac hired aen not long-
er than four years; 56, or 13*6 percent, continued such ser-
vice from S to 9 years, and 31, or 6.2 percent worked from
10-14 years in this capacity, light, or 1.6 percent, were
subordinates from 15 to 19 years, and half as many, or .8
ereent, were for 20-34 years. Only 2, being .4 percent of
the total number, had been hired men for 25 to 29 years.
Among the owners Table 26 shows 195, or 65 percent, had
uever worked as hired men* Porty-eight owners, or 16 percent,
had been hired men not more than 4 years, and thirty-two, or
10.7 percent, had been such from 5 to 9 years. Seventeen, or
5.6 percent had been hired iaen for the 10-14 year period,
lour, or 1*3 percent, were hired men from 15-19 years, but
only half aa many, or .7 percent were for 29-24 years. The
remaining two sen, representing .7 percent were hired men as
long as 25-29 years*
One hundred and thirty-six of the owners now owning
farms, or 64.8 percent of their group, were never hired men
at any tirne during their career. Another thirty-four, or 16.2
percent, served in this capacity up to four years, and twen-
ty-four, or H.4 percent, worked for pay from 5 to 9 years*
lovcn, or 5*2 percent were hired by other people from 10-14
years, but only three, or 1.4 percent had been hired from 15
to 19 years. One owner who now owns a fara had previously
been a hired man from 20 to 24 years; he represented .5 per-
cent of his group, and one other had been ahirec man between
25 and 29 years*
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The Number of Years the Migrant i.orked as a Hired Man
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Of the number of owners not new owning farms it was found
that 59, or 65.5 peroeat had never been hired men. Fourteen, or
15.6 percent held this position up to four years, and eight, or
8. h peroent had done 00 from 5 to 9 years, ^ix, or 6,7 percent
had been hired men from 10-14 years. One man, or 1,1 percent,
had been a hired man from 15 to 19 years, another from 20-24
years, and a third from 25 to 29 years.
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The number of tenants who had never been hired raan amounts
to 107, or 53,5 percent of their total group, Thirty-eeven,
or 18,5 peroent had not been hired men for more than four
years, and thirty-six representing 18 peroent, had not been
in suoh positions lese than five years nor more than tine years.
Fourteen, or 7 peroent of the total number of tenants had been
hired men from 10 to 14 years, and four more, or 2 peroent,
had held such positions from 15 to 19 years. Two men, or 1
peroent, had been hired men 80 to £4 years, but no tenant
had been in this position more than 24 years before becoming
a tenant.
Of the tenants now awning fame 13, or 65 peroent, had
never been hired men. Three, or 15 peroent, were for 0-4
years, and three .more were for 5-9 years, only one, or 5
>eroent, had been a hired man from 10-14 years, however.
It would seen that the chances of rising from hired raan to
tenant, th n to owner, are practically nil after the man
had been hired out as many a a fourteen years.
The tenants who do not now own farms report 94 of their
number, or 52,2 peroent who were never hired men, /mother
-roup of thirty-four, or 18,9 percent, were hired men not
oore than four years. Thirty-three tenauts in this class, or
18,4 peroent, worked as hired raen from 5 to 9 years. Thir-
teen, representing 7,2 percent were hired for 10-14 years, and
four, or 2.2 peroent were for 15-19 years , Two tenants not
now owning farms, or 1,1 percent of the total eroup, were hir-
ed men for 20-24 years, but no one had been a hired man longer
than this.
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Table 27
The number of Years the Migrant ^pent Pursuing
Other rtork Than Farming
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This Table 27 is the first which deals with occupations
:>thor than farming. It indicates the time migrants spent in
other work. Less than half, in fact 46.4 percent, or 232 of
the migranto had never engaged in other occupation. The next
highest number, 59, or 11.8 percent, worked off the farm from
2 to 3 years. Forty-five, or 9 percent of the migrants spent 16
-l45 -
years In ,?ork other than farming, and forty-one, or 8.2 per-
cent, apent from four to five years in ouoh work. Twenty-
eight, or 5.6 peroent, engaged in other work for a period up
to one year, and twenty-five, being 5 peroent, did other work
for 10-11 years. Twenty-three , or 4.6 peroent, spent 6-7
yeare in outside work, and seventeen, or 3,4 percent, each
engaged in such work for 0-9 years, and for 14-15 years a
similar number did so. Thirteen of the totel number, or
2,6 peroent, did such work for 12-13 years before taking up
farming,
It is found also that 139, or 46.4 peroent, of the own-
ers who migrated had always done farming. iLirty-three, or
11 peroent did other work for 16 wears or morej and but one
less, or 10.7 percent, did this for 2-3 years, lwenty-five
owners, being 8,3 peroent, did other work for 4-5 yeare, and
sixteen, or 5.3 percent, did it for 10-11 years. Fourteen,
or 4.7 percent, worked only one year or less before taking
up farming. Thirteen, or 4.3 percent, engaged in other work
between six and seven years. Ten did such work for a-9 years,
and another ten did for 14-15 years, representing in each
onse 3,3 peroent of the tot 1. Finally, the remaining eight,
or 8,7 percent, did other work between 12 and 15 years.
The number of owners now owning farms who never engaged
ia work other than farming is 106, or 50.5 percent of the
total
-roup. Twenty-one, or 10 peroent, did other work for
2-3 ysara, and eighteen, or 8.6 peroent, did such work for
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4-5 years, Next ere seventeen, or 8*1 percent, who did other
work for sixteen years or laore. Eleven, or 5.2 peroent, did
this between 10 and 11 years, and eight, or 3,8 percent, did
it between 6 and 7 years, aeven, or 3,3 peroent, did other
work for 8-9 years, and another seven did it for 14-15 years.
The remaining five, or 2.4 peroent, did outside work for 12-13
years.
Among the owners not now owning fame there are 35, or
36,7 percent, who never did uny other kind of work, sixteen
of this group, however, representing 17 .a peroent, did other
work for sixteen years or laore. Lievon, or 1£,2 peroent, did
so for 2-3 years, and seven, or 7.G percent, did for 4-5
years, Uoxt ooiae five, or 5.6 percent, who did such work
for 6-7 years, and a eiial lar group who did it for 10-11
years. Four, or 4,4 percent, engaged in outside work for
one year or less, -Three groups of three each, representing
3,3 percent of the total number woi'ked nt o titer trades for
8-9, 12-13, and 14-15 years respectively.
Of the total group of 200 tenants there were 93, or
46.5 percent who were always farraers. * wenty-seven, or 13,5
peroent did work other than farming for 2-3 yeare, and the
next highest number, sixteen who wore 8 peroent of the total,
iid it for 4-5 years, Fourteen, or 7 peroent, did it for
0-1 years, and twelve, or 6 percent, did for 16 years or
uore. Following these were ten who engaged in other occupa-
tions for 6-7 years; they were 5 peroent, only one less, or
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4#5 percent, did suoh work for 10*11 years, Jeven, or 3*5
percent, did other work for 8-9 years, and a similar number
did for 14*15 years. The last five, or .5 p^roent, did
other work for 18-13 years.
Further reference to Table 27 relative to the number
of tenants now owning farms reveals that one-half of them,
or 10, had never done any work exoept farming. Three groups
of two each, representing 10 percent in each case, did other
work for 2-3, 8-9, and 16 or more years, respectively. The
four remaining men of this group, eaoh boing 5 percent of
the total, did outside work for 4-5, 10-11, 12-13, and 14-15
years, respectively. Wo one in this group did other work for
less than one year, nor had anyone done so for the 6-7 year
period, I
The tenants not now oming farms who never did any work
except farming total 83, or 46,1 percent. Twenty-five, or
13,9 percent did do othar work for 2-3 years, and fifteen,
or 8,3 percent, did it for 4-5 years, next are fourteen men,
or 7,8 percent, who did other work for 0-1 years. Two groups
of ten eaoh, being in each case 5,6 percent, did other work
for ft-7 and 10 or more years, respectively* i4ght of the
tenants not now owning farms, or 4,4 percent, engaged in
other work for 10-11 years, but only six, or 3,3 percent,
had done so for fourteen to fifteen years, H**t being 2,8
percent of the total, did other work for 8-9 years, and one
less, or 2,2 percent, did other work for 12-13 years.
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The results of this tabulation correspond somewhat to
the conclusion of 0, J, Galpin who found that the farmers
migrating to town "were about equally divided among those
who had never done anything but farm, and those who had tried
13
other occupations
,
w
It is especially interesting to note how long the 500
jaigrants lived on the farms from which they saoved as is shown
by Table 28, Of the whole number of migrants there were 106,
or 21,2 percent who resided on their farms during the 0-4
period* Of almost equal rank are the 102, or 20,4 percent,
who lived on the same farm for 5-9 years before aoving. The
next largest group, or 68, are 13,6 percent of the total,
and they lived on their farms for 10-14 years. Fifty, or 10
percent, did not move for 15-19 years, Two groups of forty-
seven each, being in each case 9,4 percent of the total, liv-
ed on their farms 20-24 years, and 40 or more years, respect-
ively. Thirty-three, or 6,0 percent, lived on their farmB
25-29 years before moving, and twenty-six, being 5,2 percent,
aid so for 30-34 years. The remaining 21, or 4,2 percent,
lived on their farms from 35 to 39 years before moving.
Fifty-five owners of farms, being 18,4 percent of their
olass, lived on their farms from 5 to 9 years before moving,
and forty-three, or 14,3 percent did so for 10-14 years,
Thirty-nine or 13 percent, lived on their farris forty or more
years before moving , and next in rank are 35 who are 11,7 per-
cent of the total, who did not move for 2D-24 years. Only one
Gnlpin, C. J, "Analysis of Population i.iovomcnts to and From
Farms, H quoted in Hayes Hural ^ooiology, op, 95-96
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Table 26
The Number of Years the Migrant Lived
on the iarm From which He
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loss, being 11.4 percent, did not move for 15-19 years, and thirty-
one, being 10,3 per ent, lived on their farms for 0-4 years be-
fore moving. Twenty-five men lived on the sanie farms from 25-29
years before deolding to move; these are 8.3 percent of the total.
Two groups of 19 eaoh, representing 6.3 per jent per group, lived
on their farms for 30-34 and for 35-39 years, respectively, be-
ore moving.
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The number of owners now owning farms report 3£ or
15,2 percent, of their number who lived on their farms from
live to nine years before leaving. Next to these are twenty-
nine who resided on the same farm for forty years or more;
these are 13.8 percent of the total. Twenty -oi.3ht , or 13,3
percent, lived there 10-14 years, Following these, in or-
der are 26, or 12,4 percent, for 20-24 years; 24, or 11,4
percent for 15-19 years; 20, or 9,6 percent for 0-4 years;
20, or 9,6 percent for 25-29 years; 16, or 7,6 percent for
30-34 years, and finally 15, or 7,1 percent for 35-39 years.
The number of owners not now owning farms includes 23
ien, or 25,6 percent who lived on the same farm for 5-9
years just prior to migrating, fifteen, representing 16,7
percent, did so for 10-14 years, and the next largest group,
of eleven, being 12,2 peroent, did so for 0-4 years. Two
groups of ten each, being in eaoi case 11,1 percent, lived
on their farms for 15-19 year;-;, and for forty or more years,
respectively, Iline, being 10 peroent, lived on the same
farm 20-24 years, and five, or 5,6 percent did so for 25-29
years, Four farmers, or 4,4 percent of the group did not
:iove for 35-39 years, and the remaining 3, or 3,3 percent
aid not move for 30-34 years,
Jeventy-five of the tenants, or 37,5 percent, lived on
the same farm for 0-4 years before moving—showing a fairly
high percentage who seemingly move often, Itorty-seven, or
^3,5 percent are inclined to be more stable, and lived on
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the same farms for 5-9 years. Twenty-five, or 12.5 peroant
did not move for 10-14 years; sixteen, or 6 percent, did not
move for 15-19 years. Twelve, or 6 percent, did not move for
20-84 years, ^ight others, representing 4 peroent, waited
for 25-29 yeara before leaving, and an equal number did not
move for forty or more years, ^even, or 3.5 peroent, lived
on their farms for thirty to thirty-four years, and two, be-
ing 1 peroent, did so for 35-39 years.
*im largest number of tenants now owning farms who lived
on one farm for some time before moving are six, or 30 percent,
who did not move for 10-14 years. Half as many, or 15 percent,
lived on their farms 5-9 years before moving. Four groups of
two each, being 10 peroent in each case, lived on the same
farms for 0-4, 20-84, 50-34, and 40 or more years, respectively.
One man, or 5 peroent did not move for 15-19 years, r.nd another
did not move for 35-39 years.
The number of tenants not now owning farms includes 73,
or 40.6 percent, who lived on their farms for 0-4 years be-
fore deciding to leave, it will be noted that this is the
Highest percentage of any group considered which moved dur-
ing the 0-4 year period, indicating a strong tendency to
move often. Forty-four, or 24.4 peroent lived on the same
rented farms from 5-9 yearB before moving. Nineteen, or 10.6
percent, were inclined to greater permanency, for they did
not move for 10-14 yecrs. Fifteen, or 8.3 percent waited
i'or 15-19 years, and ten, or 5,5 peroent waited for 2D-84 years
before migrating Seven, or 3.9 ;«,roont did not r:ovo for
25-29 years, and six, or 3.3 percent, liwci on the eer.e rent-
ed far* forty or more years before deciding to lea** It. Five,
or 2.0 percent lived for 30-34 years before moving, and one,
or
.6 percent live i for 35-39 years before moving.
Table 29 showing the different size far 3 which these
500 migrants operated provides further data for study, m
connection eith thin it will be noted that the average size
far-i for fee United ^tatea as e whole was 140.2 acres in
1920.
The largest individual group of nigrents was 177, or
35.4 percent who operated famo near this average size, hav-
ing 100 to 174 acres under their oere. The next largest
group, or 107, being 21.4 percent, operate ! far.;* of 50-f»
acres. Ceventy-seven, or li>.4 percent, of the total nutaber
had feras of 360 to 499 aores; and seventy-two, or 14.4 per-
cent hod 175 to 259 acres each. Thirty-one, or 6.2 percent,
reported acreage of 20-49, and twenty- three, representing
4.6 percent, re ported 500 to 999 acres. Five, or 1 eroent
had 10-19 acres, and a ainllar nunber had 1000 or sore aores.
Thre« farmers, or .6 peroant, reported faros of 3-9 acres.
One third of the 300 fans owners reporto o crating
for .a of the 100-174 acre size. :;ixty-four, being 21.3 per-
cent had farrx6 of 50-99 acres, and forty-seven, or 15.7 par-
oent, hod 260 to 499 acres. Tie next largest nunber was 45,
or 15 percent who hud farris of 175 to 259 aores in extent.
T4. Vol. oT Tart 2. ;;j .""Census oTTo^b
. n. 11
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Twenty-one, representing 7 per eent had fnrsia of 00-99 acres,
tod fourteen, or 4.7 -eroeat MM 000 to 999 HfHf Four, or 1.3
fopoent had 10-19 «oree; three, or 1 percent r. 4 1000 caret: or
>Wi| and 2, or .7 ;>ero©nt itad from thrcu to nine aeroe.
The number of owner® aow owning ferae rc sort thoir larg-
est
,<$roup as being 71, or 33.8 p&reent, who own farae of the
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staadard size, 100 to 174 aores. iorty-one, or 18,5 percent
operated 50-99 acres, end tvo groups of 35 each, or 16.7 per-
cent, operated 175-859 acres, aad 200-893 acre*, respectively
Twelve men, or 5,7 percent, had fnrma of 20-49 acres, and
eleven, or 5*2 percent had 500-999 acres. Three migrants,
or 1.4 percent had 1000 or wore acres under their direction.
One man, .5 percent operated 10-19 acres, and another one
had 3-9 acres.
Among the owners not now owning farus there were 29,
or 32.2 percent, who had the standard size farm, twenty-
three, or 25.6 percent, had 50-99 acres, and twelve, or
13.4 peroeat, had farms of 260-499 acres. Ten, or 11.1
percent, opereted farms of 175-259 acres; nine, represent-
ing 10 percent aaintained 80-49 acres. Three, or 3.3
per-
cent, operated 10-19 pores, and a similar group had
500-999
acres. One, or 1.1 percent, had between 3 and 9 acres,
but
none of this entire group of 90 migrants had
as many as 1000
acres u der his care.
Of the 200 tenants there were 77, representing 38.5
per-
oent who operated standard size farms, forty-three,
or 21.5
percent, had fanas of 50-99 aces, and thirty
migrants, or
15 percent of the tenants had 260-499 acres under
their care,
iwenty-seven, or 13.5 percent opereted 175 to 859
sores,
followed by ten, or 5 percent, who had 80-49 acres.
Kix»
migrants, being 4.5 percent had farms of 500-999
acres, and
two, or 1 percent, had 1000 acres or more. One
man had 3-9
acres, and another one, or .5 percent had 10-19
acres.
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Twenty tenants now own fame, and of their number one-
Mi own farms of 100-174 acres. Three, or 15 percent, own
175^59 acres each. Three groups of two each, or 10 percent
in each case, own farms of 20-49, 260-499
, and 500-999 acres,
respectively. None of these tenants bought farms of less
than 20 acres, and none had as many as 1,000 acres.
It was found that of the 180 tenants not now owning
farras 07, or 37.2 percent operated farms of 100-174 acres,
and the next largest group, 42, or 23.3 percent , operated
50-W acres. Following these were 28, or 15.6 percent, who
operated 260-499 acres, and next are twenty-four, or 13.3
:>eroent, who operated 175-259 acres. Eight migrants, or
4.4 percent of this group maintained 20-49 acres each, and
seven, or 3.9 percent cared for 500-999 acres. Two tenants,
or 1.1 percent, operated 1,000 or more acres, and two others,
each representing
.6 percent operated 3-9, and 10-19 acres
respectively.
A tendency is noted in some communities toward increase
in size of farms, while in others qxlte the opposite is true.
Si»e appears to depend upon whether intensive or extensive
farm methods are in use, and in many cases the people who
have very small tracts derive some of their income from other15
sources. The present 3tudy does not contain data on the
Growth of farms, but in consideration of it the conclusions
lb. iimiek and Yoder, "A study of Farm iiigration in Selected"
"
Communities in the state of Washington, "Bulletin
. June
1929, p. 10. ———
—
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of this writer are of interest, further, Dr. Galpia finds
that most of the migrating farmers had been cultivators of
16
moderately large farms.
The relation of the person now oooupying the farm to
the migrant owners of the farm is the subject of Table 30.
Out of the total of 230 there were 140 who bear no relation
to the owaerj these represent 60.9 percent. Fifty-eight, or
25.2 percent, of the owners report that their sons now oper-
ate their farms, next it was found that tselve sons-in-law
occupy the farms of 5.2 percent of the owners, i-ight ne-
phews, cousins, or more distant relatives operate the farms
of 3.5 percent of the owners. The bro there of seven owners,
or 3 percent, too their plaoes when they migrated, and the
brothers-in-law of five others, or 2.2 percent, now care for
their land.
The total number of owners now owning, farms Is 210. One
hundred and twenty-eight, or 60,9 percent of these reveal that
the oresent oooupant of their farms is aot related to thsm.
ifty-four sons of owners now owning farms, or 25,7 percen ,
now live on these farms. ;ien sons-in-law, or 4.Q peroent,
occupy additional farms, ^ight nephews, cousins, etc., are
in charge of the farms of 3.13 peroeut of the owners. Six
brothers of owners run 2.9 peroent of the farms, and four
brothers-in-law run 1.9 percent of them.
16. Galpln, 0. j., ^m'alysis of Population, etc" quoted in
Hayes, ^ural Sociology , pp, 95-96
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Of the twoaty former tenants who qoi aim farms there are
twelve, or ©0 ooreent who report that the <re^ant resident on
their farma is not a relative* iour iaoro f or 20 percent, are
atiierfi of the .reount ooouountaj hail' aa aaiiy jore ore oper-
ated !>y 8oa8-ln-iavi. ,xia brother, or 3 ...aroont, re >laoed the
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tenant owner, and one brother-in-law did bo when the tenant
owner moved.
One writer found that "one third of the farms of those
who stlll^own their farms are operated by tenants who are
related." In this study, however, it was found that there
were slightly fie, or about 40 peroent who were permitting
relatives to operate their farms.
In southeastern Ohio one writer round that out of 72
farm renters there were 48, or 07 percent who were not re-
lated to the owners. Of the 24, or 33 peroent who were re-
lated there were 18, or one-fourth who were sons of owners;
five, or 7 percent, were sons-in-law, and one was a more dis-
18
taut relative, a striking similarity is noted in the per-
centage of sons who operate the farms of owners, t ere being
25 percent in the Ohio region, and practically the same in
the area covered by this study.
To show the place of birth of these 500 migrants is the
purpose of Table 81, Two hundred and eighty-seven, or 57,4
peroent, report being born in the state of their present res-
idence, and 158, or 31,6 percent were bom in other states,
Fifty-five, or 11 percent were born in foreign countries.
Consideration of the 300 owners reveals practically the
saie proportions; there being 168, or 56 percent who were born
III Galpin, "Analysis of "opuiation Movements to and From i<armsn
quoted in Hayes, miral Sociology, pp. 95-96
18, Lively and Beck, "iiovemunt or Open Country Population in
tliree Townships of southeastern Ohio, "Ohio state Univer-
sity, January 1929
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Th8 nurab8r' of owners now owning fame present nearly
the sane relative groups, although th« percentage of for-
eign born owners i« slightly higher. One hundred and fif-
teen, or 54,8 percent, were born in the atate of present res-
idence j 65, representing 30.9 percent, were bom in other
states, and thirty, or 14.3 percent, were born in foreign
countries.
The number of owners not now owning farms does not vary
the proportions to any considerable extent. ] ifty-three, a
riiajority of 58,9 percent, were born in the state of their
present residence; twenty-eight, or 31.1 percent were from
other states, and nine, being 10 percent, were from other
countries.
The migrating tenants as a group ahow a notable, though
slight, change in pxsportion. One hundred and nineteen, or
59.5 percent, were born in their present state of residence;
sixty-five, or 32.5 percent, were born in other states; and
sixteen, or 8 percent, the smallest percentage found, were
bom in foreign countries,
The tenants now owning farms report eleven of their num-
ber, or 55 percent, as natives if the atate in which they now
live} seven, or 35 percent, as natives of other atates; and
two, or 10 percent, as foreigners.
The tenants who do not now own farms ahow a still high-
er percentage if native born, and the lowest of foreign born.
•161.
One hundred eight, being 60 percent, were bom in the state
in which they live, fifty-eight, or 32.2. percent, were born
in other states; and fourteen, or 7,8 percent, were born in
foreign countries.
A study of the total farm population in the United states
revealed that native white population embraced 78.6 percent of
the total of 31,614,000 in 1930; 16.8 percent were colored; and
4.7 percent were foreign born white,** Thus, for the particular
area covered in this study it will be noted that there is a
higher percentage of foreign bom than there was in the country
as a whole, as there were 11 percent in this selected area.
The nativity of the wives of these 500 migrants is tabu-
lated in Table 38. Two hundred ninety-six, or 59.2 percent of
these were bom in the state in which they live or a few more
than the number of husbands who were bora here. One hundred
fifty-seven, or 31.4 percent, were natives of other states,
and forty-seven, or 3.4 percent, were foreign bom. This
latter group is 1.6 percent smaller than the group of foreign
born husbands, and indicates that this percentage of the for-born
aign/raen marry native women.
The wives of farm owners are mostly natives of the state
in which they live, for 171, or 57 percent, report thus. Nin-
aty-six, or 38 percent, were born in other states, and thirty-
three, or 11 percent, came from foreign countries. The indi-
cations are that native women predominate among farmers' wives.
*S* Yoder. Fred Roy. Introduction to Agricultural Soonoiffoir
pp. 38-39
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Owaers not now aiming farma ohoee fifty-four brides, or
60 percent, from their state of residence, twenty-eight, or
31.1 percent from other states, and eight, or 8.9 peroeat,
from foreign countries.
Wives of the entire group of teaante number 125 natives
of the state of residenoe, sizty-oae natives of other states,
and fourteen natives of foreign countries, being 62.5 peroent,
30.5 peroent, and 7 peroent, respectively*
Sives of tenants now owning farms are all native Americans,
the only group of wives claiming this distinction. Thirteen,
or 65 peroent, were bom in the state in which they reside,
and the balance were born in other states.
Wives of tenants not now owning farms are 62,2 peroent
istives jf the state of residence; 50 percent natives of other
states, and 7*8 peroent natives of foreign countries. Their
numbers are, respectively, 112, 54, and 14.
The nativity of husbands and wives for the total group
of migrants indicates a leseer tendeaoy among women to migrate,
and a slight tendency to marry foreigaera. The tenant farm-
ers especially seem to choose more brides amorig natives of
the state in which they reside, iurther, foreign born tenants
ohose more -Hneriean briade- than natives of foreign countries.
Considerable ambition and ability toward assimilation is noted
among the foreign born owners, for each of these has chosen
an American bride. Then, too, teuauts seem to choose fewer
iorolgn born brides than do the owners.
-164-
There aeems to be no outatending age among farmera who
migrate, and peraons of no partioular ago predominate to any
large extent* Table 33 shows aixty-aix men, or 13.2 peroent,
migrated between the ages of 50 and 34, and aixty, or 13 par-
oent moved between the ages of 55 and 59. At forty to forty-
four yeara of age 11.2 peroent, or 56 farmere migrated, one
group of fifty-five, or 11 percent, moved at 35-39 yoara of
ago, and another 11 peroent moved at 45-49, Fifty-one men,
being 10.2 peroent, of the total moved when they were between
60 and 64, and just one less men, or 10 peroent, moved at the
ages of 30-34. Between the agea of 65 and 69 forty men, or
8 peroent migrated, and thirty-five men who were 29 or lesa in
age moved! the latter being 7 percent. Thirty-two men, or 6.5
peroent, migrated when they were 70 or over.
Owners, too, seem to have left the farm nt varying agea,
although the greatest number, 42, moved when they were between
the agea of 50 and 54i thia is 14 peroent. Thirty-nine or
13 peroent waited until they were between 55 and 59; and thir-
ty five, or 11,7 peroent, were between 60 and 64. Thirty-four
migrants, or 11.3 peroent of the ownera, were from 45 to 49}
and thirty-three or 11 peroent, were be twoen 40 and 44 when
they left the farm. Thirty, being 10 peroent, moved when
they were 35-39, and the uame number left at the ages of 65-69.
Two dozen ownera, being 8 peroent, left the farm at the ages
of 30-34, and twenty-one, or 7 percent, left when they were
70 or over. Twelve men, or 4 percent left the farm when they
were 29 or lesa.
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The number of owners now owning farms report two groups of
thirty-two each, or 15.2 percent, who left the farm when the/ were
50-54, and 55-59, respectively. Twenty-seven, who are 12.9 percent
of the whole number, left when they were 60-64. Twenty-three, or
U percent, left when they were 45-49, and two groups of 21
each, or 10 percent, left when they were 40-44, and 65-69,
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respectively, nineteen, or 9,1 percent, loft when they were
35-39, and fifteen left whan they were 30-34; the latter re-
presenting 7.1 percent of the entire number, Twelve present
owners of farms migrated when they were seventy years of age
or over; these are 5.7 pereent. Eight, or 3.8 percent, left
the farm when they were 29 or lees In age.
Among the number of owners not now owning farms twelve,
or 13.3 percent, left the farm when they were 40-44 years of
age. Two groups of 11 eaoh, or 12.2 percent, left when they
r:ere 35-39 and 45-49 respectively, Ten men, or 11.1 percent
of the group, left when they were 50-54. Three groups of 9
each, or 10 percent per group, left when they were 30-34,
85-69, and 70-over, respectively, Eight former owners, or
8.9 percent, moved when they were 60-64, and one less, or 7,8
K-roent, left the farm when they were 55-59. Tour I ormer own-
ers, or 4.5 percent, left the farm when they were 29 or less.
The tenants, on the whole, seem to have left the farm
i i reater numbers at earlier ages than either of the owner
Groups, or the average for the entire 500 migrants. Twenty-
six tenants, or 13 percent, left the fana when they were 30-34.
iwenty-five left when they were 35-39; these represent 12.5
percent of the entire group. Twenty-four men, or 12 peroent,
stayed on the farm until they were 50-54. *-m> groups of 23
eaoh, or 11.5 percent, left at the ages of 29 or lass, and
40-44 respectively. Another two groups of 1 eaoh, or 10.5
percent, left ^hen they were 45-49 and 55-59 respectively.
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sixteen tenants, or 8 percent, left when they were between the
ages of 60 and 64. Eleven tenants waited until they were 70
or over, they were 5.5 percent. Ten, or 5 percent, left when
they were 65 to 69 years of age.
Arsons the tenants now owning farms there are five, or 25
percent, who left the farm between the ages of 45 and 49. Four,
6* 25 percent, left when they were 30-34, and three, or 15 per.
cent, left when they were 29 or leas. Three groups of two each,
or 10 percent, left when they were 35-39, 50-54, and 55-59, re-
spectively. Two men, each representing 5 percent, left when they
were 40-44, and 60-64, respectively.
The tenants who do not now own farms include twenty-three,
m 12.8 percent, who left the farm at the ages of 35-39. Three
groups of 22 each, or 12.2 percent, left when they were 30-34,
40-44, and 50-54, respectively. Twenty others left whan they
.ere 29 or less} these represent 11.1 percent. Nineteen, or
10.6 percent, left when they were 55*59, and sixteen, or 8*9
percent, left when they were 45-49. Just one less, or 8.3 per-
cent, left when they were between 60 and 64. Eleven, or 61
oroent, left when they were seventy or over, and ten men, or
M percent, left when they were between 65 and 69.
One writer has found that one half of the farmers who mi-
grated did so at ages of 40 to 60, one-third were above sixty.
uid on the whole, more than 50 percent were 50 years of age
20
r more.
w m vogt, PS&t L.
, Introduction to riuraj oooiolofi.v . p. 4£4f*.'
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The conclusions reached after a study of migration In
the State of Washington, at least as far as age of migrants is
concerned, are not borne out by the present study. In the for-
mer ease it was noted that most people moved before the nge of
21
thirty; the present study indioates that migration ooours be-
fore the age of fifty,
another study indioated that the persons living in the
country aro in excess of persons living in town, on a basis of
100, up to the age of fifteen. Then the oity districts had
excesses in age groups up to forty-four, and slightly higher.
The oountry, further, has an excess of about ,6 person above
22
the age of 65, This indioates also that migrations ocour be-
tween the ages of 15 and 44, to the greatest extent, as other
writers stated the conclusion, "Persons migrate while young and
in the active stages of life. Only those who are adults oan
migrate successfully, Females, because they mature earlier,
23
Migrate at an earlier age than do males,
"
Still another writer said that four-fifths of the migrants
to cities of over 25,000 population between 1890 and 1910, wereH
between ten and thirty years of age. In the ease of the pres-
ent study this statement is particularly disproved,
•31, omiok and Yoder, WA 'study of Farm Migration in Selected
Communities in the state of Yiashington," p. 6
8ft« Gillette, J, M, , ^ural ^opiology . p, 99
23, ^orokin and Zimmerman, Principles of aural-Urban Sociology ,
p. 540
24, Hart, Hamell, Urbanization of population in Dublin's " op-
ulntlon Problems pp. 52-59
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In the consideration of the education of the 500 migrants
one finds that by far the largest percentage of them, 44.2 per-
cent, in fact, reached the eighth grade in school. This *•
mounts to 221 migrants INS Table 34 indicates The next largest
group inoludee 54, or 10,8 percent, who reached the twelfth
grade, and ia followed by a group of forty-three, or 8,0 per-
cent, who reached the tenth grade. Just one lees than the
latter number, or 8,4 percent, readied a grade higher than
the twelfth* Thirty-six, or 7,2 percent, reached the ninth
grade, and thirty, being 6 percent, reached the seventh grade.
Twenty-four, or 4,8 percent, did not rise above the fourth
grade, and twenty, or 4 peroent, did not rise above the oixth
grade. Two groups of 15 each, or 3 percent, reached the fifth,
and the eleventh grades, respectively.
In the owner group the percentages are practically the
same, one hundred thirty-eight, or 46 percent, attained the
eighth grade. Thirty-one, or 10,3 percent, reached the
twelfth, and two groups of 20, or 8,7 percent each, reached
the tenth grade, and over the twelfth, respectively, Nine-
teen owners, being 0,3 percent, attained the fourth grade or
less, and eighteen, or 6 peroent, reached the ninth grade,
eventeen, being 5.7 percent, reached the seventh grade, and
ten, or 3,3 percent, got as high as the sixth. Kight owners,
or 2,7 peroent, of the total number attnined the eleventh
Grade, and seven, or 2,3 percent attained the fifth.
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Table 34
The Highest Grade the Migrant Attained in School
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The owners now owning farms constitute the group having
the highest percentage who reached the eighth grade in school.
There are ninety-nine, or 47.1 percent, of these who accomplish-
ed this. They are followed by twenty, or 9,5 percent, who
counted to the twelfth grade. Eighteen of these owners.
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or 8«§ percent, got as high as the tenth grade. Fifteen,
or 7,1 percent, who reached the fourth grade or leee were
matched by an Cnual number who exceeded the twelfth grade.
Fourteen men, or 5,7 percent, got aa far ae the ninth grade,
and twelve, or 5.7 percent, got to the seventh, tight, who
were 3.3 percent of the group, attained the sixth grade}
five, or 2.4 percent, reached the eleventh; and four, or
1*9 :>eroent, got to the fifth.
The owners not now owning farms include 39 men, or
43,3 percent, who reached the eighth grade, eleven, or 12.2
percent, who reached the twelfth, and eleven who went beyond
the twelfth, HUM others, or 8.9 percent, attained the
tenth grade, ana five, or 5.6 percent, reached the seventh
grade. Four raore reached the ninth grade, but en etjual num-
ber, or 4,5 percent, failed to go beyond the fourth grade.
Three, being 3,3 percent of the group reached the fifth grade,
and three others got to the eleventh grade. Two, who were 2,8
[percent of the group, attained the sixth grade.
The tenants as a whole show in comparison with the owner
group as a whole that fewer of them reached the eighth grade,
but that slightly less than 1 percent more of them got to the
twelfth grade. The fi-^ures arej 83, or 41,5 percent, to the
eighth grade, and 23, or 11,5 peroent to the twelfth grade,
Ighteen, or 9 percent attained the ninth grade, seventeen,
or 8,5 peroent attained the tenth, and sixteen, or 8 percent,
attained over twelve grades. Thirteen men, or 6,5 percent,
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got to the seventh, and ten, or 5 percent, got to the sixth
grade
.
Eight, or 4 percent, attained the fifth grade, and
seven, or 3,5 percent, got to the eleventh • The remaining
five, or 2,5 percent, failed to go beyond the fourth.
It seems that men having the ambition to rise from ten-
ants to owners are marked especially by those of greater in-
terest in education. This is the only group to have 30 per-
cent of their number who have attained more than the twelfth
grade, six out of twenty made this record. Their next lar-
gest group was five, or 25 percent, who reached the eighth
grade. Three, or 15 percent, reached the sixth grade, and
two, or 10 percent, reached the tenth grade. Four men, each
representing 5 peroent of the total, reached the fourth or
less, seventh, ninth, and twelfth grades, respectively.
The number of tenants not now owning farms are represented
by aeventy-eight, or 43.3 percent, who reached the eighth
grade, and twenty-two, or 12,2 percent, who attained the twelfth
rrade, Seventeen others, or 9,5 percent, ^ot to the ninth grade
before quitting school. Fifteen, or 8,3 percent, got one grade
higher, and twelve, or 6.7 peroent, got only to the seventh
grade. Ten men, or 5.6 percent, surpassed the twelfth grade.
Sight, or 4.4 peroent, got to the fifth. Two groups of seven
each, or 2.9 peroent attained the sixth and eleventh grades,
respectively, Four men, or 2.2 percent, did not go beyond the
fourth grade.
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Another writer says, in regard to the education of mi-
grating farmers, "Two-thirds of thoee farmers had finished
either the eighth grado of the elementary school or had had
25
some high school education"
. As the result of another sur-
vey a.jong 573 ovsners and 137 tenants It wa^ found that 398
owners and 11'5 tenants had a district school education} this
amounts to about 71 percent, .Further, there were 165 owners
and 24 tenants representing roughly 27 peroent; and only ten
26
owners had progressed beyond high school.
Aa the result of another study it was found that among
selected groups of rural and urban population the former, for
:ersons over 21 years of age, was 9.1 percent illiterate, as
27
oomrjared with 5*5 percent in th latter. This conclusion
seems quite the contrary from that of J. M. Gillette who says,
"....it is safe to say that the average of intelligence of
farming copulations in the nation at large is as high as that
28
of the cities,,.."
In comparison with seasonal labor the present croup of
migrants are somewhat similar, in schooling, as it was found
that the former class had l^jgt school under 15 years of age
in 55 percent of the cases.
25. Calpin, "Analysis of opulation,~ ~^oT^*?pY 95-90
26, "warren, Livermore, et al. "An agricultural urvey", p. 552,
quoted by George A. works in "Farm Income and Farm Life",
p. 259
87. Beuter, Mwin B.
:
opuLotlon ^robleau.. p. 35
:
.
Gillette, J. M. , Rural ^oololofly . PP. 48-49
29. Ibid. pp. 313-314
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The degree °f education of the wires of these 500 mi-
grants is shown ia Table 35. There were 209, or 41.8 percent,
who reached the eighth grade—about 2.5 percent fewer than
the number of men who reached thie grade. However, there were
74 wives, or 14.0 percent, who reached the twelfth grade, this
boing 4 percent higher than the number of men, Fifty-seven
Me| or U.4 percent, went higher than the 12th grade. Two
groups of thirty-five each, or 7 percent, attained the ninth
and tenth grades respectively, T*enty-eeven women, or 5.4
p.erctmt, attained the seventh grade, and twenty, or 4 percent,
reached the sixth, nineteen, or 3.C perce t, did not pasa
the fourth grade, Fifteen, or 3 percent, reached tho eleventh.
.Hue wives, or 1.3 percent, readied the fifth grade in school.
The wives of ownere include 152 women, or 44 percent who
reached the eighth grade. Forty-two, or 14 percent, got ss
high as the twelfth grade, and thlrty-ei^ht , or 12.7 percent
went higher. Eighteen women, or 6 percent, <-ot to the ninth
grade, and seventeen, or 5.7 percent, got to the tenth. 9|j0fr
teen women, or 5.3 percent, failed to <>a8s the fourth grade.
Thirteen, or 4.3 percent, reached the sixth grade, and eleven,
Off 3.7 percent, got one grade higher, teven, or 8,3 percent,
reached the fifth grade, and six, or 2 percent, reached the
eleventh grade before stopping school.
The wivci; of owners now owning farms include in their
number eighty-five women, or 40.5 percent, who reached the
eighth grade, and forty, or 19.1 percent, who reached the
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twelffch grade. This group has the lowest percentage so far
considered to roach the eighth grade, but the highest mo
reach the twelf th. The third highest number of these wives f
or 25, being 1£,4 percent, reached over the twelfth grade.
Thirteen, or 6,2 perooat (the higheot percentage of all groups)
did not rise above the fourth grade, Two grouse of eleven each
or 5,2 percent, reached the ninth and tenth grades, li-ight wive
or 3*8 percent, g»t to the sixth grade; seven, or 5,3 percent
,ot to the seventh grade, tnft six, or 2,9 percent, got to the
tifth grade. The remaining three, or 1,4 percent, ot to the
eleventh grade.
The wive a of owners not now owning fansa show the highest
percentage of any group in reaching the eighth grade, as there
aere forty-seven, or 5: #2 percent, ?.ho did this. Twelve others
or 12*3 percent (the higheet of all groups) went beyond the
twelfth grade, Seven, or 7»£ percent, of those wivee, got to
the ninth grade, 8|$| or 6,7 percent, got to the tenth. Five,
or 5,5 percent got to the olxth, and four, or i,4 percent
reached the seventh grade. Two groups of three each, or 3,4
.«roo.it, got to the eleventh, and to the fourth or lees,
olasoes. Two wives, or 2.2 percent, attained the twelfth
Grade, and one, or 1,1 percent, got to the fifth grade.
The wives of tenants as a group chow that fewer of their
nuidber got to the eighth grade in ochool. There were 3cventy-
sevon of those, or 38,5 i>eraent who achieved this rank. Thir-
ty-two- others, or 16 percent, reached the twelfth grade, and
176-
Table 35
The Highest Grade the Wife of the Migrant
Attained in School
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nineteen* or 9.5 percent went beyond the twelfth. Eighteen,
or 9 percent, got to the tenth grade, and seventeen, or 8.5 per-
cent got to the ninth. Sixteen, or 3 percent, got to the seventh.
Hine, or 4.5 percent, attended school eleven years, and seven, or
3.5 percent got to the sixth. Three, or 1.5 percent, did not go
yond the fourth, and two, or 1 percent, reached only the fifth grade.
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mm «1W8 H who now mm farras :*ve the lowst
percentage of all groups la thc ^ roached toe
sradc Thiti mm mm mmn* wm+mm wmmm mmm
g«mp there were ten, or 50 perseat, who reached Mi
-rade this la the highest percentage M *« to reach the
seventh grade. Two, or 10 *>r«ent, Kot to the tenth grade,
aad one, or 5 parent, did not pass mm fourth grade. The
mmm remising * yes reached the mmm\ eleventh, and twelfth,
Grades respectively.
The woiaea who mrried tenants not now >*aing fania haw
seventy-three, or 40.6 percent of their nuuber «ho got to
the «*«&!* grade. Thirty-one, or 17.2 percent of toe others
iiot to the twelfth grn.de, an* nineteen, >r 10.fi
-jcrccnt, seat
beyond tite twelfth, iievuateoii wives, or 9.o percent ^
far as the ninth grade, and aixteea, or 8.9 peresat, cot to
the tenth t^ade. LigVj circa, or 4.4 oero.
-ot to the ele-
venth grade, and tt» group* of six ©aoh, or 3.3 pereoat reach-
ed the sixth and seventh grades, respectively. Two other
/roups of tm> eaeh, or 1J. percent each, reached the fifth
grade, and the fourth or less, respectively.
The conveniences of fara life are reflected in the re-
port oa oorjauniea ion facilities and types f roads used by
il^rantc. ~ee Table 3ft. Of the total roup 057, or 71.4
percent had telephones;
->39, or percent MM autos, and
141, or 26.2 percent, had radios. The smjority of these farm-
oro aad poor roads, classed as uninprovetl dirt roads. There
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were 332 of tlieyo, or 46.4 yeroout of the tot a. Iraproved dirt
roads woro used by 176, or 35.2 Kfjiitg ?:ad ye, or 1,>.4 perocut
iad aooess to all*.«e&tuer roads. It will be ^oted tiiat ttie
Uigheat percentage to enjoy any of these aeper&to fnoilititi
71.4 >eroent.
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The farms of otmera it aeons, were clipped with tele-
phonos, NMtamobiles > and radios to fairly hi^h percentages.
Two hundred eighty-six, or 9;5»3 percent, had telephones j 288,
or 96 percent had automobiles, pad 104, or 34.3 percent, had
radios. There were 131, or 43.7 peroeat living on unimproved
dirt roads; 104, or 34,7 percent on Improved dirt roadB, and
65, or 21,6 percent on all weather roads.
The owners no-/ ov;ning farms almost all hrve telephones,
there being 203, or 99 percent with this facility, Two hun-
dred and tr/o, or 96.2 percent, h:ve automobiles, and sevent;/-
sevon» or 26.6 per ent, have radio*;, eighty of the Dresent
owners, or 38.1 peroejvt, selected farms on Ifcimproved dirt
roads; seventy-t^o, or 34.3 percent were located on improved
dirt rvidiis and fifty-ei.^ht , or 27.6 percent, IN highest
percentage so far reported, lived on all weather roads.
The number of owners not now owiing fprms included 78
users of telephones, or 86,7 percent of the total number.
lghty~six, or 95,b percent had automobiles, and 86, or
S%8 percent, had radios. This group seems to have been less
fortune te as far as roads were concerned, for fifty-one, or
.7 peroent, the highest percentage of any r.rour,, Hyed be-
ide unimproved dirt roads. Thirty-two, being 35,5 percent,
located on improved dirt roads, but only seven, or 7.8 per-
cent, enjoyed the all weather roads. It is suggested that
Living on unimproved roads might be one factor in determining
economic reasons for moving. Hauling produce to and from
-000-
markt»ta over bad roads, for example, would be relatively more
expensive for farmers who had -o do this.
i'he tenants as a whole did not have many omwai n093,
.jevanty-ont* , or 35, o i>eroont were all who hid telephones;
;jixty-oue, or 50.5 poroont, had automobile:;, and thirty-et^ht
,
or 19 percent, had radios. One hundred sud one, or 50,5 per-
cent, litfad o-i uni...proved dirt roads—-e high percentage,
i eve/*ty-two , or 30 percent, lived on improved dirt roads, and
twenty-seven, representing 12,5 percent, lived on all weather
roads
•
The tenants now jwning faras seem to have acquired con-
siderably more conveniences than others who reii;rin tenants,
WOt example, IS of th#m or 95 percent, hnvo telephones; eight-
eon, or 00 percent, have autas; Sijd fifteen, cr 75 percent,
have radios. Only two, or 10 percent, the lowe-t percentage
of any group, lived on wiimproved roads. Five tenant-owners,
or 2j percent, lived on improve** dirt road a j and thirteen, or
65 poroent, lived on all weather roads , Mo other group seems
to have exorcised .such choice to this extent i The conclusion
io that tenants having the better class frrtas, with modern
conveniences, tend to beoonie owners,
The tenants not now owning ferns have few of the con-
veniences of modarn eoiomunlcotion. Fifty-two, or 23,9 per-
cent, have telephones; forty-three, or 23.9 percent have
automobiles; and twenty-three, or 12.8 percent, have radios.
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No other group of migrant* lacked so many of such facilities.
mm&mti*, or &5 percent, lived on unimproved dirt roads
I passed only by that of the class of owners not
aow NtfUi faxm*. Improved dirt roads passod by the homes of
1*1% Mil, or 37.a percent of these tenants. Fourteen, be-
feU 7.CMi lived on all weather roads another percentage
vrhioh 18 equal led only by that of the former owners.
<no writer notes a particularly rapid increase in the num-
ber of motor vehicles, and says, "one reason for the rapid in-
crease in the use of |kc roads is found in the very rapid in-
crease in m number of motor vehicles in use throughout the
United States. This increase is well illustrated by the situa-
tion in Iowa. In 1912 there were 47,164 motor vehicles in use
& this state; by 1218 the number had reached 278,313, and by 19M2
it had risen to 450,000. The number of motor vehicles in use in
the agricultural state increased approximately ten times in ten
years, it ft* estimated thet there were 12,000,000 motor ve-
hicles in use in the United states in 1922 and that there will
be approximately 24,000,000 in use in 19i52."
1
Just as he note*
this growth there |« a similar increase in late years in the use
of telephones, rodios, and road buixdiiig has progressed wonder-
fully in many sections.
The leadership exercised by those bOO mi^jranta while they
resided on farms varied from satire leek of leadership to ex-
3b. Campbell, WffiS J-lural Life at the Crossroads , p. 4£k
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eoutive participation in nine instances during a period of
five years previous to migration according to Table 37.
There were £52, or sQ,4 percent, of the entire group who
were at no time elected to leadership, and £05, or 41 per-
cent, possibly within the same restricted group, who did not
formally volunteer to become leaders. There were 177, or
35,4 percent, who were elected to leadership in from one to
three instances during this five year pe.iod. One hundred
ninety-three, or 38.6 percent, volunteered their leadership
during the same time. Fifty-nine, or 11.a percent, were e-
leoted to executive positions in activities from four to six
times, and aeventy-nine, or 15. Q percent volunteered to serve
in such capacities. Twelve men, or 2.4 percent, attained the
distinction of being elected to leadership from seven to nine
times, and twenty-three, or 4.6 percent, performed volunteer
leadership thiB often.
The duties of leadership seem to liave fallen largely
to owners of farms. Only ninety of these, or 30 percent,
feiled of election to leadership during the five year per-
iod before moving. Fifty-one, or 17 percent, at no time
volunteered their leadership. One hundred forty-six owners,
or 48.7 percent, were elected to leadership from one to
three times, and 159, or 53 peroent volunteered this often.
Fifty-two, or 17,3 peroent, were ohosen by others to lead
from four to six times, and sixty-nine, or 23 peroent vol-
unteered from four to six times. This tabulation reveals
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that all twelve of the 600 migrant* who were eleoted to lead-
ership from eeven to nine timee were owners, being 4 percent
of their group. Also it seem that 81 of the grand total of
S3 who volunteered their leadership from seven to nine times
were owners, and represented 7 percent of their group.
mmm owners now owning farms there were 59, or 28.1
percent, who at no time during the pest five years were elect-
ed to positions of leadership. Thirty-four others, or lc.2
percent never volunteered their leadership, one hundred
eight, or 51.4 percent of the owners now owning farms were
selected from one to three times as leaders. They were sur-
passed by 112, or 5:. 4 percent Who volunteered their leadership
from one to three times. Thirty-five present owners, or 1G.7
percent, were chosen by others to lead between four and six
times; forty-nine.. being 23.3 percent, volunteered this often.
There were eight men, or 3.8 percent of the total, who were
elected seven, ei-ht, or nine times to exercise leadership,
further, there were 15, or 7.1 percent, who volunteered this
often, on the whole it will be found that these owners who
now own farms exercise more leadership, relatively, than the
owners who do not now own farms. Probably the former olass
takes a greater Interest in community affairs than the latter.
Migrants who formerly owned farms, but no longer do so
are represented by 31, or 34.4 percent of their num er who
were not elected to leadership during the five year period,
also, there are seventeen, or 18.9 percent who never formally
-185-
volunteered to serve in this capacity. Thirty-eight, or 42.2
peroent were chosen by others to positions of responsibility
from one to three times, and forty-seven, or 52.2 percent
volunteered as often. There were seventeen, or 18.9 peroent
who were elected four, five, or six times to direct their
fellows; twenty, or 22,2 percent volunteered this often,
election of leaders resulted in four men in this olass or
4.5 percent of the group, being chosen from seven to nine
times. Relying on volunteer leadership resulted in ;;ix, or
6*7 percent assuming such positions from seven to nine times.
Thus it is noticeable that this group of farmers takes a
smaller part in executive direction of ooamunity affairs
than present-owners do.
Tenants, probably because of lack of proprietory inter-
est, do not become leaders very often, nor are there many of
the eroup who do so at all. One hundred sixty-two, being
81 percent of them were not elected to leadership at all dur-
ing the five year period, and there were 154, or 77 percent,
who did not volunteer. Thirty-one tenants, or 15.5 percent,
were elected from one to three times as leaders, and thirty-
four, or 17 peroent, volunteered this often. There were
-even tenants, representing 3,5 percent of the group, who
were elected to leadership from four to six times the max-
imum number of times for tenants; ten, or 5 percent, volun-
teered this often, however. Two tenant;,, or 1 percent, vol.
unteered from seven to nine times.
Again a vcxrj desirable quality is noticeable maono
tenants who now am. fams, Of the croup there vsere only two,
$>r 10 percent (the lanes t ^rooiita^c of any group) vtho were
not eleetod to leadership* forther, MM of these s*a faHad
to volunteer their I«tft»g«Kljp«««««E»tfcwr record for an entire
-group* Twelve tenant-owners, or 60 percent, viere elected to
position.- of leadership froa on© to three tijaae—aaotlier
reeord for aU migrant groups; and there were ten, or 50 per-
cent mo volunteered this often. Six of the wen in this
group, or SO percent, mre elected to leadership froa four
to else tixaes—-the highest of aay percentage to be so ohosen;
end el %% or 40 percent volunteered this irfliiii n i ti|nn a
record* ho tenants tmre <aleeted sjore th*n six times , hut
there **cre fcso, or 10 percent* mho volunteered from sevea to
nine Usee each, thus establishing another reeord nsroei.tase
ssraig migrant groups*
fhe t&m&m «ho do not yst ovm. farms sere less aetive
in oofauualty affairs thru any group. There were 160, or
8B.Q percent of then aho were never elected to leadership*
..iaoat ao nany, 154, or 85,6 perosnt never volunteered at
all. ilineteea tenants, beia^ 10*5 percent **ere elected from
one to throe tiiaes; and twenty-four, or 13 «„: ercent, vclun-
teered this often* Only one of tese tenants, or *0 percent,
sag elected four, five, or six times, shieh was the siaxUaia
for his rroup. Iwo tenants, or 1*1 percent, formally voluu-
tcsred from four to six ttaeo, but none volunteered rsore than
this number of tises. ,inn> it sill be seen that teiin..;ts, and
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espeoially those who seem inclined to remain renters, 40 not
participate much in community affaire as leaders. They are
the followers, or non-participants.
Writers in the State of Washington found:
-The etudy of
farm migration in these three co raunities indicates that there
is no ground for the fear sometiiaes expressed that the farm
nitration to the city is noticeably selective, taking the most
mentally alert to the city and leaving the mort mentally ln_
alert on the farms, it would eeem that the farming communities
mm contribute a fairly large number of persons of ruperior
ability to the cities and still have nough persons of simi-
lar talents to maintain a progressive and virile oomsainity life
in the country.
Another author in discusBinf the types who migrate to
the cities states his theory as to the types v;ho migrate to
cities as follows: (1) a group raerely restless and hungry for
excitement these are well spared by the country; (2) an ar-
ciy of those born to be followers rather than leaders more
efficient in the city; (3) a .imp.il group of young men who
seek the oity as a field of
-reater opportunity a largo
proportion of the oountry*s most enterprising. He further
states that those who are left are those contented to let
38
things go on in the old way.
SIS Smick and Yoder, "A study of ^arm iligratibn in ^elected
—
Communities in the state of Washington," Bui, 833, p. 41iS« Truesdale, Leon L., i'arm Population of the United States.
U. o. census bureau Monographs, Vol."Ti7T92^7p7 IST^
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Much might be said in opposition to this theory. Data fur-
nished in this study on the age of migrants and their rea-
sons for leaving the farm might well be considered before
drawing any conclusions, and doubtless there are other fac-
tors.
The cause for migration of the farmers presents one of
the most interesting subjects of this study as is shown in
Table 38. The largest single oause presented was economio,
embracing high taxes, high prices of goods purchased, etc.
There were 197, or 38.4 percent who olalaed this reason.
One hundred twenty-three, being 84.6 percent, reported phy-
sical disabilities, old oge, or laok of help. Fifty-three,
being 10. o percent, moved in order to 0m their ohildren a
chance to enter higher and better schools, eleven, or 2.2
percent, were economically ana financially able to move and
did m |a order to have more comforts of life, ^even, or
1.4 percent, surrendered their farms to their sons or sons-
in-law. The remaining 109, or 21.8 percent, gave variou.
other reasons for moving.
The motives for owners giving up their forms correspond
closely to those of the entire group of migrants. One hun-
dred eleven, or 37 percent, succumbed to economio forces;
seventy-nine, or 26.3 percent, found themselves physioally
unable to continue farming due to old age or lack of help.
Thirty-four, or 11.4 percent, moved in order to v;ive thir
children better opportunities. B#V n, or |*ID percent, were
The Reason* the
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able to retire and wanted an easier life; and six others,
or 2 percent, let their sons or sons-in-law nave their
farras. Again there were 21 percent, being 63, who reported
various other reasons for moving.
In seventy-six out of 210 oases, or 36,2 percent, the
owners now owning farms moved because of high prices, hi (h
taxes and other economic reasons, iifty-five others, or
26,2 percent, gave physical disabilities or lack of help as
taeir reasons for giving up the farm, Twenty-seven, or 12.8
percent, did so in order to give their children a chance for
better schooling. These present owners have the highest per-
centage of all groups who moved from the farm because of the
latter reason. In five instanoeo each, or 2,4 percent each,
the owners moved in order to let their sons or sons-in-law
have the r farms, or because they were financially able to
retire. The forty-two remaining farmers in this group, or
20 percent, presented various other reasons for moving.
The number of owners not now owning farms are represented
by 55, or 38,9 percent, w o left the farm because of economic
reasons, including high prices, high taxes, etc It will be
noted that this factor becomes of relatively higher import-
ance. Twenty-four others, or 26,7 peroent, felt themselves
physically unable to continue farm life, .-.even, or 7,8 per-
oent, found it necessary to move in order to give their
ohildren better opportunities for education end advancement.
Two men, being 2,2 percent, were financially able to retire
-191-
so they moved away from the farm, one, or 1.1 percent, let
his son or son-in-law have his farm* There were twenty-one,
representing £3,5 percent , who gave other reasons Tor moving;.
Among S00 tenants there were eighty-six, or 43 percent,
Who were unable to combat high prices and economic oauses,
so they moved, Forty-four , or 22 percent, were physically
unable to continue farming, or moved because they had no
help. Nineteen, or 9.5 percent, left the farm in order to
give their children better opportunities for schooling.
Tour, or 2 peroent, were financially able to retire, and 1,
or .5 percent left so that his son or son-in-law might have
hie; farm, Those who gave other reasons for leaving the farm
totaled 4e, or 23 percent of the entire group.
Of the tenants now owning farms eight left them because
of eoonomio reasons, these represent 40 percent—a steadily
counting percentage. Four, or 20 peroent—a decreasing per-
centage, gave up to physloal difficulties. Two farmers, or
10 percent, left the farm to rovide better educational fa-
cilities for their children. One tenant-owner , or 5 peroent,
found himself able to retire and take life easy, so he moved.
Five others, or 25 percent, reported various other reasons
for moving.
The tenants now now owning forms report 78 or 43.3 per-
cent of their number v;ho moved because of ooonomio reasons.
This is the highest percentage of all groups which were
affected by such causes. Four tenants, or 22,2 percent,
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were dtsoouraged by phyBlonl alsaolllMe;J( M ^ g^
of help, seventeen, or M Peroent, ooved U order to give
thai* children e better oh
,nee for edueatlon. SM,, orM peroent. of the entire number were finanolally able to
retire, or to seek an easier life. One tenant f.rmer, or
0.6 peroent, surrendered hie farm to hie son or son-ln-la..
The reaainlug 41, or 82.8 peroent. reported other reasons
'
for moving
.
»o foregoing reasons for migrating as
, iv..n by migrant,
are interesting in the 11..ht of other findings as presented
in fable 21, p. m and in the aoeompanylng dieeueaion. Here
it was shown that migration M. the higheat in the midst of
soolnl and physiographie factors whloh aooording to oommon-
ly aooepted Judgment are thought to bo unfavorable. Con-
versely it was found to be the least in the mU* of the re-
verse situations.
It would seem that the reasons for migration of farmers
are almost universal, and many writers on this subject have
disclosed similar clauses of moving. Dr. o. J. Galpia found
four principal reasons: (1) »Wot being able to make ends
neet, while on the farm, was the Chief reason that a full
third of these migrants gave for leaving (2) physical dis-
ability led to the going of one-quarter of the farmersj (3)
to gam better schooling for their children ranked high as
* inducement with both owners and tenants; (4) financial
mifii
ability to live la tho olty oounteu with on© farmer out of
33
ovory forty,"
'till another writer says, "A study nade by the writer
of l t470 heado of families and lndlviduale aot attached to
MtftfiJli viho have i,ioved froa the open country to..»Mieaouri t
iowa, Illinois, Kansas, Qtclahoaa, Arkansas, Louisiana, iilss-
isaippi, Tennessee, north Carolina and Virginia towns within
the last ten years (before 1920) reveaic the faot that U84
went to the oity to participate in what obey expected to be
creator economic opportunities; 396 went to avail theiaselvea
of their children of better educational a vantage si j 2i;d went
to partialpate in a livelier and bettor organised social lifo|
t
and 238 retired to the oity because of old agu or because they
had aooumuiated enou£ft wealth to live In comparative idleaees
the remainder of their Uvea, i'he roiaalniiv: ninety-two ^'em-
iliea gave the foUoBing reeuoxis failing health or incapacity
to do farm work*
,
*serriage with mn with city occupations,*
death of the farm cntrepres 9Uc or bread winner'....In a
vast isajority of the easea these people heve voluntarily loft
the farsia for tome and cities beeauae they believed that
urcrai life in aor^e one specific aspect qt in oil of its ae-
34
poets la to be preferred to rural life."
;>3# Uilpin, v. «T. "Analysis, of opulailon, etc.*, p;>. RPR
54. raylor, tfarl U«, iiural ^ooiolo^y. p. 19
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Another writer stresses the reaaona somewhat differently,
"Many tenants have become thoroughly diaoo*iraged because of
the high price of land.... unforeseen miafortune is alao re-
sponsible for discouragement. The 'hard luck' story is often
heard by the investigator There is no question that the
ill health, uncertainty of crop yields and prices have re-
sulted in the complete discouragement of many farmers v;ho
began their careers wife GVary promise of succeeding to farm
ownership
In order of their i uortenoo another writer gives the
following reasons: ill health in faaliy, economic opportuni-
ties, educational facilities, social advantages, parent's
age, church opportunities, snd better hone conveniences.
3*
Bizzeii, w. a», /arm Income and ggrg Life, pp. al9-a&
«50. .iims, M. L., ilomenta of jural ioHoTogy . p. 135. quotedfrom fanners Oo to^e7T^J24r 1
^otej Table 47 showing "the organization affiliations of mi-grants while on the farm" might appear to belong with
this ohapter. It la plaoed as the flrat table in Chapter
IX in order that it may there be uaed for comparative pur-poses with Table 48, ,/hioh presents ••the affiliations of
migrants in town organizations.'*
-1*5*
CUAPTLH yiii
THE OHIUWISN OF migrants
This chapter concerns the children of migrants at the
time of leaving the farm, as to number, age distribution,
education and the farm tenure of parents. It also inoludes
the number of children living, with the parents and something
of the occupations pursued by children of migrants at the
time the study was made.
Table 39
The Children of Migrants at the Time of Leaving the Fsrm
by Tenure of Farmer, and by ownership of Farm How
Iftmrtrar Percent
Total number of children 1677 100
Children of owners (at time of leaving farm) 1010 100
Number whose parents own farm now 734 72.7
Number whose parents do not own farm now 276 27.3
Children of tenants (at time of leaving farm) 66 100
Number whose parents own farm now 45 6,7
Number whose parents do not own farm now 622 93.3
Number of children whose parents own farm now 779 46,5
Number of children whoso parents do not own 898 53.5
farm now
The foregoing table shows that the group of migrants un-
der consideration had a total of 1677 children at the time
they left the farm. Of these farm owners had 1010, and ten-
ants had 667. -lightly more thon seventy-two peroent, or
734, of the children whose -parents owned farms report that
their parents still own them, aud over 27 percent, or 276,
report that their parents are no longer farm owners.
In comparison it is found that of the 667 children of
tenant farmers only 45, or 6.7 percent, report their parents
as owners now, and the remainder of 62E, or 93.3 percent cay
that their parents are still not owners of farias.
Considering the two groups together it la found that
779 children, or 46.5 percent of the total number, are child-
ren of present farm owners, and 898 children, or 53.5 percent,
are not.
On the whole the average fara owner and the average ten-
ant had approximately the same number of children at the time
they left the farm, the former having 3.36 children, and the
latter having 3.33 children. Thus the greater independence
of farm owners seeme to havo had but .alight influence on
their desire for large families. This conclusion is borne
out by a writer who found that the migrants had, on the
average, between one and two of their ohildren with them in
the city, town, or village home, and that the average number
of children In each family was a little over three.
1
Based on conditions in West Virginia it has been found
that 486 owners had a total of 2241 ohildren, and 75 tenants
had 389. The average number of children was somewhat higher
I. Galpin, u. J., '^al^slXofH^pulatioTa Bovoments to and
Prom Forms," Mimeographed Circular, U. c.. Dept. of Agri-
culture October, 19' 7, quoted in Hayes, A. f#i "Rural
^QGlolo,-;y. pp. 95-96 ——
-
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pcr family in thia oaae, as there ware 4 an ~
2 •
wlw » » .6O among owners anfi
4*39 among tenants.
Table 40 indieatea the number of children tha migrant
had living at tha time ha left tha farm, of tha 500 migrants
thara were 88, being 17. 2 percent who had three children each.
Slghty-one others, or 16.2 percent, had two children each,
and sixty-nine migranta, or 13.8 percent had only one child.
Sixty-three farmers, or 18.6 percent of the total number had
four children, and sixty-one, or 12.2 percent had nana. Forty-
four farmers, representing 8.8 percent of the migrant, had five
children each, and thirty-four, or 6.8 percent had aix each.
Twenty-one migrants, or 4.2 percent, had aeven each, and
eighteen, or 3.6 percent, had eight each. Ten farmer., or
2 percent of the migrants, had feailiea of nine children
•ach, and five others or 1 .orcent had ten each. Above thi.
number there were two, or .4 percent who had eleven, one or
.2 percent who had twelve, and two, or .4 percent who had
thirteen, and 1. being .2 percent who had fifteen, it will
be noted that 71.4 percent of the migrants had leas than
five children living when they left the farm.
Fifty-seven owners, or 19 percent of their number, had
two children each. Forty-ulna migrants, or 16.3 percent had
three each, and forty-one, or 13.7 percent, had four each.
Thirty-eight farmer., or 12.7 percent, had one child each,
and thirty-three, or 11 percent had none. Twenty-aewen mi-
granta, repreaenting 9 percent of the total number of owners,
fi
« ia£Sl Qh±j£ iieifere (national Child Labor Committee), p. 542
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Table 40
The lumber of Children the Migrant Had tiring
at the Time he Left the Farm
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had five children each, and twenty-four, or 8 percent, had six each.
1 leren, or 3.7 percent had eight. Three, or 1 percent, had nine
children, two, or .7 percent had ten, one, being .3 percent had
eleven, another had twelve, two had thirteen, and one had fifteen.
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The owners now owning farms fa** rorty of their ^^t,
or 19 percent, who had two Qhlldren living when they left
the farm. Thirty-three, or 15.7 percent, had three, and
thirty-one, or 14.8 peroent, had four each. Twenty-six mi-
grants, or 12.4 percent, had only one child each, and twenty,
or 9.5 percent of the present-owners had no children at all/
at the time of moving, eighteen, or 8.6 percent in this
group had me children, and seventeen, or 8.1 percent had
six. Hine of these farmers, or 4.3 percent, had seven child-
m each, and there were another nine who had eight. Two
owner,, or
.9 percent of the total group, had nine children
each, and two others had ten each. One of these farmers, or
.5 percent, had twelve, one had thirteen, and one had fifteen.
The owners not now owning farms include seventeen fam-
ilies of two children each; this toeing 18.9 percent of the
total number of families in this class. Sixteen former-
owners, or 17.8 percent, had three children each, and thir-
teen, or 14.5 peroent had none. Twelve farmers, being 1, .3
percent, had one child each. Ten other farmers, or 11.1 per-
oent, had four children living when they moved. Mine, or 10
peroent, had five children, and seven, or 7.8 peroent, had
six. Two others, or 2.2 percent, had seven children. One
farmer, or 1.1 peroent of the total group, had eight child-
ren, one had nine, one had eleven, and one h- d thirteen.
The tenants as a whole included thirty-nine migrants
or 19.5 percent of their number, who had three children each—
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this is one more ohild per family than the large*t number of
owners had, Thirty-one tenants, or 15.5 percent, had one
child eaoh, and twenty-eight tenant., or U peroent, had
none. Twenty-four tenants, or IE percent of the whole num-
ber had two children eaoh, and twenty-two, representing 11
pereent, had four eaoh. Seventeen tenants, or 3.5 percent,
had five children eaoh, and tea others, being 5 peroent, had
six eaoh. Another ten had seven, and eight, or 4 pereent,
had eight children each. Seven tenants, or 3.5 percent, had
aine children, and three migrants, or 1.5 peroent had ten
eaoh, one other tenant, or
.5 percent, had eleven children.
Of the twenty tenants now owning farms the highest re-
lative number, 5, being 35 percent, had no children living
when they moved. Four, or 20 percent, had one each, and
four others had four each. Three tenant-owners, or 15 pereent,
had three each, and two, or 10 peroent, Had two children eaoh.
One tenant-owner, or 5 percent, had five children, and one
other had seven.
The tenants not now owning farms have as their largest
group thirty-six men, or 20 percent, who had three children
living when they left the farm. Twenty-seven tenants, or
15 percent, had one living ehild, and twenty-three, or 12.8
percent had none. TWanty-two, or 12.2 percent, of the ten-
ante had two children eaoh. Eighteen tenants, or 10 peroent,
had four children eaoh, and sixteen other tenants, or 6.9
*e»oent, had five eaoh. Ten others, being 5.5 percent had
six children each. Nine, or 5 peroent had seven, eight, re-
presenting 4.4 percent, had eight children, and seven ten-
ants, being 3.9 percent, had ten children each, and one fam-
ily, or .6 percent, had eleven ohildren living when they left
the farm.
It will be noted that in general there are more large
families among the owners than there are among the tenaate.
In West Virginia the National Child Labor Committee con-
ducted an investigation which showed thot 486 owners had 8241
ohildren, and that 75 tenants had 329 children. This makes an
average number of ohildren among owners of :j,30, and aaong ten-
3
ants 4.39. Contrary to the findings of the present study the
tenants of West Virginia had the larger fasllies.
The number of ohildren under twelve years of age which
the migrant had at hoLie when he left the farm is shown in
Table 41. Of the total group of migrants there were 286, or
57.2 percent who had no children in this class. Lighty-three,
or 16 «6 percent, had one under twelve years of age, and six-
ty-three, being 12.6 peroent had two each. Forty-one, repre-
senting 8,2 percent, each had three children less than twelve
years old; sixteen, or 3.2 percent of the migrants, had four
each. iJeven of these farmers, or 1.4 percent of the total
number had five children each in this age-group; two, or .4
peroent, had six; one, or .2 peroent, had seven, and one
other had eicht.
x4ur^*15hTld .»elfare. an inquiry by the national Child Labor
Sbirki'tljee', page 342"
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One hundred and eighty-one owner©, or 60.3 percent of the
number had no children lea© them twelve year© old at the tiste
£hoy loft tho f&m. ach of forty-nine otner©, or 16.3 aereont,
tea on©} thirty-four, or 11.4 percent, had twot, and twenty-two,
or 7.4 percent, had throe, ^ovou owners, or r.4 percent, had
iourj and fo r owners, or 1.3 percent, had five eaeh. one *al-
jratlr^ owner \ma a lac, ©nether ©even, ami another ei£;ht ehlld-
ran who were less than twlve yearr, old uaon they left the
—w03—
farm. The latter WiWIMai #„ ptatoat eacu.
The owners now owning farms indioate that 136 of their
number, or 64. B percent, had no ohildron who were less than
twelve years old when they moved from their farms. Thirty-
three, or 15.7 percent, had one eaoh, and twenty-one, or 10
percent, had tve each. Thirteen, or 6*1 percent, had three
eaoh, and three, or 1.5 percent, had four eaoh. One had
five, another six, another seven and another eight small
children when they moved. The four latter groups represent
between 14 percent and ,b peroent eaoh.
The number of owner© not now owning farms report one-
half >f their number, or 45, who had no children who were
less than twelve years old when they moved, sixteen others,
or 17,6 peroent, had one each, and thirteen, or 14.4 per-
cent, had two at the time >f moving, ~.aoh of nine other
former owners, a total ol" 10 peroent of the group, had
three; and eaoh of four, or 4,5 percent, had four children
in this age-group, ihe remaining three, or 3.3 peroont
eaoh had five children in this group, iione had more than
five small children when they moved.
The tenants now onlng farms include eleven families,
or 55 oercent of their total number, who moved when they hac.
no children of less than twelve years of age, live, or 25
percent, had one ohixd eaoh less than 12, and two, or 10
percent, had two such children. One family, or 5 percent, had
three children and one other had four children who were leee
than twelve years old when they moved, No tenant-owners had
more than four children in this age group at the time of mov-
ing.
Hinety-four of the tenants not now owning fame, or 5S.
2
percent, report that they had no children who were lees than
twelve years of age when they moved from the farm. Twenty-
nine, or 16,1 percent, had one small child each, and twenty-
seven, or 15 percent, had two each, Eighteen tenants, or 10
percent, had three small children when they moved. Eight,
or 4.4 percent, had four each, and three, or 1,7 percent, had
five, one, or
.6 percent, h&d six oniidren in the less-than-
twelve age group at the time of moving.
A study of the number of children of owners and tenants
living at home who were less than 15 years of age indicated
that 928 children of owners were in this age-group, and 222
4
children of tenants were. In the
,
present study there were
252 children of owners living at home who were less than 12.
years of age, and 206 children of tenants in the same class-
ification.
"The U, 84 Census for 1920 shows that children under 10
years of age comprise 19 percent of the urban population and
5
25.7 percent of the farm population." The oonolueion is that
labor oorraaittee, pY 342
5, Oarapbell, ilaoy, Huro^. Life at the Jro^sroads
. p. 453
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there is an excess number or children in the rural population.
However, in the present study it is shown that 57.2 percent
of the 500 migrants have no ohildren at all who were leas
than IS years of age,
A similar report to that Just discussed was made on the
number of ohildren between the ageo of twelve and eighteen
which the migrant had living at home when he left the farm
(Table 42), It was found that 505, or 61 percent, of the
migrants had no ohildren in this group at the time of moving.
Hinety-seven, or 19,4 percent, had one each* sixty-three, or
12.6 percent, had two each, and twenty-seven, or 5.4 percent,
had three each, ieven others, or 1.4 percent, had four, and
one, or .2 percent, had five in this age group.
One hundred find seventy-six owners of farms, or 68,7
percent, had no ohildren living at ho.^ie who were between 12
and 18 when they moved, Llxty-two others, or 20.7 percent,
had one each, and forty-one, or 13.6 percent, had two each,
sixteen owners, or 5,4 percent, had three children eaoh of
this ago, and four, or 1,3 percent, had four ohildren eaoh.
Only one owner, or .3 percent of the total number, had five
ohildren in this age group living at ho<ue when he left the
farm.
The owners now owning farms are represented by 118 mi-
grants, or 56,2 percent of their number, who had no ohildren
between the ages of 12 and 18 at home when they left the farm.
I?orty-siX or 21.9 percent, had one each in this age group, and
•206-
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Mtf*ty p or 14.3 percent, had two each, eleven, or 5 # :. percent,
tad three; four, or 1,9 percent, had four; and one, or ,5 percent,
uad five ohildrea of tale age.
The orajers not no* owning fcuraa total 00, of this number
I i t, jr 64.4 eroent, bad M o:,i-.u:vn tl U«Afl |lifl of
MP at aooe nhea they left the faruu 5ixteon, or
X7«a pereont, ted one each, and eleven, or 12,2 percent,
'' • t-..
:j eaeh la thla age croup at . .e ti « >f leaving t,.o fara,
ilve, being 5,6 percent of tlie total, uad three ohildrea of
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such ages, but no one had aoi ^ than three children between
IS and 18 years of age when he moved.
Tills table further shows that tho percentages among the
tenant group are very similar to those just discussed. Of
the 200 tenants, there are 129, represonting 64.5 percent,
who had no children between the ages of 12-18 at ho a when
they moved. Thirty-five, or 17.5 percent, hr.xi one ehild
each in this age group, and twenty-two, or 11 percent, had
two each. Three others, representing 1.5 percent, had four
ouch children at the time of craving.
The tenant3 who now own forms indicate thet nine of
their nrtnber, being 45 percent, had no children from 12 to
IS years old at ham when they saoved from the form, rive
tenant-owners, or 25 percent, had three children eaeh of
this age, and three others, or 15 percent, had one child
each of tJ-is n-^e. Two tenant-owners, being 10 percent,
each had two children who were this old. One farmer, or
5 percent of this group had four children between the ages
of 12 and 18 when ha moved.
The tenants not now owning farms include 120 families,
or 66.7 percent, who had no children of 12-18 years at the
tisae of aovin Thirty-two others, or 17.8 percent, had
one; and twenty, or U.l percent, had two each, six tenants,
or 3.3 percent, had three children each in this Rge-group,
and two other families, or 1.1 percent, had four children
eaeh between 12 and 18.
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The averag© number of children in this second age-group
of 12*18 years is ,66, considered on the basis of migrants-
as-a.whole. M *est Virglnla the average. in the age-group
16-21 was
.56,
From Table 45 is is found that 258 migrants, or 51.6
peroent of the total number had no children between the ages
of 19 and 25 at no* when they left the farm. *ifty-seven
others, or 11.4 percent, had two each, and fifty-four, or
10.8 peroent, had one child of this age. forty-three, being
8.6 percent of the number, had three children each, and twen-
ty-six, or 5.2 percent, had four children of these ages. iwen-
ty-four migrants, or 4.8 oeroent, had five children in this
age group and seventeen, or 3.4 peroent, had six each. lUne
farmers, or 1.8 peroent, had seven, and seven other farmers,
or 1.4 peroent, had eight eaoh. it was found also that five
migrants, or 1 percent of the total number, had nine or more
children in this age group at home when they moved.
The owners of farms reported 143 men, who **ere 47,7 per-
cent of their total number, who had no children in this age
group at home when they moved from the farm. Thirty-seven
others, or 12.3 peroent, had two such ohildren, and thirty-
five, or 11.7 percent, had one each. Twenty-seven others,
or 9 percent, had three each; and eighteen, or 6 percent, had
four eaoh. seventeen owners, representing 5.6 percent, had
five ohildren eaoh in this age group; and eleven others, or
3.7 peroent, had sir. Five owners, or 1.7 peroent, had
4. mm dhlld welfare. r>. gg ~ 1
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Tafcle 43
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seTen; and four, or 1.3 percent* had eight. Three owner-migrants,
or 1 percent of the total number had nine or more children in this
age group when they moved from the fara.
The owners now owning farus include two groups of twenty-
four each, or 11.4 percent, who had one and two children
each, respectively, in this age group. Three children of
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19-25 years were la the families of twenty other precent
owners, the latter being 9 #5 percent of the total number of
present-owners, Four and five children, respectively, in
this age group oompoeed the families of two groups of four-
teen migrants, or 6.7 percent. Nine other migrants, of 4.3
percent, had six children in this age group. Three families,
or 1.4 percent, had seven children each, and three others had
eight. Two migrants, or 1 percent of this group, had nine or
iiore ohildren between the ages of 19 and 25. The balance of
the migrants in this group, 97, being 46.2 pereent of the to-
tal, had no children of these ages when they moved.
There were forty-aix forxaar owners, or 51.1 percent of
the group, who had no children between 19 and 25 at home when
they left the farm.. Thirteen, however, being 14.5 percent
of the group had two} and eleven, or 1£.2 percent, had one
of this age. -even migrants, or 7.8 percent, had three ohild-
ren of this age, and four or 4.5 percent, had four each.
Three former ownero, representing 5.13 percent of their number,
had five children each, who were in tail age group. Two own-
ers, or 2.2 percent, had six each, and an eenal number had
*
seven each. One taan, or 1.1 percent, had eight and one other
had nine or more ohildren in this age group.
One hundred and fifteen, or 57*5 percent of the tenants
had no ohildren between 19 and 85 when they left the farm.
The largest croup of tenants having children of this age was
20, or 10 percent, who had two each. Nineteen migrant tenants,
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or 19.9 percent, each had one unild in this group; and six-
teen, or 8 percent, liad three each, ^lght tenants, or 4
peroent, had four each; and seven, being 3.5 percent, had
vfive oaoh, oix tenant farmers, or 3 peroent, eaqh had six
children of this age; and four, or 2 percent, had seven
each. Three others, or 1.5 peroent, had eight; and two,
or 1 peroent, had nine or more children in thi3 age group
when they moved from the farm.
The tenants now owning farms include eight migrants,
or 40 peroent of their number, who had no ohildren at homo
who were in this age group when they moved; and five, or
25 percent, who had one each. Four of the number, or 20
peroent, had three each; and two, or 10 peroent, had two
each. The remaining tenant-owner in this group, being 5
peroent, had four ohildren of this age group. It will be
noted that tenants who succeeded in purchasing ferms in
no case had more than four ohildren between the ages of 19
and 25 living at home when they moved from the farm, al-
though 13. | peroent of the owners had more than this number
of ohildren at the time of moving.
The tenants not now owning farms are represented by
107, or 59.4 percent, the highest percentage of any group
of migrants, who had no ohildren of the 19-25 age group at
the time of moving. Eighteen tenants not now owning f©rms , or
10 percent, iiad tvjo auoh ohildren each; and fourteen, or
7.8 peroent, had one each, Tweive families, or 6.7 peroent,
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had three children eaoh of thie age group, and seven families,
or 5,9 percent, Hi four eaoh; another seven had five each.
Next in order were six families, or 5.3 percent of the group,
eaoh of which nad six children of 19-25 yearc of age. Four
familles, or £.2 percent, had seven children each; three, or
1.7 percent, had eight; and two, or 1.1 percent, ad nine or
more who were in this age group when they left the farm.
The average nuraber of children of 19-25 years of age for
the nigrants-as-a-whole is 1.5? in this study. In ?.est Vir-
ginia for the "over 21" group it xma an average of .29.
The aegree of education of migrants* children, up to the
time the migrants left the farm, is discussed on the basis of
Table 44. The entire number of children of these 500 migrants
was 1677. Children of farm owners constituted 1010 of these,
.even hundred and thirty-four are children of owners now own-
ing farms; and the balance of 276 are children of owners not now
owning farms, Visa children of tenants total 667, of which 45
are children of the 20 owners. The balance of 622 arc child-
ren of tenants not now owning farms. On the whole, then, it
is possible to consider the educational rating of a fairly
large and representative group of children.
Of the total number of children, there were 480, or
28.6 percent, who had reached the eighth grade in school be-
fore their parents moved. The next largest
:;
roup, 275, or
18.4 percent, had reached the twelfth grade $ another 228,
7. Hurai Child"Welfare, n. %$2~. '
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s refer to ohlldrc . migrant nd at tlie of leaving fur*.
or 13«6 percent, had not progressed beyond the fourth grade.
It should be borne In Blind, as shorn in labi© 41, that 4£,8
percent of the 500 migrants had children of less than twelve
years of age, and, incidentally, 458 children are In this
group, Therefore, It must not be assumed that the farmer
had denied his children the right of school attendance-
—
as probably in many oases the right iiad been denied him,
ae shown in Table 34. Instead, many of these children were
not yet old enough to be beyond the fourth grade in school
when their parents moved, and others were not in school at
all. One hundred and ninety-one children, or 11,4 percent*
Had gone beyond the twelfth grade, and 124, or 7.4 percent,
had reached the tenth. On© hundred fourteen, or 6.8 percent,
had attained the ninth grade, and 77, or 4.6 percent, had
reached the seventh grade. Almost as many, 74, ware in the
sixth grade, being 4.4 percent; and sixty-fcur, or 3.8 per-
cent, were in the eleventh, /Ifty, of Z percent, 7,ere as
far along as the fifth grade.
Children of owners totaled 1010; the largest number of
these, or 300, being 29.7 percent, had go.ie as far as the
eighth grade at the time cf moving. One hundred sixty-two,
or 16 peroent, .had reached the twelfth grade, and 131, or
13 percent, had gone beyond this. Mext in ranlc were 108,
or 10.7 percent, who were in the fourth grade or less,
Seventy-seven others, or 7.6 peroent, had progressed to the
tenth grade; end sixty-seven, or 6.6 peroent, had gone to
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the ninth* i'ifty-eight, or 5.7 peroent, were as high as
the seventh grade, end forty-seven, or 4.7 percent, were in
the sixth. Thirty-seven, or 3.7 peroent, were up to the
eleventh, and twenty-three, being 2,3 percent, were up to
the fifth grade.
The children of owners now owning farms include 734
of the entire number of children. Two hundred forty-three
of these, being 33.1 percent, had reached the eighth grade,
and 110, or 15 percent, aad reached the twelfth before mov-
ing. & group of 104, or 14.2 peroent, had passed the twelfth,
^ixty, being 6.2 percent, were in the fourth or lower grades
—
this is the lowest percentage of any group of migrants 1 child-
ren who were in this grade-rank, i'ifty-two others, or 7*1
percent, had gone as high as the tenth grade, and forty-nine,
or 6.7 percent, were just one grade lower. Forty-six, or
6.2 peroent, were in the seventh grade; and 35, or 4.6 per-
cent, were in the sixth. Twenty-eight others, or 3.8 per-
cent, were in the eleventh, and 7, or .9 percent, had pro-
gressed to the fifth grade.
The 296 children at' wners not now owning farms had as
their largest group, fifty-seven, or £0.7 percent, who had
reached the eighth grade, i'ifty-two had reaohed the twelfth;
forty eight had not passed the fourth; twenty-seven were a-
bove the twelfth; end twanty-five had reaohed the tenth.
These represented percentages of 18.3 peroent, 17.4 percent,
9.8 peroent, and 9.1 percent, respectively. Eighteen had
-21 6-.
progressed to the ninth; sixteen to the fifth; twelve to the
oixth; and twelve to the seventh, representing percentages of
6,5 percent, 5.0 percent, 4.3 percent, and 4.3 percent, re-
spectively. The remaining nine, or 3.3 percent, had gone as
far as the eleventh grade before they moved.
The children of tenants total 667, and the largest number
of these, or 180, an even £7 percent, nad reached the eighth
grade in school before their parents moved, One hundred twen-
ty others, or 18 percent, had not ,aesed the fourth grade.
Other groups of 113, 60, 47, and 47, being respectively per-
centages of 16.9 percent, 8 percent, 7 percent, and 7 peroent,
were in the twelfth, over the twelfth, ninth and tenth grades,
respectively. Three groups of 27 each, or 4.1 peroent, were
as far along as the fifth grade, sixth grade, and eleventh
grade, respectively. The last nineteen, or 2.6 peroent, were
in tiie seventh grade.
The forty-five children of tenants now owning farms in-
clude sixteen, or 33.6 percent who had attained the twelfth
grade, and seven, or 15.6 percent who had reached the eighth.
Three sets of five each, being U.l percent in eaoh oaae, had
reaohed the fourth or less, the fifth, the ninth, and over the
twelfth grades. Two, or 4,4 peroent, had gone to the seventh
grade
.
There are 628 children of teaaatsnot now owning farms.
One hundred seventy-five of these, or 28.1 peroent, had
reaohed the eighth grade before their parents moved. One
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hundred thirteen others, or 18,8 percent, had not gone Beyond
the fourth grade. Ninety-seven had reached the twelfth grade,
5*> had gone beyond this, forty-seven had reached the tenth,
and forty-two had gone to the ninth grade, being respectively,
percentages of 15.6 percent, 8.9 percent, 7.6 percent, and 6.8
percent. Two groups of 27 each, or 4.3 percent, had reached
the sixth and the eleventh grades; twenty-two, or 3.5 percent,
were in the fifth; and seventeen, or 2.7 percent, had gone to
the seventh grade before their parents moved.
It will be recalled that slightly higher percentages a-
mong children of owners had reached the twelfth and beyond
the twelfth grades, in comparison with the children of tenants.
la regard to the education of farmers * ohildren one au-
thority found that "the schooling of the ohildren of these
farmers had gone further than that f the farmer, for three-
quarters of the ohildren had either finished the eighth grade
9
or had been in high school." In tho present study it was
found that 74.4 percent had either finished the eighth grade
or had been in high school. Illiteracy, it has been noted,
is somewhat higher in the country than in town, for the United
States as a whole. The rural population ten years of age and
over was 7.7 percent illiterate in 1980; 10 to 15 years of
age was 3.8 percent; 16 to 20 years of age wau 5.2 percent;
and 21 and over was 9,1 peroent. In urban population groups
9, Galpln, 0, J,, "Analysis of ropulation Movements to and
From i>arms, w tooted In Hayes, Hural oooiology
. pp, 97
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the rating « 9 far persons of 10 years and over 4.4 percent;
for 10 to IS years,
.5 peroent; for 16 to SO years, 1.3 per-
10
cent; and for 21 -ears and over 5.5 percent.
In connection with these conclusions it ie especially
pertinent to notice the reasons for abseuee gMM school,
which were given by the parents to explain their ohlidrens*
nan attendance. Thirty-eight owners children were kpet
horn to work, and eighteen tenants' children were for the
a«ne reason, iUokueeo prevented the attendance of twenty,
five owners* children, and five tenants' ohildren. Indiff-
erence on the part of owners » children kept 22 away from
school, M it did also for 2 texionts* ohUdr^n. ihers toeing
no school kept five owners' ohildren away, and the distance
and weather wero rivon as reasons for the rbaeno© of six
11
other;,. Qm waer«» ohUd wa:, taught at home*
Oomueuting on this subject another writer aaid, "It is
true that ft considerable number >f farm youths are now attend-
ing high school. The majority of these, however, do not take
their trained ainds back to the fana to jjlve
-tore Intelligent
12
direction to the affair^ of agriculture."
The nuuber of migrants* children and their places of
residence at
-he tirje the farmers left the farm is shown by
Table 45. The total number of ehlldren ia 1077, and of these
660, or 5^.5 percent lived with their parents; tie remaining
797 lived eisewiere.
iU. .{euter,~*ra\&~;rrr7omEMTon
12. S^oirrWy. Iharal Lire
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Table 45
13
Tfsfi :;u»wor ^ x..rtora« Uaildrea Jtill divine „ith
the i'ainlly, and the dumber Uvine laewhere
£ « I »
o 5 o
So v*c u * * 3 3 ~ Z
I H * i « * H * . * . * %4 C
Or-| St) 4J 3 4* 3 C *J § ft *» § 4» 2 C * So,
gs J; § a | a* s f* i a | si ; |i
Ea&I m BB WuSl ^ c»? fll 45 100 521: 1^
^ita
th«
aiiy 080 52.5 480 4B.1 343 40,7 150 57.1 471 70.3 23 51.9 444 71.4
^ere 767 47.5 524 51,9 M 53.3 110 4£.9 126 2i».4 22 40.1 178 2G.6
The 1010 ohildren of owners oom >osed two groups of 406, end
524, the former being 40.1 neroeat, the nitnber living with the
fftaily. Thus tt slight majority of owners • children were not
living wit * thoir rmronto
.
13. These figures refer to ohlidren migrant .ad at time of leaving
the HaMi
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The 734 children of owners now o wains farms show a
atill larger percentage living away from home. There were
only 343, or 46.7 percent who lived ot home, and the remain-
ing 391, or 53.3 percent lived elsewhere,
Omars not now owning farms had 270 ohildren when they
moved from the farm. A majority of these lived with their
parents, as there were 158, or 57.1 percent in this group.
The remaining 118, or 42.9 percent, lived away from home.
The entire group of tenant-farmers had 607 ohildren.
It will be noted that 471, or 70.6 percent of these lived at
home—practically 22 percent more than the percentage of
owners* children who did this, one hundred ninety-six
children of tenants, representing the bj-l^uoe of 29.4 per-
cent living elsewhere offered n proportionate contrast to
the number of owners 1 children living elsewhere.
The ohildren of tenants now owning fanas were more even-
ly divided. Tweaty-tiiree, or 51.9 percent of the total of 45,
lived at home, and the other twenty-two, or 48.1 peroent
lived elsewhere.
Tenants not now owning farms had a total of 622 children,
of whom 444, or 71.4 peroent lived at home. The remaining
178, or 28.6 peroent lived away from home. This group offers
an even higher contrast than the last, and with the group of
children of owners. It would seem that the ohildren of ten-
ants were more dependent upon their parents than are the ohild-
ren of owners.
flesearoh In West Virginia on this subject disclosed
that the average number of owners' ohildren at home was £.87,
14
and the average number living olseqhere was 1.73, The pres-
ent study discloses an average of 1.62 owners' children at
home and 1.74 away from home. Among tenants in West Vir-
ginia the average number of tenants' ohildren living at
home was 3,71, and those living away from horae averaged ,68
14
per tenant, Compared with this are the averages of the
present study, revealing £.35 at home and ,98 aw-.y from home.
In Nebraska it was found that 331 ohildren were living
away from the 1Q&4 homa whioh were studied* and of these
169 were sons and 162 were daughter sj 226 were children of
15
owners, 48 of part owners, and 65 of tenants.
Reasons assi^ed by these young people for leaving the
farm and their parents' hozses include, a desire for a larger
opportunity, belief that farming does not pay, belief that
land is too high to permit their owning a farm, no promotion,
lack of efficient economic life on farm, belief that farmers
as a class are uneducated and uncooperative, and the fact
that financial returns were too uncertain. Further, they be-
lieved that there was little opportunity for social life and
recreation, nor was there ample opportunity to get an education,
hours of labor were long and pay was poor, farm homes lack
14. Rural QliiTd7 ^elt&TeTl\'''U&
15. flanking, J,' oV, The Nebraska Farm Family; i>ome Land Tenure
Phases", p. 19, Neb, Ag. BJEp« station Bulletin . 1923
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mny MtMM oonvonienoes (WM in elty hones, mmn on the
forn wore tied down by work, there was little op jortunity
for plefiDurable ooutaota in writ or ploy, «nd farm life waa
found to be lonely and aonotonous
. fig writer who dleolosed
those raaeone aayo, " ;3aok of ell those utateuonte there lies
the ee^ie fundamental weakness, the laok of buying power of
the farm, gapablo young Aaerlaans tend to novo in the dir-
ection of the beet ©eonoaic opportunities, and they will con-
tinue to do this as long aa they arc intelligent and oanablo
16
and Araeriean* The boot go firut,"
doneideration of the present oe(pupations of migrants*
children villi reveal t *oir interest or laok of Interest in
faraiug, »s well as other pursuits* 'i'ho date; uoed «» baaed
on the number >t children the rj&grant had at the tine he
loft the fam and ia shown lu fable 40.
wf the total group of for sere* children tiiere were
698, or 41»o percent, who were students at the tiae of mov-
ing. Four hundred olx others, or 84.,' <eroeut, were f'-mers
or farmers* wives, one hundred forty-four were too young
for any occupation; this being 8 #© r>©roent of the total,
one hundred tweaty-four were laborers j this representing
7,4 >eroeat of the entire group* fifty-ssvon were teachers,
forty-seven wore clerics, forty were salesmen, seventeen were
rofeaaionnl people, and four were cngint.eruj these represent-
ing percentage i, of ..-,4 poroont, C.a perocat, £«4 pereunt, 1
ToT^aT^bbll. :ae':. ,>^FXTTlfe at^tTiTXT^sroaugT' r>» 40
-
.
o-
iaalo 40
-ij&t the dhlldroa of tiic grants art; .low Jolag
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percent, and .2 i»roent, respectively. The remaining 140,
or 8.4 percent, were In all other occupations not repre-
sented by sufficient numbers to be tabulated separately.
The children of owners were represented by 411, or
40.7 peroo.it of tneir number, who were students. Two hun-
dred fifty-eight, or 25. b percent were farmers or wives of
farmers, seventy-seven, or 7.6 peroeat were laborers, and
forty-seven, or 4.7 percent, were clerks. Thirty-sev^n, or
5.7 percent, were teachers, and thirteen, being 1.3 percent,
were salesmen. Ten, representing ,9 percent, were in the
professions j and 4, or .4 percent were engineers. ; ighty-
slx others, or 8.0 percent, were In all other occupations,
and sixty-seven, or 6.6 percent, were too young for any
occupation. On the whole this group corresponds pretty well
with the ratings of the total group of migrants' children.
students also ranked highest in numbers among the child-
ren of owners now owning farms, as there were 277, or 37.7
peroont of the entire group in this class. Two hundred
twenty others > or 30 ,>eroent, reported being faraers or
wives of farmers. Fifty-six, or 7.0 percent, were laborers,
and thirty-four or 4.6 percent were clerks. Twenty-eight,
or &*§ percent, were teachers. Two groups of seven each, or
a total of 1.9 percent per group, were salesmen, and profess-
ional persons, respectively. Four, representing .5 percent,
were engineers. sixty-two, being 8*5 percent were in iho
other occupations, but thirty-nine, or 5,3 peroent were too
young to be in any profession.
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The children of owners not now owning farms show the
largest percentage of any group who are students, as there
are 134 of their number, or 48, 5 percent in this olaas. A-
nother notable difference in this group and others is the
thirty-eight, representing 13,6 peroent, who are now farmers
or farmers* wives, it would seem that tae urge which caused
the parents to relinquish ownership of farms was reflooted in
a similar urge in their children to avoid farming. In no
other group of migrants 1 children is this so noticeable. Twen-
ty-one other children, or 7,6 percent, were laborers, and thir-
teen, or 4,7 percent, were clerks, Mtm were teachers, six
v;ere salesmen, and three were professional persons, represent-
ing percentages of ;>«3 percent, 2,2 percent, and 1,1 percent,
respectively. Twenty-four additional children were scattered
throughout all other occupations; they beisig 8,7 percent of
the total, im& twenty-eight, or 10,1 percent were too young
to engage in any occupation.
The tenants' children include 287 students, a fairly
high peroentage or 45 percent. One hundred forty-eight, or
22,2 percent, were farmers or wives of farmers, and forty-
seven were laborers; this latter group being i percent.
Twenty-seven were salesmen, twenty were teachers, and seven
were professional persons, being respectively, 4,1 percent,
3 percent, and 1,1 percent of their entire group. All other
occupations claimed 54, or 8,1 percent, and seventy-seven,
or 11,5 percent were too young for work.
m* 6-
The children of tenants uow owning farms are represented
by 21 students—46. 6 percent of their total number. Light,
or 17.8 percent, "-ere farmers or wives of farzrers. Three
groups of two eaoJi were laborers, salesmen, and teachers,
each group representing 4.4 percent
. Two rnore were engaged
in the unclassified occupations, and eight, or 17.8 percent,
were too young for any occupation.
The tenants not now owning farms report 266 of their
children, or 42.0 percent, as being students at t !ie tine
they left the farm. One hundred forty, or 22,5 percent, were
farmers or farmers' wives; forty-five or 7*2 percent were
iaborera; and 25, or 4 percent were salesmen. - ighteen, or
2.9 percent were teaohersj and Boven, or 1.1 percent were
professional oersonc. Fifty-two, or 6.4 percent, chose the
other occupations not listed; and sixty-nine, or 11,1 per-
cent, were too young for any occupation.
A study of the occupations of ohlldren who have left
18
the homes of 486 owners and 75 tenants indicates results
somewhat similar to those found la the present study. In
ViCst Virginia 29 percent of owners children and 9 percent
of tenants children took up farm work away from home; in
the nresunt study 25.5 percent of the former and 22 percent
of the latter did so. In west Virginia unskilled work called
14 percent of the children of owners and 22 percent of the
children of tenants—there were also 14 percent of tin former
a:id 25 peroent of the latter who were in local industrial work;
18. Hural Child welfare
. pTfW
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the present study indicate^ 7.6 percent of owners children
and 7 peroent of the tenants children who are laborers, in
aest Virginia olerioal and sales work required 7 percent
of the owners children who were engaged aiey from home, and
2 percent of tn© tenants* ohildren; in the oraaaut study
salesmen and clerks totaled e percent of .wners children and
4.1 ;>eroent among tenants children. Dissimilarity of class-
ification makes further comparison doubtful, but it is poss-
ible to give the ..est Virginia classification. Professions
with educational requirements called 9 percent of the child-
ren of owners, and 4 percent of the children of tenants; oro-
fossions with apprenticeship requirements took 11 percent of
the former and 2 percent of the latter.
-ami-skilled work
called a percent of tue former and 10 percent of the latter;
miscellaneous and unknown occupations called I percent of
owners children and 2Q percent of tenants children, in all
there were 044 children of owners and 51 children of tenants
who war© considered.
The study in Nebraska previously quoted found 130 of
t.ie Mft children who were farmers. Five others were teach-
ers; three were clerical workers; thirty-one were unspeci-
fied or miscellaneous. The d eughters inoluded 131 house-
19
keepers, 23 teachers , 8 clerks, and 5 miscellaneous.
19, Han-in, J. u, "The Uebraaka Farm Family..." in Neb, _:,g,
E«P« :.ta. Bulletin, Vol. 18u, >, 19
In northeastern i linne txrcu it ;,a„. round that of un-
married famers* sons over 18, 46 peroeat v/ere nwey from
home; 36 .peroeat of the total were non-farmers in towns or
cities, I fie so included 4 bank clerks, 2 ohauffeurc
, 4 saloon
porters, 3 carpenters, 4 olerke, 3 cement layers, 1 steam
engineer* 2 railroad employees, 1 storekeeper, 1 miner, 1
sailor, and 2 teamsters. There were also 40 peroeat of the
unuarried farmer girls over 18 who were away froia home* I'or-
ty-three were occupied in towns or cities, being engaged in
various lines, twenty-nine *g$* housemaids, 4 were dress
-
.-.inkers, 2 v/ere clerks, 3 were wa i -resse.;, a were stenographers,
1 was a hairdresser, 1 .vac a music teacher, 1 wae a lauudry
20
worker.
Another study in the same state revealed daughters of
farmers working as housemaids, stenographers, nurses, tele-
phone operators, waitresses and factory hands. Boys were
merchants, sawmill hands, stenographers or accountants, bank
clerks, carpenters, electricians, railroad workers, butchers,
and various other workers*
One writer cone .udes tliat children of the successful
families stay on the farms more often than those from the
others, and that children from successful families who do
ms
migrate are more often successful,
20, Wsrber, G. "oocial and Economic -urvey of
1
a Community
in ilortaeastern Minnesota," in Current roblems Vol. 5,
P, 108
21, uold, L.D.u. "Jociol and economic survey of a Community
in the Ked hiver Valley," in Current Problems . Vol, 4,
p, 28
22, Zimmerman, C, "The Migration to Towns and Cities, II, w
ia ikraor3
-
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TIB OTATUS OF FAR"! FAMILIES AFTKR I-SICBUTIOH
Uurlng the five years previous to migration these 500
farm owners and opera bora were affiliated with one or more
of five types of organisations* iheae are tabulated: far-
;aer (referring to the Missouri Farmers* Association or the
Farm Bureau), religious, fraternal, social, and cooperative
{referring to agricultural cooperative societies for either
production, marketing, or purchase,} It should be borne in
:iind that the affiliations of the head of the house only are
considered.
The data contained in Table 47 indicate tliat the largest
majority, 401, or 80.2 percent were affiliated with religious
organizations, booial organizations ranked next, with 834
members, or 46.0 percent of the group. One hundred two, or
SO,4 percent, were members of fraternal bodies, and forty-
five, or 9 percent, were members of agricultural cooperative
societies. Farmers * organizations claimed the lowest member-
ship, as there were only forty-three, or 0.6 percent who re-
ported such affiliations. It would seem, then, that these
migrants took their religious and social life seriously.
Of the 200 owners there were 286, or WJ*3 percent, who
were raembers of religious bodies, and 226, or 75,3 percent
wore members of social groups. Ninety-seven owners, or 32,3
percont, were lodge members. Forty-one, or IS ,7 percent,
§~83G-
Tab^rf 47
Orguiiaation AmUnUou of the
Migrant8 ><hiie living on the ifarra3*
(Head of ti*> house only)
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Thin tabic reads:* Forty I'nreo or 6.6 »*roent -f tot*l of oOO
.-wnera and tenants aans affiliated with at loaot one farraer organi-
sation, ota.
1. Tale table is the only one In Chapter IX nftioh doae not deal with
the algraat after inlgratlon. ^e the subject .»v«tter la bo eloeoly
related So that In liable 4G, it r«nrs best to "resent the two
tcjefc^r her© for the scice of comparison.
2. For tho sa?;o of clarity and for the ;>ur<oeo of jreoei, tat ion in
tables 47 and 48, the type* of or^anirations used herein my be
defined ue ioliowa:-
Wmame organisation, h.iio apples to either the Missouri
rari». rs» association or the l;'am -Jurr*tu.
>ty tafilg t!i©
jeo, £..ad co»4 .only
holi^ioua organisation. An organise* eo
pVtt&>«iou of a religion it- pri:^*; t:
called by a denorain;<tlonal naue.
Fraternal organisation. *n organisation having a secret
ritual, aafi in vhioh V» antual aid of atnftera ia e .maAdored
to be one of th >rlfctary mir ones
.
-oelel organisation. AM orc-alzed /jraup wliooe primary funa-
tion ie that >f affording fnillit as lt»r latarsoeiel atintOa*
tion.
0oopex*aUvo re niaoUon. h ^ooiiemtiYe society aaoog famara
vicmdoatod for tiie pur ;oao f riroduotion, ^jorkatine, or or
purchase.
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took part in cooperative societies, and thirty-eight, or 12.7
percent, were numbered among farmer associations* The owners,
as a group, affiliate with organizations more readily than do
other croups, -and their de. ree of membership is notioeably
higher than that of the entire croup of migrants.
The owners now owning faras are represented in religious
bodies by 199, or 94.8 percent, of thsir group, Social bod-
ies olai.a 145, or 6u oeroent of them* and sixty-five, or SI
percent, are in fraternal organizations. There were 30, or
14.
;
;
' percent, who were in farmer or' animation. , and 27, or
12.9 percent, in cooperative societies.
Eighty-seven, or 96*7 percent, of the owners not now
owning far is claimed religious affiliations—this being the
highest percentage of any group to make such claim. I ighty-
one of theeo former owners , or 90 percent, were members of
social croup."-, and thirty-two, or ob percent, were affiliated
with fraternal bodies. I ourteen* or 14.4 percent, were in
cooperative aooieties; and eight, or 0*9 percent, were in
farmer groups. On the whole this group compares favorably
with the group of isresent-ownere of farms.
Organization membership mong tenant farmers is parti ou-
larly lacking, for example, only 115, or G7.0 percent, were
in religious organisations—tho orgaalatfttiNi which rate
highest in membership among migrants, in even more striking
lack of affiliation is noted in sooi'I bodies, where there
were only eight, or 4 percent members ; in fraternal bodies,
-23 a-
where there were five, or 2,5 ptu'oeutj in far:«r associations
where there were only 5, or 2.5 peroent; aad in cooperative
societies where there were only 4, or 2 peroent. ienant farm-
ers as a croup do not seem to be very much interested in any
of these organizations.
The tenants who now own fame, as in previous oases,
show a better inclination to participate in community affairs,
Sixteen of them, or 80 percent, were members of religious bod-
ies; and eight, or 40 percent, were in social groups, iour,
or 20 percent, were in fraternal bodies, and a similar number
were in farmer and cooperative sooieties.
The tenants who do not now own farras are sadly laoking
in community or social spirit. True, there were 99, or 55
percent, who were in religious -roups, but only 1, or ,6 per-
cent, participated in farmer associations; and one other was
in a fraternal organisation, uone of thoue tenants took
•art in sooial or cooperative activities—the only group
>f migrant;, who showed this lack of participation.
It is reliably stated that "farmers are temperamentally
an independent, individualistic class, and therefore diffi-
cult to or,"oni:ie. In view of these facts it is not hard to
3
understand why the progress In organization has been slow,"
one write / in discussing the needs of the rural church
states that its sad plight is due to the migration to the
4
olty of the best elements. The high percentage of members
3. Clndwuist and Carver, /'riiioi pie.: of^ural ^oolbloKy . P. 221
4, iiesmith, G. T* "The iToblom of the aural Community" in
.li.ierlCKU. Journal of JooIoIj y » Vol, 8, 1902, pp, 812-37
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found in the pros nt study to have migrated tends to support
this statement.
Although believing that the average of intelligence ia
equally as hi^h in the country as in the city, one author
says, "Jut the country has a dearth of trained leadership
and 'iore highly educated .ien and woiaen; also, it lias not
sufficiently developed organizations with their periodical
croup disousaioas which have been so serviceable in creating
the mass mind and the oapable leadership ia organized labor.
In »est Virginia it was found that the most popular
kinds of aoetings among owners wero, in order, pubiio meet-
ings, picnic^, olubs, fraternal ordora, parties, athletic
events, and dances, although there were only about J35 per-
cent who attended. Among tenants the most popular gather-
ings tiere picnics, pubiio meetings, fraternal orders, elu
athletic events, parties, and dances. Maximum attendance a-
6
mong them was not over 33 percent. Unfortunately church
attendance, farmers* association membership and labor group
membership way not tabulated by the study Juct referred to,
so comparison in these activities is orevented.
After moving to torn the organization affiliations of
the migrants (the head of the house only) undergo a marked
change. Table 40 shows that membership in rtli^ua bodies,
for the entire group, sharply deoliiies, fraternal membership
o. 'Gillette. J. gn 'liurai Sociology, pp. 4BT49
-
6. ural Child ..elfare , p. 348
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Dido table reads: - ax*c J^unured -irty ~i£bt or 33.0 percent of the
toto1 of 500 owners and tenant** were affiliated witn at least one
religious orgaaiiMitlan.
7. Hi audition to ti»e acfitutioua of typt.c of or£?.nlT.etloaa lnolud-
ed on page 222 tbe following, applying to table 48 only, are
prc-aon ted;
Labor Union. A group of ^ 3dlie ; or soni-afcllled mrferjan
organised for the pur oees of aaatuai aid.
^ualneos or rofessional. - grou of person, organized for
tiie purp>je of ixronoting '"-^ ;.c2so, jrofos^-ioual or oivle in-
terests.
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shows a little ohange, a^d aooial organization membership
declines from 46 percent to 10 percent, l or comparative
purposes labor union;, may be said to repiaoe cooperative
societies, as there is still cooperation for production or
larketiug of labor, The former £§ffte to oall forth a high-
er membership than the latter did when the migrants were
farmers. Business or professional organizations are some-
what comparable to farmer associations. In this case there
is smaller membership indicated in the former than tnere was
in the latter probably because comparatively few men who
have been farmers become independent business men or iro-
fessional men, as shorn in Table 49.
iieligioua affiliation is shown by 163, or 33.6 percent
of the migrants in town, whereas there were 401 who were
members of- such bodies when they lived in the country. (t>ee
Table 47). Labor unions rank next with 121, or 24.2 percent
membership—considerably higher than the I eroent who as
farmers were in cooperative aooities. rateraal membership
decreased to 99, or 19.8 percent, a very slight change,
Social organization membership is greatly changed, as there
are only 51, or 10.2 percent who now participate, and there
were 234 formerly, in the oountry, Business or professional
membership in town in 11, or 2,2 percent, as compared with
.6 percent who were in farmers associations formerly.
Among owners the only organization affiliation which
increases on their toving to town is the labor union, and
-235-
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The owners not now owning fillfN* report 51, or 56.7 per-
cent of their group having religious affiliations j formerly
there had been 96 • 7 peroent membership. Then there were 34
fraternal members in town, or 57.8 peroent, compared with
35 percent in the country. Eighteen f onaer owners of farms,
or. 80 peroent, were members of labor unions in town, al-
though there had been only 14 in cooperative societies in
the country. In town sixteen social memberships, or 17,8
percent, were oil that were left of 81 such memberships in
the country. Two former owners beoarae affiliated with busi-
ness or professional groups, buin, 2. a percent, even though
there were eight, or 3.9 percent who had been in farmers
associations in the country.
In tovai the tenants affiliation became redominontly
in laoor unions, there being 65 members, or 3ii.5 percent.
Their majority in the country had been religious, and cooper-
ative societies ranked fifth, with 2 peroent. In town reli-
gious membership ranks second, with 14 affiliations, or 7
percent, iiext in order are 5, or 2.5 percent who have fra-
tern 1 affiliations, the same as in the country, only half
as many, or 4, being 2 percent, took part in social groups
in town as had done so in the country, xhree tenants, or
1.5 peroent became affiliated with a business or urofesBlon-
al group in town, althou ;h there had been S, who were ih
farmers * as i;o oia tions
.
Among the tonantB now owning farms labor union member-
ship was extended to twelve, or 60 percent, and 10, or 50
percent, had religious affiliations. In the country this
had been 80 percent religious and 20 percent cooperative,
social affiliations declined by one-half in town, there be-
ing four participants, or 20 peroent only. iHisineee or pro-
fessional affiliation in torn was limited to three aen, or
15 percent; in the county four had been in the farmers'
associations. In town the tenant owners had only one of
their* croup, or 5 percent, in fraternal bodies} end in the
country there had been four members.
Once more the tenants not now ownln farras show a
strong tendency to refrain from membership in organizations.
They have their highest percentage, or 29.4 percent, repre-
senting 53 raen, in labor unions; none had been in cooperative
sooietles in the country. Heligious organizations, which
were practically their only interest in the country, having
55 percent of this group as members then, now drop to 2.2
percent in town, with a reduction to four members. Fraternal
interest increased to 2.B percent, or four .embers, in town,
although it .Had been limited to one Eiember in the country.
'oinl end business or professional organisations claimed
the interests of no tenants in town, being practically the
same as in the country.
It seems that the collection of data on the organisation
affiliation of the migrants after moving to town has been
Among the tonants now et&iag faras labor union member-
ship was extended to twelve, or 60 percent, and 10, or 50
peroent, had religious affiliations. In the oountry this
had been 80 peroent religious and 20 percent cooperative,
Jooial affiliations declined by one-half in town, there be-
ing four parti oi pants, or 20 peroent only. Business or pro-
fessional affiliation in town was limited to three men, or
15 percent; in the county four had been in the farmers 1
associations. In town the tenant owners had only one of
their'group, or 5 percent, in fraternal bodies j and in the
oountry there had been four members.
Once more the tenants not now ownin, farms show a
strong tendency to refrain from membership In organizations.
Thiy have their highest percentage, or 29.4 peroent, repre-
senting 53 men, in labor union.,; none had been in cooperative
societies in the country, iioligious organizations, which
were raetioally their only interest in the country, having
55 percent of this group as=> members then, now drop to 2,2
percent in torn, with a reduction to four members, Fraternal
interest increased to 2,8 peroent, or four members, in town,
although it had been limited to one member in the country,
uncial and business or professional organisations claimed
the interests of no tenants in town, being practically the
same as in the country.
It seems that the collection of data on the orgfaeiization
affiliation of the migrants after moving to town hae boen
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somewhat overlooked. In the wtate of Washington it was found
that "The persons leaving the farm participated in more oooial
activities on the whole, hut were at a disadvantage when it
came to having Saturday afternoons off. The evidenoe seems
to indicate that the person who attends movies and social ac-
tivities most often is the erson that It most likely to leave
the farm." It is further stated: "The persons leaving the
farm had n little higher percentage of attendance at ~unday
school, ohuroh and youn people* meetings. They seem to be
more socially inclined and nave desires for this wort of
8
thing, which desires may draw them to the city.*' The pres-
ent study indicates, however, that ohuroh attendance and par-
ticipation in social activities drops appreciably after movin
to town.
The present occupation of the migrants is shorn by Table
49* The highest number, 127, or 25.4 percent, are now en-
gaged as laborers in trades, and 116, or 85»£ percent are
odd job laborers. Salesmen number 38, or 6.4 percent; pub-
lic servants 28, or 5,5 percent. Twenty-three merchants or
grocers, being 4.6 neroent, vjere formerly on the farm. ..-
loven , or 2,2 percent, became garage men or service station
attendants, and the same number beoaae teachers or preachers.
Ten men gave up farming to becoie dealers in feed, coal, eto;
they represent I percent of the entire group, I ix men, or
1,2 percent, are now real estate agents, The balance of |0|
8. Ualok and Yodcr. pp . oit , p. 45
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alsranta, or 87.8^ rep,,ted^ „ ^^
ooouyatious too numerous to tabulate.
P» largest number or owners t0 „ lnt0 ,^ ^
of wor* is 78, or 86.3 percent, who b80<MO odd job laborers.
There MM sl^ty-eight others, or 88.7 pereent. who bees™
laborers in trade,. Uineteon, 0I a#a perooatt ^ ^^
men, «"d fWMWi or b.7 percent are public servants. M»
toon, or M Percent, are aerotants or grocers, and^ or
3 percent, are Lexers in fe.d, oka, ete. E1ght became gar.
afie men or servloo station attenaonte, and represent 8.7 P*»
cent of the group.
..even, or 8.3 per,eat
, co„
or preaching. °M *». or
.7 pereent, are real estate agents
oventy-five, <* * pereent went Into all otber professions.
»i*ty-one of the owners now owning farms, or 29 fr-
eest, are no. odd job laborers, and forty-one, or 1<J<6 Psr.
oeat, are laborers in trades. Thirteen became publi0 „„_
vants, being 6.8 pereent of the group,
_ieveu othor8> or
5.8 freest, are salesmen! and ten, or fa* percent, are
merchants or erooers. balers in feed, ooal, eto., numoer
seven, or 3.3 jle„ent of this groupj and garages end service
station, employ six others, „r 8.9 percent. „is mm m
teachers or preachers. Only one of these men, or .6 percent,
Him a real estate agent. Plfty-four, or 8i>.7 percent, of'
these fan owners entered all other occupations.
Tho migrant owners who nc longer own fUM sent 27,
or SO peroent of their number into trades as laborers; and
18, or 20 percent, into odd Joba as laborers, Oight, or
3,9 peroent, boogie salesmen; and six, representing 8.7 per-
oent, ftllfttiii raerohanto or crooero. Four, being 4,5 percent,
are now publlo servants; and two, or r:,2 peroent, work in
garages or service stations, Two others sell feed, coal,
etc., and one, or 1,1 peroont, is a preaohor or teaoher,
Ono other booa <e a real estate agent, and 1, or 23,5 peroent
entered other occupations not listed hore.
Fifty-nine, or 29,5 percent of the tenants are now en-
gaged as laborers in trades, and 37, or 18.5 peroent, are
odd job laborers. Thirteen, or 6.5 peroent beearie salesmen;
and 11, or 5,5 percent beoaae publlo servants,
-even, or
3,5 percent are now merchants or grooors; and four, or 2
percent, are teachers .or preachers, i-'our others are real
estate agents; and three, or 1,5 percent, are garage men or
service station attendants. Only one of tho tenants beoame
a dealer in feed, ooal, eto,, and he represents ,5 percent
of the group, wixty-one, or 30.5 percent, of these migrants
entered othor occupations.
The tenants now owning farms sent six of their number,
or 30 percent, into trades as laborers. Two, or 10 per-
oent, beoane odd Job laborers; two others were merchants
or grocers; tvjo others wore preachers or teachers; and the
same number were real estate agents. One, being 5 percent,
became a Garage man or service 3tatIon attendant j one i a
salesman, and one is a public servant. Three, being 18
percent, are in other occupations.
Moat of the tenants not now owning farms became labor-
ers when they migrated. Fifty-three tf these, or S9.4 per-
cent, entered trades; and 55, or 1$,4 percent, became odd
Job laborers. Twelve, or 6.7 percent, became salesmen, and
ten, or S.6 percent, are public servants. Five, or £.8 per-
cent, are merchants or grocers* find two, or 1.1 percent, are
garage nen, or servioe station attendants. Two others are
teachers or teachers, and the same number are real estate
agents, une man became a dealer in feed, oor.l, etc.} re-
presenting only ,6 percent. Fifty-eight of these tenants,
or 32,2 percent went into other occupations not listed,
A oonolusion closely fitting the present study was
previously drawn after considering migration in the state
of .-aohington. It is said that "The largest percentage of
the persons who migrate enter either the professional or
the laboring classes, which fact seerns to indicate that
the two extremes so far as potential oocuT>ational parti-
9
citation is concerned leave the farm."
Another writer says that 74 percent of laborers, 64
percent of managers (hired) and 63 percent of business and
professional people have previously been farmers. This
percentage decreases rather regularly as one passes from
9. Jialok and Yodor, op, pit , >. 39 " ' ' —
10
unskilled laborers to professio. 1 groups, imilarity to
the present study will be notioed.
.till other writers have said, "The rurol migrants to
the city, within one generation, Infiltrate and settle in
all social strata of the city, beginning with the top of the
social pyramid and ending at the bottom" .,. .The Minnesota
study by
.
ia<aerman. ,.four_d that 31. 9 percent of the migrants
were eoraaor. laborers; 56. percent were skilled and serai
-
okilled; 10,2 percent were clericals; 4,4 percent were in
business for themselves; raid 18,8 percent were >rofessionals
or semi
-professionals. Thus two-thirds of these migrants
entered as laborers and the other third went into the elass-
11
es above, the middle and upper classes."
"In substance, the retired farner and others who come
to the small town my constitute a iaejority of the tcwn»8
oopul.^tion. And his natural reaction is toward the way of
the open country, ,. .he constitutes a most serious oroblem
12
for the little town's digestive capacities,*
Do the migrants mke a better living in the city than
the;; do on the fans? -able 50 shows that two hundred fifty-
two, or 50.4 percent, reply in the negative, and 127, or
25,4 percent in the affirmative, another forty-five, or
10. gjMBiemoa and Duncan, :.ir.rftion to i pirns and Pitie s, p. 510
11. i-orokin and ^iumerman, IrlncipXes of jiural^ETrban Loo1olo/>y
.
po. 600-601
12. Douglass, H. ,, Tne kittle lown , p. 83
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j .erocnt admit that they m ^e mean ioney but report poorer
and lees healthy living conditions. Thirty-two, or 6.4
percent, make about the same in the city as they did Iil.
the country, Twenty-three, or 4.6 percent, make lees money
in the city but their families are happier. The remaining
21, or 4t2 percent, had not lived in the city long enough
to determine the financial advantage or disadvantage at the
time this data was compiled.
The majority of the ownero, 154, or 51.5 percent, do
not moke a better living in town. Only 68, or 22.7 percent
do so. There nre 27, or 9.1 percent, xiho make more money
but have poorer and less healthy living conditions. Six-
teen make less money in town but their families are happier \
the same number were undecided since they had not been in
town long enou h to find out. In each case these 16 migrants
represent 0.3 percent.
The owners now owning farms, especially 115 of them,
or 54.7 percent, deny that they make a better living in
town. Only 41, or 19,5 percent admit they make a better
living here. Twenty others, or 9*1 ;>ercont, make more mon-
ey, but their living conditions are les3 desirable, Eleven,
or 5.2 peroent, make about the Mai either place; and ten,
or 4.8 per ent, make less money but are happier in town.
The remaining 13, or 6.2 percent, had not been In town long
enough to determine the advantage or disadvantage.
The omers not now awnln^ farms include 39, or 43.3
peroent, who do not make a better living in town, Twenty-
seven, however, being 30 percent, do make a better living
there. Light others, or 8.9 peroent, make about the same
either place, and seven or 7.8 percent, make saore money but
have less healthy living conditions. Another six, or 6.7
percent, make less money but are happier. Three families
had been in town such a short time they were unable to re-
port on either side; they represent 3.3 percent.
In comparison with owners the tenants seem slightly
more pleased with olty life. Ninety-eight of them, or 49
percent, failed to make a better living in town, compared
with 31,3 percent of the owners who failed to do so—thus
the xoajority opposed is smaller. There were 59, or 29.5
percent, who made a better living in town—about 7 percent
higher than the owners who reported this, eighteen tenants,
or S percent of the group made more money but had less de-
sirable living conditions in town. Thirteen, or 6,5 per-
oent, did equally well in town as they had in the country,
ocven tenants, or ,3,5 percent, of the group made less money
in town, but their families were happier. Only five, or
S.5 percent, iiad been in town such a short time they were
unable to detamine.
The tenants now owning farms have the highest percent-
age of any group except the owners not now awning farms who
make a better living in town, there bain-;; six of them who do
-248 -
so, or 30 percent. Five ot*u ..•», or .^5 peroent, do not get a-
long aa well in town} and four, or 20 percent, make raore mon-
ey but have leea desirable living conditions. Two make less
money but are happier; representing 10 percent. One, or 5
percent, does about the same' in town or oountry. Two tenant-
owners, or 10 percent, had not been in town long enough to
determine its advantages or disadvantages.
The tenants not now owning farms include 93, or bl,6
percent of their number, who do not make a better living in
town. Fifty-three, or 29,4 peroent, on the other uand, do
niatse a better living thero. There are 14, or 7,0 peroent,
who make more money in town, but do not have such good liv-
ing conditions, xwelve, or 6,7 percent make about the came
in town as they did in the oountry. Five tenants, or 2,8
peroent, mke less money in town, but their families are
happier, Three of this group, or 1,7 percent, were unable
to report on this subject, sinoe they had lived in town
only a short time.
In connection with this table it will be noted that one
;
.:rou.) of both tenants and owners reported that they were mak-
ing less money in town but that their families were happier,
bearing on this is the statement of one author who says,
"The depletion of rural populations is due more to the . is-
satlsfaction of women with living conditions in the oountry
13
for them and their families than it is to that, of the men,"
is. Barrett. Kate fa.. l>isousslon of Previous -apers. in Amer-
ican Sociological Society Toooe ;lnga , Vol. II, 1916,
.
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Tiieir dissatisfaction, of oour. »f io due to laborious house-
hold methods and inadequate equipment. On moving: to town
this difficulty can be more readily overcome, and happiness
results*
In regard to income of farmers one writer says, ",...,
In the first place, a low average of total income per family
is evident* In the second place, when a 5 or 6,5 percent
return on the capital is allowed, the remainder allocated
to labor Income is small Indeed, ...i5he average is less than
44 percent of the annual earnings of other workers,,. In the
third place, if we turn the procedure about, and allow farm
operators a labor income at hired labor rates, the interest
returns on capital invested are lower than in other Indus-
14
tries " ;>o much, then, for the relative living the
farmers made while they were on the farm. This explanation
also ha a a bearing on why they left the farm,
"The impoverishment of farmers is sometime g, ., .the re-
sult of th«y faot that there are too many farmers, or that
15
there is too much agricultural production," should there
be a seasonal dearth of labor in town, therefore, the farm-
ers might hope to make a better living there by moving,
the faraer's inability to make an acceptable livln
in the country is thus described,,,," uierioa is now asking
how it has oome about that the American farmer on the best
farm land in the world, using thu most productive machinery
14, pirns, H, L, , Elements of hur'al doftlolufty, p, 477"""
15, Lind^uist and Carver', i-JrincipXes of ^tural oooiolo^y , p. 79
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per farm in the world, and eduot *ed for ..reductive effiuioiioy,
ie now a wealth-losing . land-losing fanner".*,. .In substance,
the explanation i3 given as big business. ..well organized,
etd,.»»ln the city, toa taken undue advantage of the little
business and small organisation of the farmiiig process. This
results in an increase of tenantry on farm*; and lowered buy-
16 i •
ing power of tii© farrier.
There are fifty-two of the 230 present owners of farms,
including owners and tenant-owners, as shown by Table 51 who
receive 70 percent or more of their income from the farm;
they constitute 22.6 percent of the owner group. Thirty-six,
yv 15,7 percent, report no income from their f«rme. Twenty-
two, or 9.6 percent, reoeive 50-59 percent of their income
from their farms, and 17, or 7,4 percent, receive 20-29 per-
cent of their income in the same manner. There are thirteen
other owners, or 5,7 percent, who get as much as 10-19 per-
cent of their income from farm property, and 10, or 4,3 per-
cent, who get 30-39 percent. Ten others get from 1 to 9
percent from their farms. Four owners, or 1.7 percent, of
the group report as high as 60-69 peroent of their income
as coming from the farm; and three, or 1,3 peroent, get
40-49 peroent. lilxty-three of the farm owners, or 27.4 per-
cent, did not specify what percentage of their inoome was
received from farm property,
ifl. Gaiapbeir. Liaoy. rfural Life at the Crossroads, p. 76
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Table 51
The Percent of the rreaent Income of the Migrant
Which is KeceiTed From the Farm
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Hone 36 15.7 32 15.2 4
1-9 10 4.3 9 4.3 1
10-19 13 5.7 12 5.7 1
20-29 17 7.4 16 7.6 1
30i»39 10 4.3 10 4.8
40-49 3 1.3 2 1.0 1
50-59 22 9.6 19 9.0 3
60-69 4 1.7 3 1.4
70-over 52 22.6 46 21.9 6
Sot
specified 63 27.4 61 29.1 2
20.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
0.0
5.0
15.0
5.0
30.0
10.0
The owners who now own farca include 46 aien, or 21.9
percent who get 70 percent or more of their income from
tWrfarme. There ar# aloo 32, or 15.2 percent, who get no-
thing from their fame. There are 19, or 9 percent of the owner
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group who reoeive from oO to o9 percent of their income
from thle source. >;ixteeu, or 7.6 percent, get from 20-29
percent, and 12, or 5.7 peroent, get 10-19 percent. Ten
owners, or 4.8 percent, get 30-39 percent of their income
fro i their farms; and Ane, or 4.3 percent, get 1-9 percent.
There are 3, or 1,4 percent, who get from 60 to 69 percent
in this way; and two, or 1 percent who get 40-49 peroent.
oixty-one of the owner group, or 29.1 percent, failed to
report what percentage of their income was derived from
farm property.
Among tenants who now own farms there are six, or 30
percent, who get more than 70 peroent of their income from
taeir farms. Four, or 20 peroent, get nonej and three, or
15 percent get 50-59 peroent. One man, or 5 peroent of the
group, gets 1-9 peroent, another gets 10-19 percent; another
20-29 peroent, another 40-49 peroent, and still another re-
ceives 60-6'^ peroent from this source. There were two, be-
ing 10 percent, who failed to specify the percentage of their
income which is derived from farm property.
In regard to this subject Galpin found that "one-third
of those who still owned farms after moving received over
17
half their present income from farms.* i'he same conclusion
applies in this study also for there are 33.9 percent who
reoeive more thnn half their inooiae from farm property.
17. Galpin, u. J. "Aualysis of Population Moverxnts to and
From Farms" quoted in iiayes, Hural sociology. >p, 95-96
staoamr on thb basis of the facts
Concern lng Boone County
Baaed upon soli type there was found to be a marked
difference among the township* of the oounty selected for
this study. In the order of descending scale their renk
is Cedar, Missouri, Rooky Fork, Peroho, and Rourbon,
The status of the soolal factors of Loss of Farm Pop-
ulation, Rural 3ehooIs» Problem Children, Poor Relief, and
Rural Churches, varies directly with the status of the phy-
siographic factors of 3oil Fertility and Hlpshwaya.
On the basts
' of the data here presented, there appears
to be a high association between migration from farms to
towns and cities and each of tho social and physiographic
factors considered. This association Is negative *lth refer-
ence to the indexes of Soil Fertility, Highway status, Church
status and school status, and positive with reference to Toss
of Farm Population, Problem Children in Rural schools, Phy-
sio ally Defective Children in Rural schools, and Expenditure
for Poor Relief, The various coefficients shown appear to
be significant except for Problem Children in Rural schools
and Migration from Township,
Concern inn Migrants Before leaving tfce, lam
Three-fifths of the SOO Boone County migrants who left
the firm between 1919 end 1928 were farm owners, seventy
— 5wmi
percent of those still own th«ir farms, and ninety percent
of the migrating tenants do not. Only 46 percent of the
entire number of migrants now own farms.
Migration was heaviest between 1984 and 1927, and
reached its peak in the latter year.
The length of time the migrants operated their farms
as owners varied greatly, ft* highest percentage was in
the 30-39 year period, where 14.7 percent had owned their
fame for this number of years.
* falr majority (62.6 percent) of the migrants had
been tenants at one time or another.
More mm half of the migrants had never worked as
hired men. Even among tenants a slight majority had never
been hired Mftftg and few had bean such for uore then nine
years
«
The majority of the migrants (53.6 percent) had never
done any work other than farming.
aost of the migrants had not lived on the farm from
which they moved for a period longer than fourteen years.
The average size of the farms from which these migrants
moved corresponds closely to the average far a acreage for
the United states for 1020, 148.2 acres.
Considerably over half of the migrants report that the
present occupant of their farm is not related to them.
Twenty-five percent relinquished their farms to their sons,
and one fifth as many did so for sons-in-law. SfctSt condi-
-Mo-
tions are very, similar to thot of southeastern Ohio as
found by Lively and xieok.
More than 50 peroent of all classes of migrants were
natives of Missouri* A slightly higher jereentage of ten-
ants were natives; there being only about 30 percent of all
classes saho were born in other states, eleven percent were
of loreigh birth, these figures being slightly higher than
the national average.
The nativity of the wives of migrants is rather similar
to that of the men. There is a tendency for native women to
marry farmers :>£ foreign birth, iiore teiia.it farriers choose
native women for wives.
There is no predominating age at which tenants leave
the farm, the median age beiiig 49.5 yeaaw
Over 44 percent of the migrants reaohed the eighth
rade in school, and over 10 percent reaohed the twelfth
grade. Among their wives there were fewer to reach the
eighth grade but more who finished the twelfth.
The owners enjoyed better com. lunication through trans-
portation facilities than did the tenants. The latter appear
to have had relatively few transportation facilities.
Owners are more inclined to take a leading part in
ooraaunity activities than are tenants, possibly due to
their proprietary interest . The tenants who now enm farms
rate higher in leader sliip than those who do not own farms.
The principal reasons iven for leaving farms were:
eanionic causes, high taxation, etc., although physical dis-
abilities and lack of help were prominent motivating factors.
A few migrants let their relatives have their farms, and a-
bout two percent of all olasseo were financially able to re*
tire.
Concerning the Ohildron of Migrants
The average number of children was, among owners, 3,36,
and among tenante, 3.35. The parents of 72.7 percent of the
children of owners, and only 6.7 percent of the children of
the tena its now own farms. Parents of 46.3 percent of the
Children now own farms.
Considering the age groups of children, under twelve,
between twelve and eighteen, and between nineteen and twen-
ty-five, there appears to be marked similarity in numbers
of children among the various groups of migrants.
At the time of migration a sll htly higher percentage
of children of owners had reached the twelfth and beyond the
twelfth grade in school, than had those of tenants.
In the consideration of the children who were still
living with their parents it was found that 22 percent more
of the children of tenants lived at home than did those of
o vaners
,
After migration it was found that of all occupations
engaged in by migrants 1 children the highest percentage,
about 40 percent were students; others were scattered through-
out other occupations, including 24 percent who were wives of
far:.iers #
Concerning Migrants Living In 1'uwp or Pity
Affiliation with religious and social organizations are
confined chiefly to the owner olaas of migrants; the tenants,
oxcept those who subsequently became owners, being particular-
ly uninterested in membership in such orgnnlnations. Neither
do tenants join fraternal, farmers, or cooperative bodies, as
much as the owners.
Affiliations of migrants undergo considerable ohange af-
ter they move to town* In all classes religious organization
affiliation declines, 3ooial organization membership declines
from 46 to 10 percent. In fact, the only typo of organization
whioh calls forth more membership Is the labor union—some-
what oouparable to the cooperative societies of farmers,
iJtudy of the present occupations of the migrants indi-
cates that about one-fourth of them beoome laborers in trades,
nearly as many more become odd job laborers, salesmen and
public servants rank next in number, followed by smaller per-
centages in various ocou ationa.
Twenty-fivu and four tenths percent of the migrants re-
ported they were malting a better living in town than they
did on the farm while 50.4 oereeut stated that they were
better off while on the farm and 6,4 percent thought their
situation was about the same. There were I percent who
made more money but whose families were poorer and less
healthy and 4,6 percent who said they had leso money, but
that their families wore happier.
-L5b.
i'wenty-two and six tenth. percent of farm owners, in-
cluding original owners, and former tenants, receive 70 pe:
oent or more of their income from their farms; slightly ov«
15 percent receive none. The balance receive smaller per.
eentages of their present inoome from their farms.
SQ1S CONCLUSIONS
This Is a rather definitely circumscribed study of cer-
tain factors incident to and succeeding the migration of cer-
tain families from farms to towns or cities* As a study It
is not intended that it seek to reseat a complete picture
of the many relationships of cause and effect which may have
been contemporaneous with the various incidents of migration*
The data do not warrant a statement of specific conclu-
sions concerning the economic or social causes or of the
offects of such migration upon agriculture and the rural
oommunity or upon the urban community to which the farmer
migrated. Likewise there is no warrant for deductions con-
cerning the uuestion of public policy relative to rural mi-
cration.
It is further understood that the ioer promotion of
speculations pertaining to possible relationships of this
sort would be out of place in this connection. As a factual
study it seeks to be a partial interpretation of the data
here i>resented, which it is believed, represents a contribu-
tion to knowledge*
The faet that migration was highest in the midst of the
status of social and physiographic faotors which is thought
to bo less favorable implies a situation in this area which
is unfavorable to at least a portion of the farm population,
thus creating a situation culminating in migration.
Since the amount of migration was not constant for the
:oara 1919 to 1928 lnoluslve but was much greater during cer-
tain of these year
, It appears that migration responds to
the variations in certain determining faotors and that an
dequate analysis of these might shed light as to so;ae of
e real causes of migration.
The reasons assigned by migrants for leaving the farm
indicate en unfavorable economic situation as well as I
failure of institutions and available services to afford
opportunities thought to be adequate in their 1-espeotive
standards of living* This appears to imply that if the
ovulation is to be m&Mt«§ttM it Mf be necessary that
tie economic faotors incident to agriculture be stabilized
sad that the institutions and services available in rural
living' may need to be maintained on a level oomparable to
that of urban groups.
The data show a total of 1877 children of migrants at
the time of leaving the farm. Of those ;i8,6 percent com-
pleted the 8th grade in school and 25,3 percent did not.
This makes a total of 54.2 percent or 909 children «ho did
not go beyond the 8th grade. Assuming that at least a high
sohool education is essential to meeting present urban em-
ployment competition it appears that more than half of these
children are under a deoided handicap in life which Is both
a social and an economic loss to the urban community in
whioh they may live. This appears to flfcfe place to the
present State Aid for ^ural ii<luo tlon movement in Missouri
hioh proposers further finanoial aid to rural wfchoola and
fcfci creation of new high schools together with free tuition
?id reimbursement for transportation for every ohlld living
outside of a high school district,
while 252 migrants had never been elected to leadership
id 205 had not exercised formal volunteer leadership, Btill
S4t had been so elected from 1 to 9 tiaes and 295 had assumed
v olunteer leadership 1 to 9 times. This meano that more than
aif of tae total number of migr. nta had sufficient prestige
> be permitted leadership while living on the farm. This
Araln of leadership over a ten year period may be in part
responsible for sonie unfavorable social and economio eitua-
ious and for the decline of certain orgftnisat ions.
It appears that when the migrants were living on farms
their organization affiliations were rather high, e.g., re-
li ious 00,2 percent and social 46.8 percent while under
urbon living there is narked deorease, e.g., religious
33,6 peroent and social 10,2 percent. Thus it seems that
urban conditions of social participation through affiliation
with existing organizations and institutions aro not suoh
as assist migrants to wake social adjustments similar to
those they enjoyed while living on the farm. In this lack
of eooial parti oiiia -clou lies the possibility of a decided
problem to the urban community.
wlnee more than one lialf ttfg the migrants indicated that
;;hoy were not making a better living in town than they had
3n the farm and since another onexinth stated that while
their income was greater they were poorer and lees healthy,
It appears that towne do not assist the migrants in caking
the neoesaary economic adjustments oonducive to the satis-
faction of their standard of living. The faot that such a
large number depend upon "odd jobs" and day labor indicates
that their industrial positions are rather insecure,
.xcept for the extremes of youth and age, i.e., under
30 and over 65, it appears that the conditions responsible
for :;ilgration were slight reepeotors of the five year group-
ing which are found between the ages just mentioned, with
50 migrating in the 30-34 age group and 51 in the 60-64
croup and with 66, as the highest number, ooouring in the
50-54 group, it. appears that the necessity to migrate was
most .-parked in whot might be expected to be the most pro-
ductive year of life. These are also the years when the
economic load due to the expense of family living and v?hen
the social demands of a family of increasing size might be
expected to be greatest.
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